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Fire, Marine and Life Insurance

of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 50 per square daily first week; 75 cents pa
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuevery other day after first week, 50 cents.
ngHalf
square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements,” $2 00 per square
|»er week; three insertious or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING

CO.

For

No. 166 FORE

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies
any amount of Fire,
marine and Fife Insurance desired a current rates.

Cash Capital & Surplus

!

PORTLAND, HE.
AND RESIDENCE,

t'onjrreiMM fit., three doors north of the Park.
Office Hours, 10 to 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m.
febl5tf

180

Martha E.

M.

Bucknell,

D.,

No. 6 FREE STREET.
Office Lours from eight to ten A.
to lour P. M.
g3F~Ladtes from the country
vice from a woman Physician, can
board at No. 6 Free st.

M., and from two
Medical ad-

desiring

(obtain rooms and

Risks

on

EQUITABLE

PHILADELPHIA.

PROVIDENCE, R.
Cash Capital & Surplus

1871,

Thursday, February

on

Maine

22.

AND
*

MARINE

G.

Sprine
March
THE
weeks.

cor.

11,

&

MIDDLE
In the

MARKET

EATON,
Exchange Street.

STREETS

rooms

Henry
feb29dlm

Dunn & Son.

R EMOVAL!

148 EXCHANGE ST.

L

EDGAH S. BROWN1

S.

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
gy Particular attention i>aid to collecting.

EXCHANGE AND FORE

jan24-ly

THOMAS H.

TALBOT,

(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

Counsellor

Attorney and
A.T

LAW!

Mo. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
•fudge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hou. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Glnery Twichell.
ju3-6m

GAGE & D
Flour, Grain

A-VIST

Successors ef H. H.

Massey A Co.,

Merchants,

Williamsburg City

Ins.

ASSETS JAN.

ern

Exchange
JAMES

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

PAPER Bought and sold, and
Corporation Loaus negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on dally balances creditod monthly.

ADVANCES made

on

approved

ollateraln.

and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22
eodfirn_

ORDERS for Bonds

PAYSON & PAYSON,

E. P. PAYSON.

PAYSON,

EDWARD

dec27eod3m
_____

__

GEORGE D. JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER
RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
de20

and Cross Streets.

H.

Ac <J

Peyret
IMPORTERS

on

Offloe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deering Block
A CARD—In thanking my former customers and
fiieuds for the patronage they have bestowed upon
me ior tbe last fi teen years. I have the pleasure in
recommending lo tliem Mr. W. L. KEtLERIor
acontuiuauce of the same, feeling confident that be
is able to please alt who mat give him a call iu his
line.
CHAS.h. SCHUMACHER.

Jy13dtf^

IlOOPJBie,

Total nmount

Mcl>.u.n(h

amnl.il

Em.

0025-1691' T&Stt

LARSON,

J. H.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No 152 Middle Street.
IPOBTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order
Ail theuew styles, Berlins, Bombrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
cflid. bv which

process we get rid of freckles
motes, wrinkles, and all im perfections of the skin
Call and judge lor yourselves.
HT ^olle -Osod work at Moderate PricA im to Pfcaso.may 29
es.
uew

HUNT& JEWETT,
Wholesale Dealers in

Italian & American Marble,
NT

BEET,

AL.L keep on baud a good assorlment ol Italian
and American Marble, and will receive order, to
cul to »t«e all kind, orMonumcmal stock, at price,

SH

er,.

sallsl'acioryroall

FESSEWDEK

Has removed from Lewiston, and resumed the practice of his profession in Portland.

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE,

No. 43 Pine
Office

hourB;

jan23

Street,

9 to 10 A.

Brown Block.

M., and

2 to 3

P. M.

*ood3m

WILLIAM

A.

April

burg

tr

_

FREE to Agent, to Introduce article.
that sell In everv house.
Latta&Co., PittsPa.
no22
w

WATCH

3,379,050

00

217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405,937 95
274,345 01
37

or

their

or

their

next.

By order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

Feb. 7, 1872.

Number

of Policies issued in 1871,

CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore SI., Portland, Me.

NEW MOLASSES!
New

Cienfuegos

Molasses
J

-IK-

THE-

HUM*, and TIEHCE8.

Capital Stock, (all paid In).

$800,325 65

25,336 64
448,175 60
527,525 7‘J

Real Estate unencumbered......_
Loans on Bond & Mortgage, (1st lien,)
U. S., State, Bank and K.R. Stocks aud

1,134,607

Bonds owned by the Company.

$2,942,061

Thos.
mch4

Washington,

C.,

Feb.

19,1872.

patent

day

---a_

ANNUAL

Seed

Catalogue!

have just published our Annual Seed Cataof FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS
will furnish It FREE on application.

j WElogue
and

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
dlw

wlm w7

PURSUANT

to

a

license from tho Hon. Judge of

Probate for tho County of Cumberland, I shal
sell at Public Auction, on Saturday, the 23d day of
March, A. D. 1872, at 10 o’clock A. M.. on the premises, at Bridgton Centre, in said County, the following described Real Estate, belonging to the Estate of
Alzida P. Babb late of Bridgton, in said County, deto wit; A House and lot, situated at the Village of Bridgton Center, and being the same premises
conveyed to said Alzida P. Babb by Isaac Chase by
deed recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book
349, page 233.
JOSHUA D. ROBERTS.
dfeb22 29 mr7
Bridgton, Febrnary 21st, 1872.

ceased^

A VOIAJME OF

FOE SALEI

DISCLOSURES!

MEMOIRS

TEBBETS^ HOUSE.

—OF THE—

SPRINGVALE.

U. S. Secret Service.
(By permission, from the Department Records)
With portraits of U. S. Detectives, and their Captures;

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As the

owner

West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

wants to go

Juu31

Chief H. C. WHITLEY.
By Capt. Geo. P. Burnham. 400 pages, Price 92 50

BARGAINS

A ROMANTIC, STARTLING,
And WonderAil Book !
Just out.

IN

sketch of

Mailed, post-paid, anywhere,
Address Laban Heath, 30

on

receipt of price.

Hanover

Street.

Boston.

DRESS GOODS!
FOR ONE

SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy for

A
Cancer, Scrofula, Bheamatism,
ft he
Ulcers and all Blood
in,

Diseases, just

Ground Land Plaster
Portland Plaster Mills!
prepared to supply dealers and consumers
PlMter.
WEwith fresh groune (N. S.)in Land
Bulk or Bbls., as deShfplied by R. R. or Vessel
KNIGHT
8-d&w3m

WHIDDEN

CO’S,

No. 6 FREE ST. BLOCK.
mch6

lw

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have formed a copartnership to
date from March 1st, 1872, as manufacturers and
wholesale dealers in Lumber, under the firm name of

THE

Milan steam Mill Company,
and have taken office 230 Commercial street, head
Brown’s Wliarf.
F. A. PITCHER,

mr4dlw*__

are

sired.

587,699

09
03

$3,302,901

12

over

00

06

82
73

1,965,738 61

expenditures,

$1,337,162 51

Quarterly

miums,
296,211 58
Cash in Webster and Third National Banks 122,158 08
Outstanding Renewal Premiums, on policies, upon which a liability has been assumed to exist, December 31, 1871, and
for which a reservation has been made,
463,288 00
Interest accrued to December 31, 1871, on
Mortgages of Real Estate, Stocks, Bonds,
Collateral Loans, and outstanding premiums,
168,693 16
The

J. W.
L. F-

DEERING,

BROWN.

Co-Partnership Notice.
Chicngo, March 2d, 1872.
J. W. TILLSON is this day admitted to partnership in our business. Style of firm unchangGAGE & DAVIS.
(rarldlw)

MR.
ed.

j

$10,054,489

Company

Balance of Distribution
Losses unpaid,

118,515

MERRILL,

J. H. Chadwick &

WINTER

AKD OTHER

American.
order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-i»ointed 'red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lead. None genuine without it.

&

Phillips

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

MIDDLE ST.

For Sale.
PAIR of team Horses; 7 years old: weigh 2200,
color black; sound and kind; will work in
double or sigle harness. Applv to
WM. SMALL, Jr.,

A

mr4eodlw

Lisbon

Falls, Me.

Law Notice.
1IAKLEM W. GODDARD may he conprofessionally, at the office of Joseph A.
Locke, Esq., Boyd Block, No. 74 Middle st., daily, at
eleven A. M.

C sulted

1 0-0

/Iff

aa/1

tiig Saw

For Sale.
GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or a<ldresa LITTLEFIELD & WILSON, Cor. York
and Maple st.
ja31tf

Diseases of the Skin.

monthly Instalments.
5^*Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold

TRUFANT,

the discoverer of
for the cure of

an

excel-

and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and evamine our “medium machine.”

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

furnished during the last twenty-five years, of the
and
of the remedy, gives us confidence
in ottering it for the relief of sufferers.
A fresh supply just received and for sale Wholesale
and Retail in this city by II. II. Hot, W. F.
Phillips, J. W. Perkins and by O.
side, 141 Congress st., and by respectable Druggists
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a verv liberaldiscount to the trade. Price $1, with full directions.
For further particulars see the article.
mch6d2m
WM. B. TRUFANT, Bath, Me.

efficacy

NOTICE.
«mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.*'
A
have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to James E. Simpson fbr one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said

time the Company will not be responsible for any
debtR contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
"'m Resident P. D. Dock and Ware-house
Co.
n
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

United States Hotel!
REDUCTION OF PRICES!
The
undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1872.
in accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrench-

to Business Hen !

YOUNG MAN who has had several

book-keeping,

desires

Economy.”

“TWO

he will reduce his rates to

DOLLARS A DAY”

transient travelling public, with no reduction
of fareJattendance and
hospitalities.
No effort will be spared for tbe comfort and convenience of tbe guests of this favorite house.
To the

dc29tf

D. N. CUSHMAN.

Forest City Bowling Alley.
Just opened to public and priBowling Alley at

The subscriber has
te

parties

a new

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
Dec. 23-d

B.

GORDON.

Lf_

Silver Plate Polish!
subscriber has

prepared and would respectTHE
fully ofter to the Public
superior artfcle for
-a

cleaning

and polishtng Gold, Silver and Plated Ware,
which will excel anything of the kind ever brought
into the market. And as a guarantee of this statement, will refer to the following well known reliable
gentlemen of this city:
Gerrislx & Pearson, Jewelers. Middle st; Win. Senter
Jeweler, Exchange st; Som’l Rolfe, Druggist, ConCongress st; Rand & Thornes, dealers in
st; Abner Lowell, Jeweler, Congress st; J. A.
gress
Merrill Sc Co., Jewelers, Middle st; C. C. Tolman,
Market Sar; Nutter Bros. Stove Dealers, Market Sqr;
J. F. Laud, Dealer in Crockery, Glassware, &c., ExIWOMKH PEARSON.
change st.
Silversmith, Gold Sc (Silver Plater,
Temple 8t., near Congress Nt.
For Sale by the trade generally,
a29ood tf

Crockery,

For Safe,
rnHREE large work Hornes cheap, at
febfitf
X
330 CONGRESS ST.

A rience in

Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

GEO.

RHEUM,

other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a
of his Compouud and Ointment. The character of the manufacturer, and the abundant evidence

Important

Short & Harmon.
Barnes’ Notes, now in course of publication
in a revised edition, has become a standard
work. The notes on the first epistle of Paul to
the Corinthians constitute the last volume is-

a

years

expe-

situation

Removal.

as

Book-Keeper, Copyist or Salesman. Salary moderR. P. JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
ate : references ftrst-class.
Enquire at the
to 11
St., Portland, Me. Office hours from
mcli4eodtf
PRESS OFFICE.
I A. M., and 4 to P. M.
no25-3ra

DR.

j

sued. (Harper & Brothers.
ing, Short & Harmon.)

For sale

by Lor-

Two new novels have been issued in resplendby Carleton of New York The first
Hungry, by Mrs. Maria Jourdan
Westmoreland, of Atlanta, Georgia. The object of the book, the scene of which is laid in
the South, is to teach that happiness in the
married relation comes only from constant tenderness and care.
The other novel, Fernando
de Lemos, is also by a Southern author, Charles
Gayaree of Louisiana. Itjs a series of dramatic episode of a biographical nature. (Forsaleby

ent covers
is
Heart

Bailey

& Noyes.)
Theory of t te Modem Scientific Game of
WAisf, by William Pote, F. R. S., is re-printed
The

from the last London edition in a fine little
volume by G. W. Carleton & Co., New York.
(For sale by Bailey & Noyes.)

Never Mind Rising Early.—All this
talk about

early rising

is moonshine.

The

habit of turning out of bed in the middle of
the

mght

it.

But it is

suits some

people; let them enjoy
only folly to lay down a general
rule upon the subject Some men are lit for
nothing all day after they have risen early in
the morniug. Their energies are deadened,
their imaginations are heavy, their spirits are
depressed. It is said you can work so well in
the morning. Some people can, but others
can work best at night; others, again, In the
afternoon. Long 'trial and experience form
the only conclusive tests on these points. As
for getting up early because Professor Gammon has written letters to the
papers proving
the necessity of it, let no one be
goose
enough to do it. We all know the model
man, aged eighty—“I invariably rise at five;
I work three hours, take a light breakfast_
namely, a cracker and a pinch of salt—work
five hours more; never smoke; never drink
anything but barley water; eat no dinner,
and go to bed at six in the evening.” If
anybody finds that donkeyfied sort of life suits
him, by all means let him continue it. But
few people would care to live to eighty on
those terms. If a man can’t
get well withered and crumbled up on easier terms than
those, it is almost as well that lie should depart before he is a nuisance to himself and a
bore to everybody else.

Power

of the

Press.—I love to hear the

of the steam power press better
than the rattle and roar of artillery. It is
silently attacking and vanquishing the MalakofTs of vice and the Redans of evil; and its
parallels and approaches cannot be resisted,
I like the click of the type in the composing
stick of the compositor better than the click
of the musket in the hands of the soldier.
It bears a leaden messenger of deadlier power, of sublimer force, and of a surer aim,
which will hit its mark, though it is a thousand years ahead.—Chapin.

rumbling

forty

dence

roiled

sirens—the

QUEENS—INSTANCES

confi-

OF

TOTAL

Fifth Avenuk Hotel, March 2.
thought I had seen wretchedness before
yesterday, but I was mistaken. I know I
have been in the Moscow
beggar’s market,
where they steal your clothes at one end and
I

anu
Mayor Hall another there isn’t
much chance to thin ont the Tombs
prison-

Then gentlemen like Stokes and Hendthe forger, take a whole
cell, while
young boys betrycd into crime are crowded Into cells by the half dozen.
Hr. Win. T
Nealis, physician at the Tombs, please go and
sit one of your cold, damp cells for
twenty
crs.

ricks,

minutes and then go and tell Commissioner
Bell and General Bowen how it made you
feel!—Ei.t Pkkkins. in the N. Y. Commer-

cial.

sell them before

your eyes at the other. I
have seen the Tartar women who make
up
their miserable detni iiionde of a
Nijni Novgorod fair, and I have seen mothers on the

lower Volga sell their

own daughter’s wopaltry sum of a dollar, but I
never saw forty such
miserable, low, vulgar,
and totally depraved women as I saw huddled
into a room of the Tombs
yesterday.
These women had been gathered in from
panel houses and low dens in the Sixth Ward
by Captain Kennedy. They said they came
from the dens kept by Lizzie, of No. 14j,
Nellie Horton, of No. 18, and Scotch Mag, of

manhood for the

No. 38 Baxter street.
Some were bonnetless, some shoeless. Many had fearful scars
and unwashed blood-marks on their faces.
Out of the whole forty there were but two
whose hair had been combed in a week.
In

many instances their hair was greasy, and in
tangied and clotted knots.
(rood Mrs. Foster, the motherly matron of
me loinos, wno
always lets me go where I
want to, let me in
amoqg these miserable
wretches.
They- were all sentenced
to two months on the
Island, or were to
be in a few hours. I tried to talk with
them,
but jeers, curses, and wild
laughter met me
on all sides.

“What

you here for?” I asked, by way
of hearing what they had to
say.
“We are poor, innocent, foolish
virgins,
sir,” said a girl, wrho could not have Been
over eighteen.
“We don’t go with anyone.
We only bilk men, steal their
pocketbooks,
rob them of their clothes and
then, if the
d—d idiots peep, we only throw them out of
the window or down stairs.
“Yes,” they all
joined iu, “We are all poor, innocent girls,
sir. We don't want to go over on the Island
where they don’t have any Sabbath Schools.
We want to stay with our dear
mothers,
where we can drink rum and rob a man now
and then,” and then all who were sober
enough set up a boisterous laugh.
“What will you do when you get on the Island?” I asked.
“Work like a son of a gun, and not
spend
a d—d cent,” replied a
girl not over sixteen,
whose face bore marks of a
deal
of
good
are

spoiled beauty.

Some of these

asleep,
a

or were

women lay on the floor fast
undoubtedly recovering from

drunken stupor.
“What can you do with these women?” I

asked Mrs.

Foster,

“O sir, you
be reformed.

the matron.

do nothing. They cannot
They are past redemption.
Many of them have been over to the Island

three

can

four times already.
They will do
I presume they stole something
from you while you were in there.
I have gotten quite used to these
charity
and correction subjects, and I
always button
coat
over
my
any diamoud or stray piece of
jewelry, for only a few weeks ago I went into
a cell to give some
friendly advice to half a
doken boy pick pockets, when
they stole my
gloves and pocket-handkerchief.
or

anything.

What these forty poor, fallen women needed most was water—pure cold
water, and I
want my Aunty Foster to keep
dinging at the
Commissioners of Charity till they give her
six bath tubs with hot and cold water in
each,
and when she gets them I want her to see to
it that each of these dirty women is
put
through a hot bath as soon as she reaches the

Tombs.

Will you see to it, Aunty ?
Cleanliness is next to godliness, and no
man or woman can ever be made to
respect
themselves till they are made clean and
wholesome.
The best preacher or schoolmaster for tliest' forty women would have
been forty bath tubs and forty clean changes
of clothing.
CONFIDENCE QUEENS.
Up in a woman’s cell were the two women
recently arrested as “Confidence Queens.”
Tht*

vminorput

twenty-two.
necticut.

ia

Ban.loonm

**

She

Her

came
name is

from

1

Danbury, Con-

Libbie Doesis.

companion is Eustacia Valeran, who
ow about twenty-eight
years old.

Her
is a wid-

Both of these women were in a
very funny
mood. They laughed and
jested, and told
wonderful stories without number.

Finding them

and

as

withal

bright

as

chain-lightning,

women of superior culture, I
lime talking with them. They
spent
look down up;, n the ordinary women
prisoners, feeling that they are superior, and that
they inhabit a charmed circle. I found them
to be women of great vanity, but devoid of
pride. They were vain of their sharp deeds,
good looks and nice clothes, but they had no
pride about honesty, integrity and a good
some

name.

“What

Maple Sugar.
a dairyman whose
product always brings a good ptice, and a
breeder of tine blooded stock, recently reOne of our best farmers,

marked that the most valuable and best paying land he has is his sugar orchard; and yet

hundreds of Vermont farmers are chopping
down their maples to sell them for fuel to the
railroads or to residents of villages, realizing
not more on an
average, than $2 a cord on
the stump, and
many not more than $1 a
cord. It is difficult
for
as

accounting

this,

for a great many other practices which
prevail among farmers, and we do not
expect to
be able to do so j yet we
hope to throw some
little light on the subject.
There have been many and very great Improvements in the manufacture of maple sugar in the last twenty years, and these improvements have been so prominently brought
before the public that it seems

hardly possi-

ble that any should be ignorant of them. We
nevertheless see men essaying to instruct the
public through the press, and at prominent

agricultural gatherings, in the use of apparatus, which has been superseded among the
best informed and most
enterprising of their
class, nearly a score of years, and advocating
processes equally obsolete. There are men
In Vermont who have made
sugar

more than
years with very slight improvement in
any respect, and w'ho resist all the innovations upon former methods,
believing that
their product is sweeter because it is stronnot
and
ger,
determined not to know
knowing
tli&t Htroncr 1/raiM* ttllirat* la nnlir turn AiSl...
sweet as the
unchanged and more delicately
flavored cane sugar from which it is
produced
by their unskillful process of manufacture.
We recollect seeing within the last
year or
two several newspaper articles
upon this sub-

forty

ject, indicating very clearly that Vermont

sugar makers are not alone In this respect.
Indeed on taking a second look, it seems
quite
possible that they are rather leading in the
matter of improvements, for nine-tenths of all
the valuable patents ibr maple
sugar apparatus and appliances are of Vermont
origin.
The sap of the maple when first
drawn, is
an almost pure
though very dilute solution of
cane sugar, the
impurity consisting usually
of a very slight trace of tartrate of lime. It
is belived that instantaneous
evaporation of
the water would give a product of cane
sugar
without so much as a trace of the
uncrystailizable or grape sugar; but as instantaneous
evaporation is impracticable, if not impossible, we never meet with a sample of raw sugar which is not more or less degraded. The
natural tendency and every extraneous influence are toward
degradation, as long as a particle of moisture remains in the
sugar, and
the whole labor and skill of the
intelligent sugar maker are employed in evaporating away
the water with the least
possible exposure to
external influences, and of course in the
least possible time. To this end he selects
all his apparatus and conducts all his
operations. lie uses a small bit
auger in tapping
his trees, and a spout which
the
orprotects
ifice from exposure to light and air.
He uses
a narrow,
deep tin bucket, thoroughly scalded whenever any appearance of souring is
discernible, and he is earnestly considering
the expediency of using covers for his buckets; indeed he may have already adopted
them. His gathering tubs and
storage are
all scrupulously cleaned and
thoroughly scalded, and have close-fitting covers. At every transfer his sap passes through flannel
strainers, lest a single particle of some foreign
substance may be inciting to fermentation.
He uses the “evaporator,” whosesoever
patent it may be, that will convert his
sap into
in
the
shortest space of time and with
syrup
the least reboiling. He does not in this
operation treat his sap en masse, but as
composed
of an infinite number of individual
particles,
each ol which is to pass into the
be boiled, and pass out as
in
the
same
syrup
order. His syrup runs from the
evaporator
on to a thick flannel strainer
spread out flat
upon the top of bis narrow bottomed syrup
tub, and percolates through it at leisure, leaving most of the tartrate of lime, sometimes
called niter, upon the strainer. When the tub
is nearly lull it is laid aside for a few
houA,
that the little remaining tartrate, if there be
any,' may be permitted to settle to the bottom, when the syrup is carefully poured and
“sugared off” in a pan made for that exclusive use.
There is no branch of farming in which the
difference between good and poor management is more apparent in the results, and we
have never known a case where the farmer

evaporator’,

are you here for?’' I asked, by way
opening the conversation.
uvra iar too valuable lo
“Well,” said Miss Libbie, “we are suffering
Queens. Don’t you know all Queens suffer? permit their destruction for fuel.
In our off and on experience of more than
Didn’t Mary Antoinette suffer, and Lady
Jane Gray?” she asked, smilingly.
thirty seasons in sugar-making, we have used
“How long have you been here ?”
pretty nearly every kind of apparatus ever in
“Oh, we are only on a transient visit—we use to any considerable extent among sugardidn’t bring our wardrobes with us. We are makers, and we do not hesitate to say that if
we were to-day possessed of a
not dressed to-day. Wednesday is our
sugar establishreception day,” broke in Mrs. Yaleran with mock
ment, well fitted up with the apparatus in
common
and
that
which
!» more comuse,
gravity.
“How did you practice your little amusing monly recommended by those who write tor
the press on that subject, only the impossibilconfidence games ?” I asked.
“Oh, we are innocent, sir, of any evil in- ity of raising money to pay for it, would deter
tentions,” she continued, laughing, “we are us from fitting up entirely anew, even if we
had to throw away the old sour wooden buckindeed, suffering Queens.”
“But how do they accuse you of having ets, and black, rusty iron pots and kettles.

of

uvb

done it?” I Continued.
“O, that is a different thing. The ungrateful and worldly-minded officers
say that Libbie and I are bosom friends and that we took
a nice room on Sixteenth street.
Then they
say I went down to the fashionable stores,
looked over laces, cloaks, camel’s hair shawls,
&c., and told them to send them up to the
house with the bill.”

“Well, what then?”
“Why, they came up. Libby took them
from the boy and came into my room to get
the money, leaving the boy waiting.”
“What then?”

by Loring,

IF

on

)

The Lovers of Arden, by M. E. Braddon, has
been added to Harpers’ “Library of Select
Novels.” It is unnecessary to say that this is
not a dull book, but it may be necessfcry to
say
that it has not the objectionable charataristics
of many of Miss Braddon’s novels. For sale

you wish to secure the best Sewing Machine in
existence for all kinds of wrork, do not fail to call
and examineTI1E SINGER, at

And

safety

mon.

SEWING MACHINE.

A

remedy

Co.,

IMPROVED

ment and

sense

The translation is by Selma Birg and Marie A.
Brown. (For sale by Loring, Short & Har-

“THE SINGER”

Sole

revelation of the spiritual

Another of the novels of Mrs. Schwartz, the
Swedish novelist, entitled Two Family Mothers,
has been published by Lee & Shepard, Boston.

feblQtf

fel4

a

This is one of
the freshest and best of the works of the eminent novelist. For sale by Loring, Short &

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,

finish.
machines sold

a

Harmon.

keep

ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Gur Pore White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
wo warrant to bo ntrictiy pare, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, It is not surpassed by »ny Lead iu the market, either foreign or

UXCiXXXXCX

ered, by Harper & Brothers.

OF

331 CONGRESS STREET.

DRY AND GROUND

SALT

STOCK,

Where we shall
constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of

Dry and Groaud ia Oil,

it

of the,
that the Bible has a hidden meaning, and declared the existence of the science of correspondence by
which that meaning can be determined. (Published by Roberts Brothers and for sale by Loring, Short and Harmon.)
Poor Miss Finch, a novel by Wilkie Collins,
is published in a thin octavo volume, cloth cov-

BALANCE OF OUR

OF

Pure White Lead !

UX

scriptures. He merely discovered

293 CONGRESS STREET.

Co., Ag’ts,

tuusc

borgian standpoint. Mr, Persons does not hold
Swedenborg was inspired, or that he even

THK

Chas. Custis &

1829.]

UC

that

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST!

4 96 Oliver Street)
BOSTON.

MANUFACTURERS

Mr. WM. B.

130 Hid-

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

94

A

N.«

WE ARE SELLING

Agent.

ix

IW

little volume in which some of the
most important questions that can engage human attention are discussed from the Sweden-

gave

BOSTON LKA1) CO.,

Pnt-fln../!

Parsons is

JT. W. Sc H. H. MCDUFFEE, Cor. middle
Sc Union Sts.

PALMER,

[Incorporated

wcui

worthy

die Street.

50

$9,858,953 38

■

v«i«.*uoiuuo

But we have received from “J. N." a review of
the book which is decidedly good reading:

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. A9IBROSE

HUNGER^ SON, Agts at Portland.
Mar 2d6t

& 48
,4(3
feb6a3m eod

Up-

Translatibn excellent; and the book itself
of general attention. To be sure the
author
is a Deist, a devout and conscientious
|
to order.
Deist, and many of his speculations are astonishing; but then he is a man of enlarged
Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
science and evident sincerity, and
many of his
conjectures and suggestions, though startling,
J. F. SHERRI', No. 0 Clapp’. Block'
are about as much of a demonstration as
the
Coagren Street, opposite Old City Hall. subiect would allow. Take an
example or two:
Plants have life and nothing
more, says LinJewelry and Fine Watches.
naeus.. But M. Figuier contends for sensibility
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Coagrea Street.
and gives not only satisfactory ‘but conclusive
reasons; for he says “The mode of-multiplicaAgent, for Howard Watch Company.
tion and reproduction is so strongly
analagous
Manufacturers of Trunks, Tallses and in plants and animals that it seems impossible,
in view of this astonishing resemblance in the
Carpet-Bags.
most important function of all to refuse sensibilDURAN A JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
ity to plants, while we give it to animals."
116 Federal Streets.
But misanthropical, though religious, uncomplaining, though bereaved and childless, he undertakes to say, and to say on the authority of
Masons and Builders.
a passage or two in
scripture that “Man is here
N. E. REDLON, 033 1.0 Cengreu St.
only to suffer"—as if sorrow and suffering were
-:not the exceptions we are so familiar with—and
Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
then adds: “He suffers in his affections." Does
he not also enjoy in his affections?—“in his unSMALL A KNIGHT, No. 154 Exchange
satisfied desires?" And how will his satisfied
Street.
desires?—“in the aspirations and soarings of
soul, continually driven back, bruised and
Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and his
broken by innumerable resisting obstacles.
*
*
*
Weather Strips.
The few agreeable sensations that we
CEO. L. LOTHROP A CO., No. 130 Extransiently feel are paid for by the most cruel
we
have affections only to lose and regret
grief;
change Street.
their dearest objects? We have fathers, mothers aud children
only to see them some day die
Photographers.
in our arms."
A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
Now this will never do.
Although under
J. H. LAMSON, 150 Middle St., cor. Cross.
some aspects, the world we live in is indeed
a
vale of tears, and axl the inhabitants have their
trials
and
Plumbers.
sufferings and disappointments and
separations, under others, it is a vale of reJAMES MILLER, No. 01 Federal Street.
since our blessings are as
joicing
sunshine,
Every description of Water Fixtures armillions to one, if compared with our sorrows.
ranged and set np in the best manner.
But of them we never think till they are withdrawn or threatened or tugged at. How many
Jobbing promptly attended to.
of ns ever dream of thanking our
Heavenly Father for eyesight, or hearing, for appetite, or
Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &e.
the
of
For
capability reasoning?
P. FEENlf, Cor. Cumberland and Frankmemory, foresight,or the common faculties of body or mind?
lin HU.
For our fathers and mothers, our sisters and
brothers, for our children and friends, till they
Real Estate Agents.
are snatched
away? Our greatest blessings are
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 £nh«i|e
the commonest—bread ana water and air, the
Street.
gift of speech, the power of moving at will,the
GEO. R. DAVIS Sc Co., No. 301 1-9 Consuushine and the rain; but if a cloud comes up,
if the rain keeps away, if we are touched with
gress Street.
paralysis, or with dullness of hearing or sight,
Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater. then we begin to find fault and murmur, and
forgetting all that makes life desirable, begin
N. PEARSON, No. 99 Tempi. Si., near
to believe—or to say, if we do not believe—
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
that this world is but a vale of tears.
Out up! on such theology, say we! Out
Ware Repaired.
upon such philosophy! If we are put here only to suner,
Silver ^nd Plated Ware.
what must we think of God?
Our author is
ARNER LOWELL, 301 Cougress Street.
uevoui, ne is iuu oi wondrous reverence for the
and
would
have us believe that
Creator,
yet,
we
are
Schools.
Pooh!
put here “only to suffer!”
Pooh!
ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL.,430
(Translated by 8. E. Crocker, editor of the
Congress Street.
Literary World. Published by Roberts Brothers
Stair Builder.
Boston, and for sale by Loring, Short and HarR. F. L1BBV, IV 1-9 Union Slml, np
mon.)
stairs.
The Infinite and the Finite by
Theophilus

J. W.

W. F.

the facts of science that art
calculated to throw light on his subject. Yot

VI_l_•

Furniture and Upholstering.
DEANE, No. 80 Federal St.
( ring and Repairing

195,636 12

999

investigations all

Post Office,

kind* of Uphols

All

12
00

Net Assets, December 31, 1871,

an

ponder on the new life that opens to man beyond the grave. He called to his aid in making his

owe

Account,77,021

JAS. M.

author whose attention was turned
to the subject of the
destiny of men by the severe domestic affliction he suffered in the
loss of
a beloved sou.
From that hour he began to
savant

DAVID W.

and Semi-annual Pre-

quantity

J. III. DYER &

Salt

received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Address.
No. 6 Exchange Place Providenoe R. I.
ja5dtf

A

WEEK,

-AT-

CUNDURANGO.

Jan.

Deferred

lent

Book Trade supplied by LEE & SHEPARD, Boston.
w8
w4t
feb21d&w
d eod3t

u

$2,715,202

1871,

ASSETS
Of the Company, December 31, 1871.
Loans to States, Cities and Towns,
$2,291,908 64
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate,
1,440,100 00
United States Securities,
565,335 00
Real Estate in Boston,
526,143 42
Railroad Ronds,
651,791 00
Railroad Stock,
542,890 50
Bank Stock,
223,400 35
Loans on Collateral,
445,149 50
Boston Gas Light Company Stock,
20,500 00
Manufacturing Stocks,
10,000 00
Due for Rents,
7,696 52
Premium Notes, secured by valuable policies, including estimated interest,
2,278,223 75

Lynch & Co.

NOTICE.

of Horace Woodman of Saco.
extension of a
on
granted
day of May, 1858, for an
improvement in Power and Hand Drills:
It is ordered that the testimony in the case be
closed on the 23d dayof April next, that the time for
filing arguments and the Examiner’s report be limited to the third
of May next, and that said petition be heard on the 8th
day of May next.
Any person may oppose this extension.
M. D. LEGGETT, Commissioner.
February 21.
UTionr'it

$36,000.

1871, $756,800 00
called

Excess of receipts

lw

ortlan

the

ASTOUNDING

same

118.515 00

Office

Sat

D.

en-

BOSTON

18

Ag’t,

petition
ON Maine,
praying for the
to him
the 25th

a

Premiums received in
Interest

FOB SALE BY

50

LIABILITIES.
All outstanding claims.
$979,994,97
GEO. L. CHASE, Pres.
C. C. LYMAN, Ass’t Sec.

law3w

Choice St. Croix and Porto Rico.
“
New Orleans in Bbls.

$1,000,000

ASSETS.
Cash on hand, in Bank and Cash items
Rents and accrued ipterest.

272

$875,315.
by matured

9

Amount of

Gen’l

Hartford Fire Ins. Com’y.,

feb24

dowments,

dlm-eodllm&w6w

THE—

2,90S

insured, $7,093,176.

Amount

Number of Policies outstanding,
22,892
Amount of same, $67,815,733.
Number of Policies terminated by death, upon

JF, II. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

STATEMENT

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

Jyt

$8,143,240 00

which date all interest thereon
The certificates to be produced at the time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
(in red scrip) for gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Iforty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond of

BVAJSS,

COUNSELLOR AT

$5,375,793 24

cease.
were issued

marble work-

___

Dr. J. P.

2,033,675

51
18

legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from

Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

that will not lailtobe

$5,412,777

will

and

OMtc»WCON£BCMI

December, 1871,

of its affairs

Six per cent interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof,
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof,

o»

*Lo«»«r»,
Chain, Ac.
neatly ilone. Furni-

«V*A1I kinds ol repairing
«re boxed and malted.

following Statement

$14,806,812

IT. 8. PATENT OFFICE.

Be*

Mutual Life Insurance Co.

paid

1844.)

nor upon Fu*e Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during tlie same period
$2, <’35,980 63
Ret urns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Interest, and
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

Vo*. 81 dl 38 Free Street,

I’awal

ENGLAND

-$875,315 00

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

67 EXCHANGE STREET.

Mattbbbs is,

NEW

Matured Endowments,
38,000
Amount paid during the year
for commissions, advertising,
minting, and all other incidental expenses,
362,717
Premiums returned in cash,and
cancelled notes on surrendered policies.
650,960
Interest
for advances on
investments over par value, 40,745

$7,446,452 69

Jeremiah Dew,

Suits, Lo uuecs, Spkiha Beds,

-OF THE-

for.

eod-3m

submit the

CO.

&

Exhibit of the Business and Assets

Losses paid in
Losses not yet

ready.
L. S. TWOUBLY, Agent.

IN

cus-

2w

Co., will please

of Marine Premiums,

UPHOLSTERER
Pa blub

friends and

old

our

247 persons.
Amount of same
policies terminated

arc now

Company,

JANUARY 1,1872.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Minin'actuksb

D. WEST, Sec.

Sts., Portland, Hie.

tlie Lorillard Fire Insurance

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the
the 31st day of December, 1871.

-OF

Painter,

H.

B.

L. 8. T"WOMBLY, Agent.

ABSTRACT

LKEILUK,

J.

$758,098.75.

B. BENNETT, Prest.

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

OF

348 UONCBKSS STREET.

hope to meet

For the year ending December 31,1871.

STREET, Corner of William, New York.

51 WALL

Wholesale & Retail

Fresco

J.

(ORGANIZED

tf

o

of

BOSTON.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE
COMPANY.

FRENCH WINES,
W.

j

Sec.

& Fore

Exchange

-OF

noviCrn

ASSETS Jan. 1, 1872,

fobl___

Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Free

N. B.

$282,221.02
MONTGOMERY,

H, MATT, Sec.

Total Amount of Assets,

Street.

Exchange

we

N. Y.

$589,692.18.

.JOHN

ST.,

tomers.

Amazon Ins. Co., Cincinnati.

New York.

call for their Return Premiums which

HAVINGS BANK BUILDING,

95

Co.,

■

sundry

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

And wbero

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

VAN NORDEN, Prest.

Corner

Bi'MNEIH

COIdldECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.

large Stock

a

Number of

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
3

Ins.

GEO. W.

Ja2ti*2m

Mo.

EDMUND DRIGGS, Prest.

Is. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

A. W. Webster.

Bennett,

Taos. K.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

CHAS. E. BOND, Sec.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872.

Refer to 1st Nat’l Bank, Chicago; W. H.

parties.

Small, Bangor.

$800,000.00.

L, S. TWOMBLY, -Agent.

Especial attention given to the purchase and shipof Corn, Flour. Grain and Provisions, for east-

ment

1, 1872,

Co.,

re-

CROSS,)

OF

keep

shall

we

feb29

Firemens T una ms. (Jo. California

J. D. STAPLES, Prest.

have
*

TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN

JF'Policy Holders in

CHICAGO, ILL.

we

TEAS, GROCERIES & PROVISIONS.

$8,000,000.00

11,

ROOM

Brard of Trade Building,

STREETS, FIRST FLOOR,

in Gold

BENNETT & WEBSTER,

General Commission

(CORNER
Where

Imperial Ins. Co., London. Assets

Merchants,

38 SOUTH CANAL STREET,
C. F. Davie Chicago.
rbieSKrn
R. W. Gao- ,206State st.,Boston. vllllilgU.
uo2‘

public that

Nos. 175 & 177 COMMERCIAL

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the
following
first-class Companies:

nnd Fr.ri.ion

Commission

TWOMBLY,

lias Removed to the Corner ot

STREET.

No. 80 MIDDLE

We beg leave to inform the
moved to the Spacious Stores

Old

Id. F. HO ITT, No. 11 Preble Street.
holstering done to order.

of

recently occupied by Murr Brothers.
On and after Monday, March 4th, we shall expose for sale, a very large assortment of Harneawea
all of our own Manufacture, adapted to all kinds of

INSURANCE.

New York.
The To-Morrow o/'Death is one of the most
curious books ever published. Its author is French

Streets.

HOOPER Sc

A

Vick, Rochester,

__

eral

corner

Sts.

done to order.

our

to the

Exckange

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BEN J. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

MANUFACTORY,
St.,

and

&c.

Christmas present for customers, but forwarded to any who apply by mail, for ten
cents,
only one-quarter the cost.
Address James

WALTER COREY Ac CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
N. TARBOX, Nos. 138 and ISO Fore St.
CEOROK A. WHITNEY, No. 36 Exchange St. Upholstering ot all kinds

Circulars will be sent ou application to the President, Rev H. P. Torsey, LL. D.
R. C. PINGREE. Sec’v of Trustees.
Kent’s Hill, Me., Feb. », 1872.
w7
5t

have Removed

Congress

ornamenting grounds, making walks,

Fnrnitnre-Wholesale and Retail.

this lnstitutidh will comand will continue thirteen

term of

mence

From 172 Middle

REMOVAL!

Jan22tf____

Cloaks

Dentists.

FEMALE COLLEGE.

HARNESS

%

CLOUDMAN,

Velvet

JOSIAH HEALD, No. 103 Middle Street.
DR. W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.
PACKARD Ac HARDY, Fluent B lack

-aj»d-

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

SYMONDS,

India St.
dyed and dnished.

address

business.

1’IRE

op.

Dye-House.

F.

particulars,

Wesleyan Seminary

We

$10,000,000,

FeblO eod2w

J. B. Hamel, Jr.

four years; Fluctuations in Rail-road Shares
and Bonds, State Bonds, Government
Bonds,
City Bonds, &c., (1868-1871), with numerous
Price
$2.
engravings.
Two hundred thousand of the first edition of
Vick’s Floral Guide for 1872 have been
published. It is elegantly printed on fine tinted
paper,
in two colors, and illustrated with over three
hundred engravings of flowers and
vegetables,
and two colored plates.
The most beautiful
and instructive Catalogue and Floral Guide in
the world—112 pages, giving
thorough directions for the culture of flowers and
vegetables,

post to Park.

Boston.

SOI¥, Agents.
J• NT. ILA LAILC R, G-en’l
^Agent.

Philadelphia.

Canada—length and cost of each, name of
President, &c.; Review of the Cotton Market,

and Bnilders.

WHITNEY Ac MEANS, Pearl Street,

REMOVED!

J. W. MUAGEIt &

MERCHANTS !

Seminary,

Nynaondt* will open their Spring

MiMea

and

SAWYER Ac CO., Rleachers, No. 131
Middle Street.

Carpenters

Portland, Me.

AVERAGE TOTAL EXPENSES TO TOTAL RECEIPTS
91-3 PER CENT.

Co.,

▲HD

108 Walnut SG,
H. L. Gbkgo,
Jan23-ly

Companies.

ENGLAND

TOTAL ASSETS

Ladies’

in the United States, President and
Secretary
of each; 900 Rail-roads in the United States

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
S

a

1868-1871; List of 1,000 Insurance Companies

Street.

French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p. m. to three o’clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in writing P. 0.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

$230,362.00

Company,

Repairing.

times four people are in a little cell no
larger
than a clothes press. While Stokes has ono

jury

The

Publications.

23 Murray Street, N. Y. Conlist of 1,850 national,and 500 State Banks,
capital and names of President and Cashier of
each; 2,200 Private Bankers in the United
States, January, 1872; 1,800 Bankers and Brokers in New York City, and Members of the
Stock Exchange and Gold
Exchange; 300
Banks and Bankers in Canada; 120 Banks and
Bankers in Loudon; Daily Premium ou Gold,
tains

Scenes in the Tombs.

DEPRAVITY.

Magazine Office,

fel2-d2w&w4w

J. W. MUNGER.

Mutual Life Insurance

re-

R. I.

called to the abore named

Recent

Book Binders.
1VM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL Ac SHACKFORD, No. 33 Plum

taken

are

HORNING,MARCH 7,187*.

The Merchants and Bankers’ Almanac for 1872.
One volume octavo. Published at the Banker’s

Street.

acboarders, a
young ladies desirous,
quiring a theorotical and practical knowledge of the

THE
See si op,

pub-

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, POOH Ac BREED,No.03 Middle

as

For Catalogue containing full
the principals, No. 12 Pine st.

J. H. DEWOLF, Pres’t.
RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.
febl0eod3m

respectfully

public

NEW

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

NEWPORT,
Cash Capital & Surplus

$314,490.90

ARNOLD,Sec’y.

& Gregg..

to Warren

Pres’t.

Fire & Marine Ins.Co

I.

THOMAS G. TURNER, Pres't.

PRED W.

Jan31

11. L. GREGG &

BOWKER,

NEWPORT

Fire and Marine Insurance Co’y.,

BROKER,

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
4*4 SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

$645,129.29

& Surplus
ALBERT

febl4*2w

-AND-

Capital

E. E. PATRIDGE, Sec’y pro tem.

(Formerly Warren A Gregg.)

Successors

Cash

POSTER, See’y.

the

IV. C. CORR, No. 13 Pearl St.

Morazain,

MORAZAIN and wife having
convenient house in the city,
PROF.
prepared to
of
few

BOSTON.

HENRY HARRIS, Pres't.
IRA A.

at

Bakers.

Teacher of the French Language.

Young

COMPANY.

Hulls effected at current rates.

“,,cnuoB •* ««

SHIP

GUSTAVE TOUCHAKD, Pres’t.

I.

$773,830.80 North American Fire Ins.

■

CHAS. A. WARREN,
SHIP

R.

country

Steven's Plains, Me.

Jules Ch. L.

ceive

the

for Sewing Machines.

■ale and to let.

SNOW, Principal,

a

ASSETS.$1,115,573,67

lUari.k. Ri.k* Taken on Cargoes,Freights auil
\ easels per voyage. Rates named and Certificates

issued.

OFFICE

to

J. C. L.

SAN FRANCISCO.

throughout

Agency

FROM PARIS,

Union Insurance Co.

N ARR AG AN SETT

C. D. HAVEN, Sec’y.

D.,

Physician

ja31td

THURSDAY

w- <*■ BYEB, No. 138 Middle
Ml., over B.
H. Hay’s.
All kinds of Mnchines fo

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

PROVIDENCE,

Eclectic

ME.

T HEPltES S.

lishers’ lowest rates.

MARCH 11th, 1S72.

Catalogues, &c., apply
J. C.

ST., PORTLAND,

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

BUSINESS CARDS.

W. K. RIPLEY. M.

and

Will Open

MONDAY,

TERMS $8.00 PER
ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Advertising Agents.

FOURTEEN WEEKS,

Agency,

1872.

ATWELL Ac CO., 174 1-3 Middle St. Advertisements inserted in papers in Maine

THE SPRING TERM

One inch oi space, in

length
•

Westbrook Seminary
—OF—

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
jear; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
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^BUSINESS directory.

EDUCATIONAL.

MUNGER,
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“Nothing, only
ing—

I suppose he is still wait-

‘Waiting—still waiting for thee!’
While he was waiting Libby and I hunted
up a new boarding place.
Why I suppose,”
she said
latching, “that there are fifty of
those

confiding youths even now anxiously
awaiting our return, but alas! I can never
come back to them.
I’m engaged here.

Don’t you see?”
“Have you ever been arrested before?”
“How could we be ?
Don’t you see we
are young and innocent?” asked
the elder
Mrs. Yaleran.
“But they do, the worldly
newspapers do tell a story which happened iu
Cincinnati a few years ago.”
“What was it?” I asked.
They say a gentleman called at Clark’s—I
think the name was Clark—on Fourth street,
and ordered quite a nice lot of diamonds and
jewels for his wife who was lying ill at her
rooms in the Burnett House.”
“What then ?”
“Well, the jewels came down. My dear,
kind husband received them in the private
parlor attached to our room—then he
brought them into me to make selections.
We talked a moment.
Then he invited me,
poor, innocent girl, to accompany him out
the
private door, into the hall, and
through
off I went to Columbus,and my dear husband
•
started for the St. Louis depot.”
“What became of the boy?”
“Well, I suppose he is still waiting—poor
innocent child.
The bad newspapers kicked up a good deal of fuss about it at the time.
The wicked Commercial told the story as a good
joke, and the grave and serious Gazette talked about the wonderful trickery of the times.
If that poor boy is still waiting for those diamonds, he must be quite a young man now,”
and then they both laughed.
Won’t the
Commercial and Gazette tell us If there was
ever such a case in
Cincinnati, or whether
these wicked women made it
up“out of whole
cloth?”

“What

you going to do when you get
out of here?” I asked,
very much amused at
their nonchalance.
“Well, we will try to get good, religious
husbands to support us. If we can't do that
we shall be
compelled to take a nice house on
Fifth avenue, and go for camels’ hair shawls
again at Stewart's. Libby had a dear duck
of a husband once, but one night he got up
and ran away. Poor, heartbroken child!”
“How do you get money to live on here?”
“Well,” said Mrs. Valeran, looking at
Libbie, who was trying to sew a button on to
her cloak, “we make lots of money here.
Why Libbie has made immense sums of money just mending my old clothes. Then she
pays me large sums lor making the bed. Do

uic

We do not care to advertise the wares of the
manufacturers of apparatus, or wc could furnish a complete list economically adapted to
the method of manufacture indicated above.

—Country Gentleman.
Pbesidkxt Smith,

whom I saw to be a
clergyman, now came along, and I stood
back to hear him talk to the two funny confidence women. And such stories as
they
did tell him! Their whole talk was
simply
chains of falsehoods. In a very little while
they had the poor clergyman deeply interested.
As we met down stairs a few moments
afterwards, he asked me if I thought they
were
really two good women placed in the
Tombs out of persecution!
COLD AND

RHEUMATISM.

that all the prisoners who remain
in the Tombs for some time get the rheumaand damp.
tism.
The cells are too cold
There should be more fire. If the Tombs
were heated by steam, with a radiator in each
cell, it would be a great improvement.
The Tombs is full ot prisoners.
Someseems

of

Dartmouth College,

used to set type in the
printing office of
Simeon Ide, at Windsor, and says of it:
“That, it has always seemed to me, was a
profitable service. I learned to work and
honor labor. I learned to spell, an attainment which even men of
great notoriety do
not always make. I learned
many things
about the newspapers and books, and the
matters they treat of which served as a
good
preparation for the further studies I at length
undertook. I am far from being satisfied
with nay labors in my present position; but,
imperfect as they seem to me, I cannot help
thinking that I am a little better President
for having been a printer.”

Clippings.
—The late Mr. Gillott was not only a
great
pen manufacturer and an ardent admirer of
the fine arts, but he also had a
passion fpr
collecting fine violins, although not himself a
He
a
player.
possessed very valuable collection of the rarest instruments,
sev-

including

eral genuine Cremonas.
—There is actually a considerable commerce in toads between'France and
England.

A toad of good size and in
good condition
will letch a shilling (25 cents) in the London
Market, and a dozen of extra quality are
worth £1 ($5.) You may see these
imported
toads in all the market gardens where the
soil is moist, and the owners of these
gardens
even prepare shelter for them.
Thev pay
their way by killing insects.

—A greenhorn was offered, at a public ta
ble, a plate of macaroni soup, but declined 1,
declaring that they “couldn’t played any bile
pipe-stems on him.”
Abatrwrt

af

the Annual
OF

/ETNA

Mtatement

THB

INS.

CO.,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,
On tho 31»t

day of December, 1871, ma<le to the State
of Maine.

are

you see?”
A tall gentleman,

It
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Capital Black, all paid up, 83,000,000 OO
ASSETS AS FOLLOWS:
Real Estate unencumbered.
$335,000 00
Cash on hand,in bank and in agents hands,2,132,584 55
United States Securities,
448,543 73
Statty City and Town Stocks and bonds,
380,671 00
Bauk and Trust Co’s Stock,
1,276,690 00
Railroad Co’s Stocks and Bonds,
1,467,786 00
Loans on Real Estate,
79,390 00
Loans on Collateral,
259,973 00
Accrued Interest,
67

19*864

Total Assets,

$6,400,502 95

U ABILITIES.

Losses
Losses

adjusted and
unadjusted,

not due,
$335,938 20
642,028 05
Re-Insurance Fund,
2,066.549 05
Borrowed Money,
825,490 00
Other liabilities small, for printing, Ac.,
500 00

$3,870,505 30

Total,
Total Income lor

1871,

Total Expenditures for

1871,

$4,663,794

03

$6,657,471

86

Risks written during the year,
$399,108,637 00
Risks
290,064,987 (><»
Risks written in Maine
the vear, 10,236.745 00
Risks outstanding in Maine,
7,425,180 00
Premiums received in Maine In
1871,
123,847 94
Losses paid la Maine In
64,766.91
1871,
J.
L. J. HENDKK,
President.
Secretary.
Wm. B. Clark, Ass’t Secretary.

outstanding,

during

GOODNOW,

DOW, COFFIN
No. 4*2
March l-ood3w

&

LIBBY, Agents,

Exchange

St.
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Town Elections.

—
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THURSDAY MORNING,MARCH 7,1872.
AdvoA Ctwice for the Woman Suffrage
cate*.
Since the narrow escape of the opponents
of woman suffrage from defeat in the Legislature, Maine has become one of the most
promising fields in the country for the labor
of the advocates of the enfranchisement of
the better half of our citizens.
It is a most

encouraging thing to be able to say that the
change of only seven votes in tlie House of
Representatives oti the 28tlj of February
would have given an affirmative answer to
the petition of that most estimable woman,
Mrs. Oliver Dennett, and her associates, and
the vote of Maine would have been nearly
the Presidential election in NoIt will be remembered that the bill

doubled
vember.

at

the party or the interests of their constituents,
the ne'xt convention can nettle the matter with
these gentlemen by refusing to nominate them.
That is the way.

ANDROSCOGGIN

COttfTY.
Hast Livermore.—Clerk, H. Garcelon; Selectmen, Assessors, etc.. L. Treat, F. N. Billington, H. L. Billington, H. L. Morrison;
Treasurer, E. E. Godding; Constable and Collector, Nathaniel Pierce; Supervisor of Schools,

Times have ckangtd since the Democrats
used to find out how many votes they lacked to
carry the city, and then sent to “the islands”
for

them._

“Weeping
—the

for

more worlds

Republican party

to

It, C.

Reciprocity with Cuba.
THE PROPOSITION

OF SPAIN

LAID BEFORE THE

ment

increasing

before next Tuesday.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Farmington.—Moderator, S. P. Morrell;
Clerk, J. W. Merrell; Selectmen, George W.
Davis, F. C. Hntler and Geo. Cotnren; School

Democracy are resorting to the
worthy means of warfare. The
Monitor publishes the following
about the alleged discovery of

most un
Concord
statement

We are satisfied, from reliable information
received from various parts of the State, that
a stupeudous
scheme of fraud and outrage
upon the rights and liberties of the Republican
voters has been devised and is being carried into effect by thn Democratic State Commitee
though Democratic selectmen. We learn from
so many different sources that we are reluctantly compelled to believe that John G. Sinclair, Chairman of that Committee, has -actually instructed Democratic selectmen to exclude the names of as many Republican voters as possible from the check-lists, and insert thereon the names of Democrats not entitled to the right of suffrage, and assured
them that, if prosecuted for their wicked and
fraudulent conduct, the Democratic State
Committee will defend them in the courts
and indemnify them against all loss and expense. There is good reason to believe that
the thing has been carried so far that an exact calculation has been
made, and selectmen have been instructed
precisely what number of Republican voters must be excluded
from the right of suffrage in each town, in order to secure the triumph of
Democracy
throughout the State!
MEETING AT WEST

CONCORD.

Congressman Hale of this State addressed
people #f West Concord, Tuesday night.
The Boston Journal say that in
spite of tlis
cold weather a large and interested audience
the

present, and that Mr. Hale made
fective and eloquent speech.
was

an

ef-

MISCELLANEOl'S ITEMS.

Congressmen John A. Bingham

and J.

E.

Stevenson of Ohio are among the speakers
who will take part in the closing struggle.
They speak at Nashua, Thursday and at Con-

cord, Friday.

Mr.

Voorhees, the most prominent of the Democratic speakers, is troubled greatly by his treasonable war record.
What “Passivism” Means.
A

in

the South which advocates
paper
“Passivism” and raises the name of B. Gratz

Brown for President and further declares
that Horace Greeley or Lyman Trumbull
would be

equally satisfactory, gives

an

excel-

lent definition of what it understands by that
term in the following platform printed at its
head*in jerky sentences:
White Supremacy and Repudiation!
The Constitution of 1WH) ami the Rights of
tile States!
This is a White Man’s Government, made by
White Men, for White Men, and tlieir Posterity Forever!
Down witli the Fifteenth Amendment!
Total
Repudiation of the Monstrous Yankee
War Debt!—That Accursed, Unconstitutional
Burden! accumulated by an Unconstitutional
Mob, styling itself a Congress, in the Prosecution of an Unconstitutional Crusade,forthe Acof an Unconstitutional and Horcomplishment
rid Purpose!
Passivism means simnlv the defeat of Gen.
Grant,should he be nominated, by a combination of all the elements
opposed to the present

administration, which is largely made ujf
platform above.

of the men who believe in the

The charter elections in the smaller cities
of New York, Tuesday, afford abundant evidence of the entire

passivism

of the Democ-

racy, and the unity and power of the Republican organization. The independents in the

United States Senate cannot derive much
comfort from the

municipal

elections in any

part of the country, particularly when the
fact is considered that the Republicans are
always weakest in the local elections.
Intimations and Instructions for Partizan

Policemen.

In the Board of Mayor and Aldermen yesterday afternoon an Order was passed requesting
the Mayor to issue an Order instructing the Police not to interfere directly or indirectly, in the
elections to-day in Words one and two.
The presence about the polls of so many
policemen on Monday last, and their officious conduct in instances where it was entirely uncalled
for, was condemned by men of all parties, and
it is gratifying to good citizens to see it thus

officially rebuked.—Argus of Wednesday.

With the correction of a few errors tiie above
statement is true. The Board of Mayor and
Aldermen was not in session Tuesday, and con-

sequently they took

no sucli action.
The Aldermen were in session, according to law, for
the exclusive duty of counting the votes, and
after the business was concluded, an order like
the above was passed, but when it was suggested that they had no
under the power

ruruox;
men, etc., E. r. Pingree, Caleb Warren, Augustus Ingalls; Supervisor of Schools, L. A.
Poor; party was not made a test.
Hiuam.—Clerk, L. A. Wadsworth; Selectmen
and Assessors, F. L. Watson, Samuel
Wadsworth, P. C. Gerrieli; Overseers of Poor,
A. M. Clemons, Clias. ltankin, G. F. Gould;
Town Agent, J. H. Spring; Supervisor of
Schools, L. A. Wadsworth.

A. J. Dane, N. M. Blossom;
Treasurer, Amasa Richards. Clerk and Treas-

Republicans.
Mexico.—Clerk, D. O. Gleason; Selectmen,
etc., Sewell Golf, O. F. Trask, B. W. Elliott;
Treasurer, H. W. Park; Supervisor of Schools,
urer

Mail

earnings.

Car service.
Rent of buildings.
Miscellaneous...

loan the credit of the town towards building the
Androscoggin Valley Railroad to the extent allowed by .law, payable when completed and in
successful operation to some point near Rumford Falls.
SOMERSET COUNTY.
Palmyra.—Clerk, V. D. Sweetland; Selectmen, etc., Norris Keene, Russell Bennett, S. 8.
Goodrich; Agent, Russell Bennett; Supervisor
of Schools, Lewis Wyman; Constable and Collector, A. Morrill; Treasurer, S. A. Robinson.
All Republicans except the last Selectman.
Haiitland.—Clerk, Sewell E. Prescott; Selectmen, etc., P. W. Thnmpson, Daniel W.
Ham, Luther H. Webb; Supervisor of Schools
Luther H. Webb. A11 Republicans except first
Selectman.

Somerset

16

Conducting transportation .$ 667,815

91
77
06
75
37
36
30

The total amount of revenue
with last year is as follows:

as

as

84

3,600,566 86
Showing a decrease of. 1,076,847 98
And an increase in net earnings as follows:
Net

earnings, 1871.$3,921,115

30
27
03

2,917,862
Increase.
953,253
The revenue of the company for the year have
fallen considerably below the estimate, owing
mainly to the detention caused by the stroms
which have prevailed throughout the entire
winter.
The operations of the land department during the year have been justly satisfactory. The
number of acres sold from March 1 to l!)ecember 31, 1871, to 1182 purchasers, has been 192,275 82-100, yielding in cash and notes $733,571 85, an average of $3 81 5-10 per acre.
The cash receipts of the land department
from March 1,1871, to December 31,1871, have
been $319,039 49, and out of these $2*29,000 of
land grant bonds were canceled by that department, and over $80,000 remitted to the trustees
under the mortgage securing the same.
Up to the close of the year 1871, 500,000 acres
have been sold in all, yielding $2,102,123 90, ail
average of $4 20 9-10 per acre; and the amount
of land grants canceled has been:
1870.

1

umuers ui
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lor me

ensuing
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In

reviewing the work of the Maine Legislafor 1872, one of the most obvious reflections is upon the vast and growing importance
authority,
convening the meeting, to take such action, it : of our railway system. If the great railroad
was canceled.
I corporations have not already gained full power to control legislation
they have at least
Elsewhere will be found a number of resoshown the ability to crowd out of consideration
some of the most important interests of the
lutions sent us for publication by William AtState. The fever for railroad charters and for
kinson, esq., of Embden, which he does not
special favors has runiU course unchecked, and
claim to have been adopted by any convention
now that the great corporations can have little
or meeting.
Tin' charges made in the resolu- more to ask for, it is to be hoped that the Interests of education, and the demands of retions that the organization lias lietm controlled
form may receive attention.—7Vnnscripf.
and
conventions unless he
by packed caucuses
P. T Barnum advertises for three hundred
means to say that these meetings were full, aro
men to travei with his great show; they must
without foundation. Pf gentlemen nominated
l>y the Republican conventions have betrayed not drink nor use profane language.
ture

a

Congress

DYES—There

are

very dull.

market

la

Dealers
are
$32@34 per ton for prime qualities. Loose
is selling on the stand at $30@35 per ton. Baled
straw is selling at $18@20 por ton for prime.
IRON—Wo advance our quotations on iron. The
The market is firm and the tendency still is upward.
a

little firmer.

LARD—The market is quiet, with
Prices are unchanged.

a

fair demand.

LEATHER—There is more enquiry and prices are
firm for all qualities.
LIME—The market is very firm at $12{kS'l 30i»cr
cask for Rockland.
LUMBER—Prices are firm. The demand from
Boston and other places has increased. Tho domestic demand is rather light.
MOLASSES—We note the arrival of a cargo from
Matanzas which will probably go into the Sugar
House. There is some new in the market of grocers’
quality, and some cargoes are expected shortly.
Prices are quite steady at our quotations.
NAILS—Nails are steady at $5 per cask for assorted sizes, which include from lod to 60d. For
sizes smaller than lOd an advance from 25 to 75c is
▼cry

NAVAL STORES—The market is
any change in prices.

A Pleasant Afffair. —Mr. Thos. B Purvcs
of Greenbush, N. Y., master mechanic of the

B. & A- B, lv, received a pleasant surprise on
New Year's eve, in the shape of a gold wateh
and chain, presontod to him by the engineers of
the western division of the above named road,
The watch was a beautiful specimen of workmanship, of Elgin manufacture, and received a
majority of the rotes of the thirty-secen ngimers
who presented it, over two competing watches
from

Albany.

2w

For Sale

NO

LACES,

inspection.

NELSON

Sc

RENDERING

THE

NEW
PATENT

Carpet Reuovating Company,
December, 1870.
Carpets to their original
Beauty uud Brightness
Without Removing the same from the Floor.
Patented

PURPOSE.

OTHER

COMPOUND

For sale by all Druggists.

eodly

no29

WISH

WE

TO

CLOSE

Our Entire Stock before
as our

store must bo
that

QaIIiVIA* A-PP a4-

1st of April

vacated

on

or

before

OF

BY

Parker & Co.,
Parker House, Boston.
Wetherbee,Chapin&Co.Tremont

Revere
American
And many others.
SEE
CIRCULARS.
mch4 SNlw

HAYDN

Thanking the citizens of Portland and vicinity for
their very generous patronage during the past year
the ‘•Association” beg leave to submit the following
schedule of tickets fbr the present year:
“Life Membership,” (to be obtained of the
$25.00

“Season Tickets,” admitting “bearer and
lady” to all Rehearsals and Concerts, and
“good for 1 year from date” (to bo obtained of Abner Lowell, Esq.).
$3.00
“Rehearsal Tickets,.’—Single 25cts., packages of 5
$1 ), (t« be obtained of A. Lowell, Esq., ana at the
Mumc Stores of Hawes <£ Cragtn, ana Stockbridge.
It is intended throughout the present year to make
the Rehearsals more miscellaneous in cn&racter and
to combine recreation with study: and having secured the services of Prof. H. Kotzsotunar as Conductor,
the Association feel confident of pleasing all who may
favor it with their patronage. Rehearsals, Monday
evenings, at Fluent Hall.
marlHiilw
FRED H. CLOYES, Scc’y.

BONDS!

Portland Sc Ogdeusburg R. B. Gold,..

O’*

Portland aid R. R.,.

SPICKS—There has been a good demand for all
spices. Prices are firm.
TEAS Tho market is qniet with no quotable
change In prices. The tendency is downward, corseTINS—There has been an advance on plates as
seen by our quotations.
WOOL—The market has been rather
quiet during
the week, but there is still a
speculative enquiry
and prices are very Brin. All the sales
during the

place.

7’*

Chicago,.

7’

Toledo,.

8’*

Portland

Chicago
Farmington

R. R.

Portlaud & Rochester R. R.
Central Railroad, Iowa, Gold,

Fneillc, Gold,

EASTERN RAILROAD

7-30’a
O’s
7*a
7*»

7-UO’a
7’a

FOR SALE BY

H. ]R(. PAYSON,
US EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.

Lost,
BETWEEN Winter st., and City Hall, a Gold
Sleeve Button. The finder will bo suitably rewarded
by leaving it at 69$ SPRING ST., or at this office,

GUNS, GUNS.

a

Cough

is

Cough Don’t Neglet It.

a

Coughs

article

now

and

Colds has arrived and

in the market, for the

MaNoa,a Cough Nyrup.

yon will be

satisfied.

Prepared

only

cure

of

Try it, and
by Edward

Mason, Apothecary, Middle street, Portland. Price
fe28sn2w
35c, 60c, and $1 per bottle.
“Boy Me and I>II do yon
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB

Goad.”—Dlt.
BITTERS. No

poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsai»arilla, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thorough wort.
Mandrake. Rhubarb, Dandelion, <&c., so compounded
as to reach the fountains of disease, aud
absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver anti Billious Diseases, Jaundico, Dyspepsia, Cofctiveness, Scrofula, and all difficulties arising from a diseased stomach or impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success lias proved
them to be the best
drugs,

no

GOODWIN & CO.,
sn eodl6w

medicine in the world.
GEO. C
Boston, and ail druggists,
fe27

SAVE THE

a

good assortment of Machinists’ Tools,

CL la. HAILEY, 48 Exchange St*
53F* Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”
no24codtf sx

Graphite

Axle Grease !

Will mako your carriages
than any other lubricant.

It will mot harden

nor

run

run

easier aud

out.

It is

last longer
warranted

BAILEY, 48 Excbauge 81.
Agent for Maine.

of the most complete
and finest assortments of

Wood,

FURNITURE!

Feb. 15, Edwin O. Cushing aud Miss

No. 56
BELOW

Copartnership.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS
SAME
FROM
FOR
DATE
More Castle.New York. .Havaua.Mch 7
Silesia.New York. .Hamburg_Mch 7
City of Brooklyn ...New
Mch 7
9
Columbia....New York..Glasgow.Mch 9
Washington.New York .Havre.Mch 9
Hansa.New York.. Bremen.Mch 9
9
9
Ocejudc.New York. Liverpool.Mch 9
Nevada.New York. Liverpool.Mch 13
China.New York.
13
City of Bristol.New York. Lifterpool_Mch 14
Crescent City.New York.. Havana.Mch 14
Henry Chauneey.. .New York.. Aspinwall-Mch 15
Sarmatian.Portland. .Liverpool.Mch 16
City of Paris.New York, .Liverpool-Mch 16
Mch 16
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.Mch 16

York..Llvcri»ooT.....
Nestorian.Portland....Liverpool.Mch

having associated themselves in
business under tho style of

GILKEY &
WILL COSTU.CE

APOTHECARY

&

M. G.

COE,

DRUG

BUSINESS,

Where they will be happy to

servo

public

the

pure medicines.

The Largral nnd Dent AM.rlue.1 «f

with

Boots, Shoes
tail

Of the

of C. W. GLLKEY' .V CO., is hereby dissolved by mutual consent. Either party will
adjust the accounts of the firm.
C. W. GILKEY,
GEO. WATERHOUSE.
mch7
Portland, March 6th, 1672.

Y>

D.I.

bottom,

For
an
as

6.

Croix, Eaton, Canlenas—Jas M Churchill.
Sch Zeyla, Crowell, Georgetown, DC—Chas Sawyer
Sch St

& Co.
Sch Annie May, Baker, New York—Chas Sawyer
Sch Osseo. (Br) Clark, St Jolm, NB—John Porteous
Sch Kmcline, Roberts, Wiscasset
J E
—

worth.

SAIJJ5D—Barque Mary

M

Earna-

meh7*lw'

leaving

it

at

Sch Venus, which broke from her anchors at
Quodlast fall aud dritted aahoro on Grand
Menan,
got on at considerable expense and taken into
Last port, where she has been
repaired at a sost of
$6,000 or $7,000. She Is designed more for speed than
carrying capacity, being 267 tons, old measure, hut
will

only

carry

167 tons dead

weight.

She and the

Vulcan, are of the same model and are considered
the fastest vessels In the coasting business.

STREET,

BURT'S BOOTS,
To be found In this

-A..

C._M.

STATED

State.

r'f £££

tub: assortment ok

Charitable Mein the Library

I

H I

Thursday evening, March 7th. at 7$ o’clock,
the regular meeting of the Association the

on

I'**’

resumed.

Question for Debate:—Resolved, That the amendments to the Liquor Law, j assod at the last session of
the Legislature, are unwise and injudicious and
should bo repealed.
J. W. Mansfield, aft.
J. B. TnoitNDiKE, neg.
mchfltd
is
GEO. A. HARMON, Sec’y.

T»

*•*>■>
Children, I*

F»

TT.

T?

Dad., xian,
nal

ci
uud

•urpaucd

That Stylish, Durable ami Ganccful class of Boots A
Shoes known an

IRON

CLADS,

FOR YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’

ALLANLINE!
Montreal Ocean

IWfll

Steamship Co.

CARRY ISO

THE

Caudlnu and Vailed Stole* .Vuil*.

Passengers Booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Return Xickete
granted

at

mail

For

port

or

Gold

or

its

Cabin

_

NOTICE

equivalent.

&

JAMES L. FARMER,

No. 3 India Sticet.

_

Portland, Dec.

5-tf

STONE
will bo

a

lower falls at Saccarappu, Me.
Plans and
may 1**
the Com pony in Saccarrnppa.

Saccarappa,

atone dam
seen at

Lon.
on

TCf AKCH *5th, A

offife.

the

ths office of

JAMBS 1IASKKI.L, Agent.

Feb 15. 1872.

la

Portland, March 5th,

DAM.

received by Westbrook Man-

PROPOSALS
ufacturing Co., for building

Couuty Bonds

hereby given that the subscriber ha*
been duly appointed Executor of the Will of
CHAS. E. WOODMAN, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and h« «
himself
taken
that
trust
uj»on
a*
thi*
law dtrccti. All person! having demands upon tlo
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit tl »
nm«; ami all arsons indel.tod to !ahl esPite are calleel upon to mukc payment to
J&NATHAN Y. STANTON,

Passage, apply to
A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
*Steerage Passage inward and outward, and lor
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts apply to
«•

eodln

Exchafp

Londonderry and Liverpool, Cablu (ac*• 990
accommodations).970
In

Payable

feature ot this Stock.

YTIOR SALE at prices which yield lO to Ivl |»r
J/ cent. Interest. A very desirable security for in
vestment.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
del it t
29
t.

to

Freight

as one

Western City and

for Liverpool on
ntnrday, Ranh 9th.
Immediately after the arrival of tlie Train of the
previews day from Montreal.
to

continued

II. <». FAL1IEK.

Kedueed Kates.

Steamship

NKNTORIAN, ('apt_.
will leave this

be

Orders from all i»arts of the State for one or muro
pairs are constantly coining in, and amy good* purchased. or sent on orders and not fitting, areexcbaugod or tlie money elieerftilly refunded, at the option of
the b^yer.
I^Tartlcular attention nald to fitting Children’s
feet.

dy Bay
was

MIDDLE

LABIKM will fln<l the only full line of the
justly
celebrated

Bird.

MEMORANDA.

a

Where you can get a wide or narrow, full or ellni
•luet the width and length that will be rmy a
graceful, and enjoy the rare luxury of wear
lug a perfect fitting Boot.

Sale.

meeting of the Maine
A chanic Association,
will be held

After
debate will be

to It

G. tn PALMER'.

1 Confectionery Store for sale at a barthe Proprietor is going west. Inquire at

M.

Passage

Wednesday, March

to

St.

wim

rewarded bv

wane

DIFFICULT FOOT.

as

mch7tf

this office.

cording
CLEARED.

If you

or

suitably

WITH

hand-made by BANISTER «£ TICHENOR, of
Newark, New Jersey, (the best Boot-makers In
the United States.) always on band in all
width* and »izes.

Cape Elizabeth
Portland, March 6th, One
INpocket-book,
small
of money.
containing

Miniature Almanac..March 1.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Seamen, soils

129 Commercial

The

MARIN^NEWg.

finest and best French Calf,

! All

132

Room,

and all warranted.

%

fon,,

(^jjasaa^e a^>ly

mch7-3t

FRUIT
gain,

Trade,

name

n

Rubbers,

Gents’ Custom-Made Boots

Dissolution of Copartnersliip.
Copartnernhlp heretofore existing between
Charles W. Gilkev and George Waterhouse. un-

WW1.

and

upon *d in the Stato of Maine, noarlr all of
which are manufactured expressly lor his Re-

ever

-r-------

PHEN MORRIS, Capt.
above. For freight

ME

Offers for sale, Wholnsale and Retail.

particularly Invited and out-of-town physician,
rely upon prompt attentiou to their orders, aud
the liign standard of tho good, forwarded.
CHAS. W. GILKEY,
rach7
SARGENT P. COE.

THE
der the firm

STREET,

PORTLAND,

Physicians’ prescription, will be made a specialty
of, as heretofore. The attentiou of tho country trade

Parthia.Boston.Liverpool....

Sun rises...6.25 1 Moon rises. 5.45 AM
Sun sets.5.58 | High water. 9.15 AM

STREET.

PALMER,

182 MIDDLE

THE

C. W. Gllkey & Co.,
CONGRESS STREET, CwurMPrekle

Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.Mch
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool.Mch
.Liwirpool.Mch

MIDDLE

R)h27_is_Ini

undersigned

a

In Auburn, Feb. 28, Miss Clara A. Rowe, aged 39
years 11 months.
In East Rum ford, Feb. 23, Capt. Nathan Abbott,
aged 67 years.
In Stockton, Fob. 19, Mrs. Fred W. Day, aged 21
years.
In Blddeford, Jan. 14, Mrs. Sarah, wife of Sewall
Emery, aged 65 years.
In St John, N. B.t March 3, Mrs. Martha A. Plummer, of Portland, aged 40 years.

Exchange St.,
Over 3!) and 34.

'Aad

PORTLAND, ME.

89$ Commercial St.

vhiiru

ENGLAND !

To my friends and patrons, 1 return nff sincere
thauks for their very liberal patronage, nnd hope by
strict ateution to business to merit the same in the
future. I shall be pleased to see any of my friend*
and patrons at ray Warerooms, ami will take
pleas urn
in showing my extensive stock, which is one of the
best in the Country. For Spring trade I shall offer a
large line of OFFICE DEBK*, also a largo line
of BOOK. CAjUKM of my own
manufacture, at
lower prices than have been offered In this market.

87 MIDDLE STREET,

For Baltimore.

Thomaston,

-IN-

NEAV

GEO. A. WHITNEY,

AT

In llallowell, March 2, Geo. Eastabrook, of Brunswick, and Mis* Sophia Tuicnoo, of Hallowell.
In Rockland, Feb. 21, Dennis E. Carver and Martha J. McKellar.
In Warren, Feb. 10, E. Sanford Bncklin, of W.. and
Hattie H. Pullman, of Cushing.
In Sears port, Feb. 13, Alfred CIomou and Clemen-

tine Kneel and.
In

prepared to sell my goods on 4ho most favorable
terms, and at the very lowest market prices.

am

Having greatly enlarged my Ware
Boom*, can now exhibit one

MARRIED.

CHILDREN'

MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, aud die, beof Pin- Worms. The only Known
remedy
for these moat troublesome and dangerous of all
worms in childrcu or adults ia DR. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
bottle.
CPEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
w5-4m
jan31d«fcw
8N

febiiO.su

etc.

wholesale and retail.

cause

every time.
G. li.

LOADING

STATES !
the Hites for

MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCING
I

Vest and Pantaloon Makers !

Bridgton,

READ THIS.

the beat

RIX/I.K

Doable and Single Barreled Gang.

dO

for

AMD

Finish Painted

THE

UNITED

is

■ BEECH

Style and

CHAW HER SETS!

can

In North
March 5, Ella Frances, youngest daughter of Thomas H. Mead, Esq.
In Lewiston, March 1, Mr. John R. Perkins,
aged

Bankers and. Brokers.

season

Enquire on the premise
J. A. TENNEY

DIED.

lOO MIDDLE STREET.
oc23sn mxrt

The Beet

bargains.

At the old stand of

two

MOST

MODERN STYLE AND FINISH !

ALLEN & CO’S,

ou

FOR SALE BY

The

Coat,

The finder will be

SWAN & BARRETT,

OK THE

WAITED!

The

story French roof house just finished
THE
Cushman st.; house piped fojr Sebago, and al
the modem
No 25 Emery st.
sn
sepSdtf

LIBRARY TABLES,

liberal patronage aud recommend Capt. Deunison for
their continued favors.
My books will remain at the office of Capt. Dennison, aud I will thank those indebted to mo to settle their accounts, and those to whom I am indebted
to send in their bills.
J. W. DEERING.
March 5th-dlw-t eodtf

Young;

Oceana Banker.

The genuine Win. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair dean; sof.t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, IS BOND STBEET, N. Y
SN
D&\V
1Y
Jyll

BONDS!

Toledo, Ohio,

Sc N. A. R.

If Ton Hare

Marriage.

improvements.

I

DEMISON,

Notice of

For Sale

or

E.

Middle Street.

Belief for
Hen from the effects
of errors and abuses in early life. Maubood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. New method of
treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
novlsnd3m
Philadelphia, Pa.

new

HAT TREES,

Congress Street,

mchToodtf

O’

Batchelor's Hair Dye.
This superb Hair
Dye is the best iu the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and Instantaneous; no disno
ridionlons
tints or disagreeable odor.
appointment;

SPECIAL NOTICES.

On

DRESSINO TABLES,

Having sold my interest in the ubove business to
Capt. Wm. E. Denuisoa, late of the Steamer City of
Richmond, I beg leave to thank my friends for their

SN lm

Happy

O’*

Portland Sc Rochester R. R.,.

kinds of

will be

O’*

State of Maine,.

SUGARS—Raw sugars are dull and quiet. There
Bteady demand for granulated which 1b held at
121412|c and coffee crushed at ll®lllc. The Forest
City Refinery syrups aro In good. cfcaaml both at
home and in tho West, for their puro and unadulterated qualities. We quote them at tOduGCc nor
^
gall.

CHEAP! CHEAP!

161

nr* Also

1b a

WELLS,

Ammunition, Sporting Goods,

O’*

moderate de

call upon at office

P. M.

9, 2872.

WARDROBES,

OF FIRST QUALITY ONLY,

A. R. HcKKNNKV1
Feb.

ETEOERES,

LOWEST MARKET PRICE.

AT

thirty dayr, Cord Photographs tor
ONE DOLLAR PER D02&N !

ASSOCIATION.

SIDEBOARDS,

With my

PHOTOGRAPHS

CARD

secure

Dealer in Coal and

I wtll make for

R., Gold,.

a

CHEAP!

SECRETARIES,

170 Commercial at., Head Merrill’s Wh’f,
Foot of Cross Street, Portland, Me.,

sn

CARD.

SALT—As the fishing season approaches there is
an increased demand.
We note the arrival of a cargo of Turks Island to one of our dealers. Prices are
unchanged, except for Cadiz which has shaded a
trifle.

or

My WALNUT CHANBKB MKTS, embrace
now and original
ileKigiui, and tho beet hiuith In
this market. 1 am offering bettldeo

Successor to J. W. Deering,

H

European

RICE—The market is quiet, with
mand. Prices are unchanged.

12*

WALTER

PERMISSION:

Rice & Son,

W»,

Sec. Bd. of Manufacturers.

feb2'J

Mess. H. D.

Lewis

midst.

from 10 A. M. to

Portland Office: NO. 10 MARKET SQUARE.
GEO. N. BISHOP, Hole Agent.

O’*

is higher. Eggs aro selling at
26@27c, in large lots,
and retailing at 32e. Potatoes are in fair demand at
47@55c. Onions are plenty at $2 50®2 75 per bbl.
PROVISIONS—There is but little change to note
in the provision market. Beef is firm and
pork has
slightly advanced, with a fair demand.

plnco of business of said proprietors.
These statements, van, it is believed, be used to advantage in promoting the settlement of manufacour

Rich Patterns of Striped
Terrys, best quality of all Wool
Terrys, llair Cloth and
French Lasting*.

Plush,

F. LATNER.

to the

Address communnications to,

PARLOR SUITS !
Which 1 con furni.b In any style of uphobtterlng,
with corertuga of the Hunt quality of

KID

N. ¥. Branch 335

PORTLAND.

residence and

tures in

my aPHortrnent of

mcli7dlw

this city; with the
improvement thereof,
the sort of manufacture to which adapted, whether
furnished with steam power, good light, etc.; a?*o the

Tho quality of Restorative is also not injurious to
the most delicate fabric and tint, and is an actual preventive from moth and vermin.

In ag:iin calling the attention of ray patrons to ray
large Stock of PiUXITl BR, nearly all of my
manufacture, 1 would call special atunUou to

owu

•

Days Only

Take the advantage and

|

as

Portland Manufactures

GLOVES,
RIBBONS, VELVETEENS.
FRINGES, CORSETS,
HAMBURGS, Ac.

MANUFACTURES,

EXCHANGE ST.,

wot

Street.

n

ENCOURAGE

r^Af«4- f

UIU

MALTA LACES,

OFFICE OF
24

24-dtf

CENTRE AND

For Ten

date.

We 6hall offer our stock of CROCKEBY.
CHINA AND GLASSWARE, fUl.VEB
PLATED WitBE and CUTLERY very
low, and call attention of buyers, whether for their
own use or for sale, to our stock.
We also offer for sale all our Show Cases, Iron Safo
(Valentine & Butler’s), Desk and other store fixtures.
All parties indebted to us will pleaso make prompt
payment, and any having bills against us please present them fbr settlement.
J. F. LAND & CO.,
rah2sndlw
Exchange Street, corner Federal.

views of propiietors

All Dust, Grease or Coal Smoke Removed by our
process, and defaced colors will become as bright as
when new.

REFERENCES

VII

lens than regular prices.
time to pick up bargains.

154 !ft£iddle
Fob

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

OUT

offering much
favorable

A. B. BUTLER.

SPOKEN.
7, in Banca Straits, ship John Tucker, from
Newport, E, for Singa tore.

NOTICE.

a

Respectfully,

Jan

sn

wo are

Now is

Cardenas 26th ult, barque Joule Mildred, Ginn
Havana; brig Peter & John, McLaughliu, Portland;
sch Active, Coombs, St John, NB.
Sid 26th, brigs D B Doane, Veazie, North of Hatteras; sch Daybreak, Blake, New York.
Ar at Sagua 22d ult, barque Sandy Hook, Baf>tow.
Havana; sch B F Lowell, Leavitt, do; 25th, Paul
Seavey, Lowell, Havana; 26th, W F Cushing, Cook,
Baltimore.

OIL,

TOR THIS

city.

Dry and Fancy Goods
Which

Eva K

Ar at

large

$«,

up to

line in the

Store is crowded with desirable

Our

delphia.

liquid form,

a

available for manufactures in

Cleans and restores

Rockland aid B.R.,.

inch? an 3t

THE HAIR,

IT DARK AND GLOSSY.

cheapest

the

Buckman, New York.
Sid 2Gth, barque Fannie, Carver, for Philadelphia:
brig Angelia, Brown, North of Halteras; schs David
Wasson, Jones, New Orleans; 28th. M D Mars ton,
Mars ton, New York; Emilv Curtis, Barbour, Phila-

AND

Spreads.

$1,00 $1.50, $0.50, $5.00,

Sportsman. Morton, Havana; 26th
barque Acacia. Robinson, Bostou; Fannie, Wiley,
Portland; 27th, K W Griffith, Brummond. N York;
J G -Norwood, Harkness, Baltimore; brig Callao,

Board of Manufactures are now ready to enter
upon systematic work. They will receive, by the na- j
dersigned or his successor, and will place on file at |
their office, such statements as may be handed in,
respecting buildings and apartments adapted te and

O’*

mch7sntf

OF

The

YORK

St Loui*,...

Northern

GROWTH

EXPRESSLY

BOARD

PLASTER—We continue our quotations to $3 for
hard and $3 25 for soft. Stocks are light, with a
good demand.
PRODUCE—The market is rather quiet. Poultry

Leeds &

THE

our

And offer them at

24th, brig Hyperion, Woodbury,

Ar at Matanzas
New York ; 25th,

posesses the peculiar properties which so exactly
suit the various conditions of the human hair.

CO.

Portland Municipal,.

latter

All

country.

The Residence of the late Phisehas Barnes, Esq, No.
63 High Street, consisting of a Two-Story House containing 13 finished rooms besides Halls and closets,
with an abundance of Well, Cistern and Sebago water ; lot 50x100 feet. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street.
cod4wsn
Portland, February 10.

Fleeced Lined and Merino Hose at

fe24-S,T,T

copy of

mar2SN6t

COCOAINE holds, in
proportion of deodorized

OILS—Portland kerosene is in steady demand at
Linseed is quiet at 88&93c* Sperm and
27^o)32Jc.
fish oils are dull and unchanged.
PATNTS—The market is quiet, but prices are very

[

Single cop-

invito your

in the

Stock of Bed

Matanzas.

have it, at FOUR CENTS per copy.

BEAUTIFYING

dull, without

firm for all leads.

The Malm Journal of Education for March is
edited by Edward S. Morris of Biddeford. It is
|
largely made up of anonymous and selected aitides. 11 is full of important and interesting
matter for teachers, and ought to have a much

Price $1.50 a year.

largest newspapers

One of the
newsmen

JagO 19th, brig

Card, Checked nud Mtrlped
C.ahrin.

We have added to

Ar at Caibarien 17tli ult, brigs Mary C Cornery,
Comery. St Thomas; 19th, HH McGllvery, Stubbs,
do: sch Lookout, Nichols, Havana.
Ar at Havana 26th ult, barques Mary C Dyer, HopkiuH; Chas Forbes, Swett, Cardiff; trigs Sally Brown
Matthews, New York; Cascatolle. Simmons, Portland; schs S B Hume, Dfggins. St John, NB; Mabel
F Staples, Coffin, New York; 27th, Mabel, Emery, St
John, NB; Helen G Rich, Strout, New York; sch
Kate Carlton, BowenvBoaton.
Ar 28th, sch Mablel F Staples, Godfrey, St John,
NB, via Matanzas.
Sid 23d, barque Nellie May, Blair, Caibarien; brig
Sportsman, Morton, Matanzas; sch Paul Seavey,
Lowell, Sagua; 24th, barque M W Brett, Blanchard,
Caibarien; brig Josle, Pettigrew, North of Hattcras;
25th, Etta M Tucker, Tucker, Cardenas; 27th, Addle
Halo, Sheppard, Matanzas.
In port 28tli. schs Laura B, (Br) Merriam, for Portland ; Nellie Chase, Bailing, for New Orleans; and
others.

BOSTON DAILY GLOBE.

THE

AND

Great Revolution in Domestic Economy.

charged.

FREIGHTS—There has been nothing doing the
past week for want of tonnage. Large fleets of vessel* are daily expected at the ports of New York
Boston and Portland. The brig Caprera was taken
from lienee to Havana at 15c for box shooks. There
are some cargoes for Cuba, but no vessels.
Coastwi*e vessels arc in demand for lumber to Boston and
New York at $2 25 to the formor and $3 50 to the

ies 15 cents.

•Something

(MAI)E UT.)
While llalr

Johnson, JolJison,
Cienfuegos.
Ar at Cicnftxegos 22d ult, brig Faustina, Patterson,
Sid ftn St

NEW DEPARTURE.
n

White Skirts at $1.00

Ar at Gibraltar 8th ult, barque Lawrence, Howes.
Messina for Boston, (with loss of forotopmast. anu
one of the crew sick with small pox.)
In port 12th ult, barque Rome, Otis, from Philadelphia, wtg orders; Hannibal, Morton, from Leghorn
for Boston.
Sid fin Mansanilla I5th, brig Lewis Clark, Smith.

Cienluegos.

PRINTS.
ALSO,

paired.

Bonds of the Portland £ Ogdensburg R R
sn
jn3

Get

NEW

Queenstown 16th ult, ship Riclid Robinson.
Stetson, (from Liverpool) for New York, having re-

FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agent* for the ante of the

Fine variety of

A

England.
Sid fm

Sight bafts on Paris, Berlin and other
Euro{>ean cities, Mt ntreal, St. John an<l Halifax.
I Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.

BURNETTS COCOAINE,

of

Sec’y).

Iu Boston Frank E. Powers stabbed William
Macintosh during a quarrel Tuesday evening,
it is
supposed fatally. He has been arrested.
Powers is only eighteen.
Louis Schultz, a tailor, was found frozen to
death in Brooklyn yesterday, and a woman was
found frozen iu the ice of a culvert in Jersey

ton, Portland.

our

paying

week have been made at full
prices, and tho stocks
have become so much reduced that extreme prices
are asked for all the desirable lots now
on hand.
Abroad, high prices have been fully maintained in
all recent sales.

only educational publication iu the State is allowed to languish. Published by Brown Thurs-

P. S. All

wo

tJiavcn aim

and Ireland.

Journalism.

Ginghams 12*c.

ready;

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland

in

New

FOREION FORTH.
Ar at Melbourne Dec 28, ship Arrac&n, Porter, ftu
Sodermum.
At Singapore Jan 17, ships John Clark, Ross, for
Bostou,
Mary Emma, Patten, from Newcastle. E, disg.
At Akyab Jan 10, ship J H Stetson, Stetson, unc.
At Bombay Jan 22, strip Ivan hoe, Herrimau, from
London, ar 8th, to load for Havre.
At Calcutta Jan 26, ships Whittier, Swap, and National Eagle, Jordan, from Liverpo<i, just ar.
Ski fm Hamburg 16th ult, brig Emily, Graves, for

Canada.

new

•

A lino

Rockland.
Cld Gth, brig Eliza Stevens, Burgess. Kingston, Ja.
SAl.KM—Ar 4th srliH K P knffffit Piillaninro V..w
York for Portsmouth ; Sparta, Hopkins, Frankfort;
Oregon, Miller, Rockland for Bostou.
GLOUCESTER-Ar 5th, sch Tiger, Hall, Camden
for Boston.

monthly.

uanvi

Goods,

per yard; old price 50c.

3-4 wide at 30c

Providence.

CERTIFICATES >F DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreemo
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTION’S of Notes, Drafts, Coujuns, and
jwui

lot of Real

a

Mohair Dress

Cld 5th, ship Theresa, Mudgett, Havre; brig Waltham, Pascal!, Part Johnson.
Passod through Hell Gate 4th, sch* Grand Island.
Mclutire, New York for Belfast; Ontario, Sprague,
Hoboken for Portland; Z A Paine, Jones, New York
for East port.
BOSTON—Cld 5th, sch W H Thorndike, Hall, for

HOUSE is established for the transaction of
a General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to chock at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowed on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and in-

tui

Alno

Boston; Sarpininn, Holbrook, and Huntress, Sjsrague

TIIIS

u.

CIIKJVP.

VERY

Boynton,

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

cost.

Holdors are waitupon the tariff.
has been a sharp ad-

ton.

HAY—The

fatners' club in

The State
will be favorable to the development of Carletons and other noxious growths so
long as the

To which

Thcro Is

FRUIT—The market is very quiet. Raisins aro
at $3 for layers and $3 25 for Muscatels.
Prime oranges sell at $3 50o>4 25 por box, and lemons
at $3 50® 4 00.
GRAIN—Wc quote mixed corn at 84@84c and yellow at 85@87c, with a large demand. Oats aie firm
at 57@GOc, fine feed at $36 per ton, and shorts $33 @

35 per

LOTHROP Sc CO

Gas Moderator attached, and is marked “Patented.”

u*wuv

lot mixed and Mtrii«*l 3-1

a

Dress Goods at 25 cts.

Providence.
Cld 4th, schs Naonta, Smith, Barbadoes; Ella Amsden. Smith, Newcastle to load for Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 4th, sch» Ocean Pearl, Blanchard
St Andrews, CA ; Alzcnu,
Cuibarlen 17 ds;
Charlie Cobb, Kennedy, and Frank Jameson. CanAlbert
Rockland;
Jameson,
duge,
Candage, and E S
Gilderaleeve, Carroll, do; J V' Wellington, Cblpnion,

has the

x'Kiuvuun

Alan,

yd.,

pr.

Price DO* per yd.

Old

Pike,

feb3sntf
152 Exchange Street.
fc3f~Owing to numerous imitations of a valuablo
article, when thrown upon tho market, we caution
the public against such. Be sure that each Burner

erest credited

Day

English Crown Sripod

Skirtings 25c

New York.

examine.
GKO. L.

This

A line

BALTIMORE—Ar 4th, brigs Torrent, Tibbetts, ftn
Cardenas; Clytie, Dow, New York, (with loss of anchor and chain.)
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 2d, sch Addle Ryerson.

Imincuse sale in other

COCOA-NUT

splendid assortment

a

soft but

cities, and
gives great satisfaction where ever introduced.
Will fit any fixtures, and can be adjusted in two
minutes. Price within the reach of all. Call and

CORSETS.

BLACK MALTA

the market.

Wilton, N. H., last week; 231 farmers dined at
one hotel, and
not a single glass of liquor was
called for, and only five cigars were sold; but,
perhaps, most of them smoke pipes.

larger Subscription list than it does.

I

selling

city,

i

nominal.

are

FLOUR—The high rates of wheat at the West
leave no margin for millers to produce extra grades
of flour at late prices, and an advance of 25@50c per
bbl has taken place upon all family grades. There is
a steady demand for the sui>erior
grades but the

dred and ninety-four dollars. The exports were
four biliion six hundred and eiglity-tliree millions seven hundred and fifty-six thousand
eight hundred and eighty-four dollars.
of

the movements of

ordinary grades

eombined, giving

a

#

light.

lie remedied except by annexation.
The aggregate foreign imports of the United
States for the twelve years closing with 1871,
were four billion four hundred and ten millions
seven hundred and eight-two thousand six huh-

meeting

light.

opium.
GOODS—The advance on cotton goods is fully' maintained, and higher prices are anticipated.
The agents of the mills report stocks all sold and the
mills operating to the greatest extent to
supply orders on hand. Woolens are very firm, and there has
been a slight advance on some Bpring grades of goods.
DUCK—Portlaud manufactures are iu good demand at the rdbent increased prices.
FISH—The market it quiet with no change in
prices. There is some Western demand. Stocks are

deficiency

was a

having an

Fresh Supply of

FRENCH

Also

common

ueaiors are

DRY

son

There

aim

vance on

overage $120 a ton.
The Chronicle, the Nova Scotia government
organ, says reciprocal free trade with the
States is essential to a full ami unhampered
If the treaty is
prosperity of Nova Scotiu.
carried out it will unfortunately close the door
against us, give the Americans all they demanded and leaves us in a false position, the
commercial disadvantages of which can never

any contest with the United States the Dominion must inevitably he conquered; referred in
terms calculated to arouse alarm, to the apparent willingness of British statesmen to let Canada go if she chose, and said that the time was
rapidly approaching when there must be a clear
understanding between Canadians and Englishmen as to the obligations of the future. The
above is the merest outline of this
very significant address.
It is easy to see that such words
would attract attention and provoke alarmed
discussion coming from any j>oliticiau of prominence. But the position of Mr. Howe adds
vastly to the importance of liis words. He was
for a long time in the opposition to Sir John A.
Macdonald. He is now and has been for a considerable period President of the Council in the
government. As long as he remains in the
Cabinet his expressions are fairly assumed to
lie official. But it is almost certain that the
premier does not share the opinions of Mr.
Howe: With regard to the treaty. Sir John A',
Macdonald was one of the commissioners, and
still supports it. The interpretation put upon
the Nova Scotian statesman’s address is that
the real meaning of it is annexation sooner or
later, and this is altogether opposed to the poliThe ultimate consecy of tile government.
quence of this lecture must lie either the retirement of Mr. Howe from his present office or
the defeat of the whole ministry. But the significance of the speech will not be in the least
impaired by either event

are

DRUGS AND

on an

drawing the military forces; declared that in

gas.
It is

FOR PROMOTING

WE HAVE RECEIVED THIS DAY,

COFFEE—The market is dull.

ing

of nearly $100,000 lias just been
discovered in the accounts of ex-Controller
Johnson of Brooklyn, and has caused much
astonishment among the legislators in the City
of Churches.
By the recont reports it appears that the railroads of this country last year carried over one
hundred millions tons of merchandize umwh

the sacrifice of our
edy of errors into which she had bluudered.”
He upbraided the home government for with-

mm

scarcely anything doing in

to tradesmen in Constantinople, it is said,
the sum of $15,000,000,
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, who is said to
have been quite seriously injured by a fall, is
said to bo slowly recovering.

treaty as “England’s reto bay her own peace at
interests, and as “that com-

uio

COOPERAGE—Prices

owes

Dominion.—The speech

lu

sactions

France looks to him and iiim only for
indications of the national polioy.
The Sultan of Turkey is a bad financier, and

at Ottawa, hasstirredup
Dominion politics. Mr.

and burner

The

REAL

gening riu oi
it at almost any price. Tub6 of solid, prime family
butter bring 30c,
CHEESE—Tliere is a good supply in the market,
and prices are firm for choice qualities of factory.
COAL—There is no change in prices. Dealers arc
delivering the best anthracites at $10 per ton and
are selling on the wharf at $9 50.
CORDAGE—The market is without change. Tran-

speak,and

year:—

moderate demand for hard breads.
BUTTER—There is a large amount of

l’uilci

fate.
of Sir John Walter, the chief proprietors of the Loudon Times, is said to be engaged in stock raising in Colorado.
M. Thiers is his own Prime Minister, so to

__

Excitement in the
of Hon. Joseph HoWe
quite an excitement in
Howe sneered at the
cent diplomatic efforts

la

same

Hon Horace F. Clark of New York, President;
John Duff, Vice President; I?. Id. Kdllins,
Treasurer and Secretary; H. B. Wilbur, Auditor.

globe

a

strong light, superior to anything of tlio kind now In
use, besides effecting a saving of twenty per cent. In

JUST RECEIVED!

A

St.

k
It is

lw

sn

Kichnagi*

l.VJ

Dozen.

j

.i:*:, ..i_

in Tennessee.
General Longstreet will soon be removed
from his position as surveyor of the port of
New Orleans, and it is expected that other federal officers in that city are soon to share the

A

a

Open

DO.UEBTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 5th Inst, ship Sea Serpent,
White. New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 28th,brig E C Kedman, Redman. Sagua.
Cld 1st, barque Abide N Franklin, Gray, Boston;
sch Lady Woodbury, Woodbury, UtUla.
Also cld 1st, ships Ida Lilly, Otis, Antwerp; North
Star, Owen, Falmouth, E.
PENBACOLA-Cld 27th, sch Alfred Keen, Pillsburv. Providence.
SAVANNAH—Cld 4th, ship Ellen Goodspeed, Preble. Amsterdam.
CHARLESTON—Ar 4th, sch Statesman,Cole, Irani

kJ r iU lYI

j

ly condemned by the higher offioers of the department of justice, and is reported to have already had a most unfavorable political effect

And for the balance the company hold land
notesj maturing in one, two and three years,
with interest. The receipts have thus far been
more than sufficient to take care of the interest
upon the outstanding land bonds.
The following board of Directors for the ensuing year was then elected:
Horace F. Clark, Augustus Scliell, James H.
Banker, Oliver Ames, John Duff, Elisha Atkins, Oakes Amos, L. P. Morton, R. E. Robbins, James Brooks, G. M. Dodge, Sidney Dillon, C. S. Bushnell, George M. Pullman, F.
Gordon Dexter.
The new Board of Directors then organized a
meeting for the choice of the chief officers of
the company.
The new Board of Directors unanimously resolved upon the following gentlemen as superi-

91 19

Also in stock a perfect assortment of all the desiraWeek Ending March 6, 1872.
ble makes in American and German.
Tho business of the past week has not boon of
much magnitude, though very fair In nearly all
“THE THOMSON GLOVE FITTING”
branches. Country merchants do not yet make
IN EVERY QUALITY.
their appearance, but the orders come in quite freely
for articles wanted for immediate use. The general
DAVIS dt CO.,
tone of the market is healthy, and there is an upward tendency on many articles. The
No.
10 Clapp’s Block,
money marmarisn
TT&S
ket is rather stringent.
Gold is lower and the rates
*
for a few days past have been llOqrllOl
WHITE GOODS
APPLES—Prime fruit is Bcarco and goes quick at
$6 per bbl. Dried apples are quiet and unchanged.
AND LACES.
ASHES—The market is very quiet with a light demand both for pots and pearls.
BEANS—The demand continues to bo good and
We have just received a full line of
prices are steady. We quote hand-picked pea beans at
*3 25@3 60, and yellow eyes at $3 50®3 76 per bushel.
Swiss Mulls, Victoria Lawns, and Pique
BOX SHOOKS—The demand is rather light. Holders ask G0@65c.
We hear of small sales at 60c.
in Figures, Stripes and Plaids.
BKEAD—The market is without change. There i
a

A Washington, correspondent says that the
action of Judge Cartter, in releasing Stokes on
little more than a nominal penalty, is severe-

A

mar5

Review of Portland markets.

News Items by Mail.

By the Department. .$935,000
By Trustees. 251,000

ui

..

at the

seen

UEO. L. LOTHUOP Ac CO,

PREPARED

the intelligent masses ana reflect the popular
will.
2d. Resolved, That the Republican party of
Somerset County has, ever since its ascendancy, been a sort of political vassal to old Kennebec, through the machinations of a few old
“blue light federalists,” and cheap tools for
despotism, who in the infancy of the party,
lurked round our County conventions and looked in at the windows, until they found the peous, and then stepped in, and beple were with
ing totally destitute of public virtue have for
with
their money and combinations
long years,
been using the party for their own aggrandizement regardless of the public weal.
3d. Resolved, That by packed caucuses, and
packed conventions, the free use of money, nefarious combinations, and other foul appliances,
the Republican party of old Somerset has been
sunk to the level of the old “Gun House Democracy,” and must have become a shame and reproach in the eyes of the State.
4th. Resolved, That our Senators have grossly misrepresented their constituents by voting
to change our county seat against the known
wishes of four-fifths of their constituents, and
by voting to fasten a perpetual monopoly upon
the people of Maine in the shape of its vast
inland transportation by rail. In a word,
we repudiate these acts of our Senators and
Representatives, with the honorable exception
of Mr. Gray of Starks, and henceforth shall
vote for no more cheap fools for despotism.
Resolved, That we request the publication of
this preamble and these resolves in all the papers m the State.

compared

$4,677,414

...

or

ANDERSON’S $ Deeringr Bfoek.

kept quiet.

YORK COUNTY

by laying aside past political differences, and
inaugurating a new party that shall combine

follows:

1870
1871

1.

lOe each,

The Saco Independent says a young child of
Mr. Win. O. Haines of that city was
poisoned
last week by eating colored candy.
The child
was saved by a prompt
administration of an
antidote.

or

1870 .$7,625,277 11
1871
7,531,682 16
Showing a decrease of. 103,594 95

The expenses compare

and that the matter will be

Resolutions.

son, Esq., of Embden:
Whereas, All just government is founded in
the consent of the governed, and all true sovereignty dwells in the great body of the people;
and
Whereas, A frequent recurrence to the fundamental principles of civil liberty is indispensable to the preservation and perpetuation of our
free institutions; and
Whereas, Our State government is Republican in form, but
owing to combinations to aggrandize the few at the expense of the many,
and to the influence of capital, prostituted legal
and judicial
learning, and to a venal and subsidized press, it is rapidly becoming oligarchical
in fact; and
Whereas, Party fealty should never outweigh
popular liberty, and our obligations to contribute, in our political actions, to the greatest
good of the greatest number, therefor*
Res lived, That the political problem now presented to the people of old Somerset County,
without distinction of party, is whether they
can best correct existing political abuses bv
.i:.... 1...

A LARGE LOT OF

NEW STYLE LINEN COLLABS,

part of his stealings. We understand that he
has compromised witli the library authorities,

foUowing preamble and resolutions have
sent to us for publication by Wm. Atkin-

been

EXPENSES.
Motive power. 1,251,975
Maintenance of cars.
312,874
Maintenance of Way.
964,100
General expenses, including taxes..
403,800
Being 47 87-100 j*er cent, of earnings, or. 3,600,506
Leaving net earnings for 1871 of.$3,921,115

County

slowly recovering.
The Bangor Commercial
says on Tuesday a
young man was arrested on charge of stealing
books from the library of the Bangor Library
Association. He confessed his guilt and returned nineteen books, which are but a small

The

63
50
44
32
30
13
51
38

$7,521,682

P. M.

Edmunds, S. M. Virgin, Beni. W. Stockwell.
All Republicans except Moderator. Voted to

EARNINGS.

352,935
307,731
283,743
57,439
15,809
103,931

Reed,

Commissioners,

HU

j

Roxbuby.—Clerk, Joshua L. Weeks; Select-

which

Passenger earnings.$3,123,510
Freight. 3,276,553

»*»

Crockett

Union Pacific Railroad.

Company freight.
Express earnings.

iscieci-

Norway.—Clerk, E. H. Brown; Selectmen,
etc., A. F. Noyes, Win. Frost, L’d, Charles W.
llyerson; Treasurer, Lee Mixer; Collector, Geo.
A. Cole; Agent, H. Upton; Supervisor, Fred E.

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Union Pacific Railroad Co. was held in Boston yesterday. Hon. B. F. Wade of Ohio presided and E. H. Rollins was clioseu Secretary.
President Scott’s report was read, from
the following extracts are taken:

A DIABOLICAL CONSPIRACY.

OXFORD COUNTY.

W. Park: Road

be

cau

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

In New Castle as two boys were sliding down
hill in the streets of the village, thev tripped
The boy’s
up a man and injured him badly.
REDUCED PRICES !
father gave the man fifty dollars for the damwell
at
and
lie
off
that.
age
got
I Ladies’ Cation Hose, fnll finished seams,
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Brown & White, HSc a pair or 69 75
|
a Dozen.
Bangor collected $254 for dog licences last
! Our Hundred Doz Ladies’ Heavy Cotton
year.
No freight trains were run over the E. & N.
Hose, 13e a pair or 7 pairs for $1.
A. railroad Wednesday, on account of the snow
Ladies’ extra Balbriggnn Hose 30e a pair
drifts.
or 6 pairs for 91 09.
The Whig says the stage left Belfast at 4 ! Ladies’
Balbriggnn Hose, Silk Clocked,
o’clock Tuesday afternoon,an hour after the de50c a pair or 93 73 a Doz.
parture of the train, and arrived at Bangor at Hisses*
Balbriggaus Silk clocked, 43c a
10.15 that night, half an honr before the arriv- ;
pair, sold last year at 73c.
WCOIC1U 11MU.
AUC UI1VU1
OJIUl lB MIC
roads in a very bad condition, the snow in i Hen’s Balbriggnn Hose, extra quality, 30c
a pair, former price 73e.
many places having drifted across level with
tile tops of fences on either side.
He was
J One lot of the celebrated Iron Frame Hose
a
number
of
times
to
take
down
fences
obliged
3Se. a par,former price 30c.
and make long detours through fields to get
Boys’Striped Cotton Hose Sc Fleecy lined
around drifts.
Browna Cotton Hose, Hen’s Striped Cotton
The Whig says the housekeeper at the Exand Herino Half Hose at the same
change was going to her room Monday evening
reduction in price.
when she smelled gas in one of the upper halls
These goods are all perfect and at these prices, afand upon investigation found it proceeded from |
ford
an
excellent opportunity to families to get a supa room near by.
She knocked loudly at the
!
door, after a long time succeeding in getting ail ply for the coming season at very low prices.
;
answer and told the occupant gas was
We have also the boat assortment in the city of
escaping m nis room, when the answer came in
drowsy tones: “It's all right; I’ve Mowed it Hoop
French
Corsets,
Skirts,
out 1"
Assistance was obtained, and the blowThomson’s Glove Fitting Conist was thoroughly awakened before he had an
opportunity of makiug a corpse of himself by
sets, Bustles, Kid Gloves,
his lack or gumption.
Linen Collars and Cnfls,
The trains on the railroads running out of
Linen Shirt Bosoms,
Bangor were delayed some hours on Tuesday,
Linen Ilandkfs,
by the blustering snow storm.
The Commercial says Mrs. Spencer Haynes,
All Of which will be sold at very low prices.
of East Corinth, an elderly and infirm lady,
fell from the top to the bottom of a long flight
ONE LOT OF
of cellar stairs, inflicting some very severe
wounds upon her scalp and head, also injuring
CEBJUN
WHALEBONE COBSETS
her side and shoulder quite scrlonsly.
She is
CLOSING- A/T 05 A. PAIR.

Denmark.—Clerk, G. W. Gray; Treasurer,

Henry

light

and beautiful

new

BARKED DOWN!

Vienna.—Clerk, Henry Dowst; Selectmen,

S. A.

This

_

; In order to close out all our last season’s Hosiery to
j make room for New Goods, will sell for a few days at
the following

The Best Chance Yet.

halt full of water and the hawser parted five
times. A 7* AM. on the 4th, It was found impossible
to reach port, and she was run in shore to sink.
Brig Clytie, Dow. at Baltimore from New York, reports, 2d Inst, broke windlass and lost anchor and
chain in Chesapeake Bay.

store of

i

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Josiali Morrill, John Berry, Charles K. Bessey;
Agent and Treasurer, Nathaniel Graves; Supt.
School Committee, Win. Morrill; Collector and
Constable, Jacobs. Woods.

men.

j

STATE NEWS.

NEW AI) VERTISEM ENTS.

was

Can be

j

Geo. H. Kilbroth; Selectmen, I. N. Wadsworth, R, E. Hopkins,
Win. T. Merrill.
Readkield.—Selectmen, Albion Stevens,
George A. Russell, Samuel G. Fogg; Treasurer,
G. Howes; Collector, Moses Whittier.

n. n.

consulted free of charge, at his office
160 CougrcM St., Cor. jJIountfort St.,
Where he will attend to the treatment and cure of all
All kinds of
diseases incident to the human body.
Humors disappear as if by magic, by the use of his

I

....1...1.■

PHYSICIAN,

j

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

navis; ixuuitor,

INDIAN

NATIVE

Cheyenne

Manchester.—Clerk,

w. e.

BRYTLITE GLOBES !

THE TRUE

GREAT INDIAN SPECIFIC REMEDIES
house of ill fame to the polls, there is abuudant evidence that the great majority of women
Curoe all Female Difflcnltie*.
voters are not only of good character and confeb9snlw*
ducted themselves properly, but were treated
their
with respect at tho polls. At
Board of Trade.
presence, according to one of the foes of the
A Special Meeting of the Board of Trade, for conlaw, “prevented a free fight.” The results of
The wo- I sidering what action can be taken to aid in securing
the reiorm arc, however, manifest.
men elected anti-liquor men, where liquor was
early relief to the Commorce and Ship Building into
a
sent
and
the issue,
Republican
Congress j terests of tho Country, will be held at the Board of
At
without the uid of money or whiskey.
Trade Room, Thursday Morning, March 7th, at 10.30
Cheyenne they have raised the price of liquor ] A. M.
Per Order,
licenses from $110, to $120, and cut down the
M. N. RICH, Secretary.
mch6sn2t
number of saloons 37J percent, while at Laramie the women have nd the town of prostiONE WEEK MORE
tutes and also “hoed a hard row” with the
As office holders, though of
liquor dealers.
OK THE
course entirely inexperienced, they have served
as justices, school committees, jurors and memGREAT SALE
bers of the Republican central committee, an 1,
-OFas far as heard from, there has been no complaint of inefficiency. One woman juror, after
a ease had
been giving testimony for three
days, was taken ill, necessitating the drawing BALBRIGGAN AND COTTON HOSIERY,
of a new juror and a rehearing, but the case i
v
loses point against the sex in view of the fact
A N D E R 8 O N
A. T
S,
that a man had to be excused at the samo
time.
S DEERING BLOCK.
_____________

Rev. Jonas Burnham.
Industry.—Moderator, Moses Bradbury;
Clerk, P. W. Butler; Selectmen, John Willis,
James Warton and Oliver Waugli; Treasurer,
B. W Warton; Town Agent, A. 8. Hinkley;
Supervisor, John Willis.
Chksterville.—Clerk, John C. Wheeler;
Selectmen, Charles F. Pinkham, Emery French,
Penning Glines; Treasurer, John C. Wheeler;
Supervisor, Charles V. Pinkham; Constable
and Collector, John W. Lothrop.
Temple.—Clerk, S. Hackett: Selectmen, etc.,
Joel Hobart, Cyrus Deane, A. K. P. Green;
Collector, Samuel Oakes; Treasurer, James
Tripp; S. S. Committee, D. A. Conant.
Weld.—Moderator, A. G. Newman; Clerk,
M. A. Phillips; Selectmen, W. S. Robertson.
M. A. Phillips, W. S. Libby; Treasurer, Paul
Sanborn; S. S. Committee, A. D. Russell, C.
Holmes, G. R. Pierce; Constable and Collector,
J. G. S. Skoltield.

letter from Havana, published by us last Frinow been formally laid before the State
Department by the Spanish minister. No official account of its precise terms has reached

L

a

Supervisor,

day, has

BRYTL1TE GLOBES!

LEWIS

DR.

body

STATE DEPARTMENT.

the excite-

As usual the

favorable to the Itepublicans that the same
at the next session attempted to repeal it,
and was defeated by the Governor's veto. The
experiment lias not yet been tried long euougli
to secure unanimity of public opinion as to its
value, one way or the other. Mr. Strong says
that, though in the heat of tho canvass one
man did bring a carriage-load of the inmates of

»o

Boothby.

[From the New York Evening Post.]
The proposition of the Spanish government
for a treaty securing reciprocity of commercial
intercourse between the United States and Cuba, which was first announced in Mr. Bryant’s

us, but we know from Mr. Bryant’s conversaremoving the odious discrimination against tion with the lntendente da la Hacienda at
women had already passed the Senate by a
H avana that Senor ltoberts has full authority
vote of more thau two to one.
to negotiate and to sign,'in behalf of Spain,
If the prominent advocates of the reform
any treaty which will tend to secure freedom to
this country.
will begin seasonably a vigorous canvass of commerce between Cuba and
The value of such a treaty to the pimple of
not
to
efforts
the State, directing their
only
the United States can hardly be overestimated.
It is well known that our government many
the elucidation of the general question, but
years ago became so convinced ot the importo the specific purpose of securing the nomintance of obtaining the island, and of the jiopuation of right men for the Legislature in the
lar desire for it that it distinctly gave Spain to
it was ready to pay #150,000
liepublicaii caucuses, there is hardly a doubt understand that
for the cession of it. Even so late as eighteen
that a satisfactory measure will be passed at
months ago, as is positively asserted by the
Augusta next winter. A large majority of best informed men in Madrid, a bargain was
negotiated between the two governments for
the Republican members of the body that has
tlie transfer of Cuba to us, and for the payment
just adjourned were in favor of justice to wo- by us in exchange of a sum nearly as large as
After the excitement of the Presiden- that named above—a bargain which was only
men.
interrupted by the assassination of General
tial canvass is over, woman suffrage can be
Prim in December, 1870. There are few remade a party question, with every probability
flecting persons in the United States who do
not think that the purchase would be cheaply
that the Republicans can sweep the State on
made for us at such a priee.
that and the other reformatory issues already
But what would be the gain? Surely not
in the addition to the supreme people who rule
embraced in their platform.
us of a largo mixed population, speaking anThe opportunity of effecting something other language, and wholly alien both to our
social life.
practical is so apparent, that it is almost suf- political institutions and to our our
Tiiis would bring new problems to
already
ficient, one would think, to tempt the leaders overtaxed statesmanship,
if not new dangers
iu the woman suffrage movement to abanto our already strained and discordant Union.
The only real gain would be in breaking down
don temporarily their efforts in the national
the commercial barriers which divide us from
field and concentrate all their forces here. It
Cuba as a foreign province. Indeed, were the
whole civilized world to fulfil tlio sanguine
is hard work to convince the lawyers who
dream of some Southern orators, and apply for
constitute the majority of both houses of Conadmission to the federal U nion, there would be,
airnrt front the wish to make war less probable.
gress that the women are clothed with the
but one practical eml to be secured by receiving
riffht rtf Sillffptiffp hv tltn fniirtoniitli oml fif.
them; that of applying to all the States of
teenth amendments. The world is suffering
Christendom the fundamental principle which
lor the coming of that tremendous reenforcethe Constitution of the United States lays down
for the states under it, that there shall be absoment on Use side of reform, virtue, progress
lute freedom of trade among them. This Conand righteousness-that is implied in the ballot stitution lias been hitherto the grandest experiment in free trade which the world has ever
for women, while Judge Trumbull and the
seen; and it has resulted in such unparalleled
Judiciary Committee are weighing author- prosperity as proves it to be the true law for all
ities. Can’t the enemy be beaten in detail,
nations. The whole gain to us by obtaining
Cuba as our own would therefore be less than
beginning with Maine?
the gain to us by accepting the offer Spain now
There are several circumstances that shouhl
makes.
Nor does the proposition to admit Cuban prolead laborers in this field in other States to
ducts free interfere in any way with the interconsider seriously this
The
proposition.
est or fancies of most of the protectionists in
this country. The few sugar-planters of the
movement here has fallen into excellent
Gulf are no longer leaders of the protectionist
hands. It has no taint, no suspicion of those
rings in Congress. All the Cuban staples can
objectionable views which have brought it in- come here without duty and yet without disto disrepute elsewhere.
The Republican turbing any of the great monopolies in coal,
salt, lumber, wool, iron, steel, copper, tools,
we
is
committed
to it by the
party,
repeat,
machinery and clothing; while the cheaper cofplatform adopted at the last State Conven- fee, sugar, molasses, rum, mahogany, tobacco
and
cigars we shall get will cheapen the cost of
tions and by the votes of its representatives
living to our laboring men, and so mitigate the
in the last Legislature.
Many of the most great curse which “protection” now inflicts on
as much to the benefit of the
intelligent women and a majority of the best them. It Is thus
protectionist as of the free trader that this treamen are sincerely in favor of the reform. We
ty be adopted; and, if the former opposes it, the
believe there is no other State in the Union
reason must be his fear that the results of it
would be such a demonstration of the falsehood
where so large and influential a part of the
of his doctrines as to establish before the peoIn short, the
press openly advocate it.
ple the principle of free trade.
NVe need not consider at length the effect
probabilities are strongly in favor of the sucsuch a treaty would have upon Cuba herself.
cess of a concerted movement of the friends
The island has a population of more than a
of woman suffrage in Maine, especially since million, one-third of them slaves, and under a
worse slavery than was ever known in Caroit can be shown that an experiment on a
lina or Texas. The treaty, as the Spanish ausmall scale has already beeu tried with most I thorities well know, would hasten the abolition
of slavery, and they are ready to accept this
What
encouraging results in Wyoming.
result if we care to use the means io bring it
those results are is explained in a selected about. In a thousand other
ways the large,
free intercourse between onr ports and Cuba
paragraph which appears elsewhere.
which would follow this treaty would increase
of our people and our institutions
The Progress of the New Hampshire the influence
there, and would rapidly prepare the islanders
Canvass.
to become one day free citizens of a republic,
if not of the United States. In this case, thereMew Hampshire is famous for its closely
fore, as in most other questions of statesmancontested political battles, but this year’s
ship, all philanthropic impulses combine with
self-interest to impel this nation to
struggle promises to be the most severe that far-sighted
accept the proposition of Spain. Now that the
has ever occurred. Already the passions of
subject is officially before our eoverument let
the people and the press speak out m earnest
men seem to be aroused to an unprecedented
terms, and demand the adoption of the treaty.
extent and it is difficult to conceive how
there can be loom for

passed by

Windham.—The following are the officers
elected Monday: Moderator, Charles R. Goodale; Town Clerk, F. A. Hawkes; Selectmen,
W. W. Varney, Charles Jones, W. M. Smith;
Treasurer, John T. Fellows; School Committoe,
W. W. Varney, John J. Bodge; Agent, A. A
Gould; Auditor, C. R. Goodale; Collector, E.
Lowell. Republican by 50 majority.

conquer”

WOITIjI* ANNOUNCE TO THE HICK
“While There's Life There's Hope."

woman suffrage was originally
Democratic Legislature,but proved

a

Barque MaryC Fox, Rosa, from New York for Portland, w hich sunk off Pollock Rip 4th lust, encountered ft Minding snow storm on the 2d, •lining which the
vessel gave a heavy lurch, shifting cargo and throwing her off her bean emm, sweeping decks and staving boats. The crew worked all night in trying to
trim her, but were unable to do so. On the 3d the
mainmast« us cat awav. When she righted, but all
hands were required at the pumps. At 3 PM, the
steamer Norwich came up and took her in tow, uml
some of the crow being badly frost bitten, a crew
The barque
from the steamer supplied their places.

|
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CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

of Portland.

How Woman Suffrage works in Wyoming
is told with apparent candor and truth by Rev.
Tho
Josiah Strong in the Congregattonalist.
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GARDENER,

Mr. and Mr*. W. J. Florence.

TITE PEESS,

The fair for the benefit of the Homeopathic
in April,
the largest that has ever been held in New England.
It has outgrown the limits of Music Hall, and

Hospital which is to He held in Boston
already gives promise of being one of

The announcement that those distinguished
actors are to play a brief engagement of two
nights at Music Hail ou Friday and Saturday
evenings will be bailed by theatre goers with
delight, and to predict that crowded houses will
greet them is perfectly safe on our part. The
play to be presented by them is the thrilling

WEDNESDAY MORNING, MARCH 6, ’72,

the

expediency
engaging Boston Theatre is
now being discussed.
The interest which is
AND
manifested throughout New England testifies
that all Homeopaths fully realize the advansensational Irish drama by Edmund Falconer,
IVcw Advertisements To-Day.
entitled “Eileen Oge” or “Dark’s the Hour betage of having au institution under their own
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
fore the Dawn,’’ and is of the same class with
auspices. Persons from all parts of New EnSunday Lecture—Prof. Denton.
the “Colleen Hawn,” “Peep O’ Day, etc.
gland can be admitted to the Hospital on the
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
same terms as residents of Massachusetts,
The story goes that Patrick O'Donnell, a
Bonds—H. M, Payson.
gentleman farmer of the old stock, and
while the poor will be treated free of charge.
of
the
another
Loot—Gold Sloevo Button.
lileen Moriarty,
daughter
genWe would once more ask all persons in Portto
betrothed
each
are
tleman
other.
NEW ADVEUTISEMKNT COLUMN.
farmer,
Henry Loftus, Esq., the landed proprietor, falls land who are interested iu the cause, to aid us
Selling off at cost—F. Latner.
Patrick’s least' runs
in love with Eileen.
| in every possible way. The ladies who have
M. C. M. A—Geo. A. Harmon.
out and through the intervention of Rev. Mr.
the matter in charge would gladly make a perCoal and Wood—Wm. E. Deunison.
and
the
Eileen's
village
priest,
father
Mahoney,
For Halo—Fruit and
Coufoetlonory Store.
the lease is extended by Loftus. Hut Loftus is ; sonal appeal to each and every Homeopath; it
w tmtod—Coat, Vast and Pantaloon Makers.
desirous to get Eileen for his own wife and his 1 is however impossible for them to do so,
Lust—Pocket Book.
For Baliltnoro—Packet Scbr. Stephen Morris,
steward, Maclean, a consummate villain, plans among the
many hundred of families in our
a way.
When Patrick desired an extension of
f Dissolution—C. W. Gltkey & Co.
Notico of Copartnership—Gilkey & Coe.
city. They trust all will feel a local pride
his lease he wrote Loftus a manly letter to that
in the
effect. This letter Maehian secures and handmatter, and each one consider
Muperlor Court.
ing it to his clerk, Tim, a skilful penman, in- herself, personally responsible for the success
duces him to counterfeit the handwriting, in a
BEPOBK JUDGE LANE.
of the undertaking. But little tin e now reletter purporting to come from Patrick to LofWednesbay.—In the case ef Crosby & u». vs.
mains for preparation; and the ladies must
tus threatening his life
if he does not extend
City of Portland, the Jury returned a vordtet for the his lease.
By the laws of Ireland such a letter work witK renewed zeal if they would have a
plaintiff for $500.
is punished by exile.
Patrick is-therefore artable that will reflect credit on our city. Any
A. A. Strout.
Symonds & Libby.
rested and sent off for a term of years.
He espersons who are willing to give their time but
after
a few years, returns to
capes
enThe Mperial elections Yesterday.
Ireland,
cannot furnish materials will be provided with
counters Bryan O'Farrell, a broth of a boy,who
There was inure activity exhibited at the
takes a letter from him to his sister announcing
work by applying to Mrs. Dr. Burr, 399 Conhis return and requesting an interview in an old
polls yesterday at the balloting* to till the vagress street, or Mrs. G. 8. Hunt 75 State
mill. Maehian intercepts the letter and concancies in the tickets iu Wards 1 and 2 than at
street
ceives the project of cooking Patrick’s goose for
_***
tho general municipal election on Monday. The
him. He therefore reaches the mill in company
result of the Unit day's voting was discouraging
with McSliam, a bailiff, and bides so as to catch
MXSCKLLANKOITt* NOTICED.
Patrick when lie arrives at the rendezvous. In
tho Democracy, and the workingmen of the
the bailiff leaves his pistol on the table,
Call at Schumacher Brothers’ and look over
party found it difficult to get out their men, I hiding
i Patrick comes in along with Brvan and, after a
while the Repttblicns experienced no suclt
the finest assortment of new chromos ever in
little talk, Brvan leaves Patrick alone.
The
Portlaud. They have also just received a large
trouble. The result is as follows:
bailiff and Maehian rush on Patrick and chloroform him and then throw him Into the milllot of stereoscopic views, new subjects, marltf
Waud 1—Alderman—Joseph 8. York, (Rep.)
after
which
the
bailiff
At
stream,
goes off.
279; Charles Merrill (Dem.) 270.
this junction iu comes Miss O’Donnell to meet
Dead men tell no talks; if they did,
Islands—York, 45; Merrill 11.
her brother.
She is seized by Maehian but
For Constable ill Ward 1. Joseph D. Decelle
anathemas against the depleting lancet, the
in
time to give him his quietus
Bryan comes
was elected without opposition.
drastic purge, and the terrible salivants of the
with tlie builiff's pistol. Bryan then starts for
Ward 2—Couucilmen—Hiram H. Rich, 248;
on his way discovers Patrick iu the
but
materia medica, would arise from every gravehome,
F.
William
Augustus
Cox, 231;
McAleney, 217;
mill-stream and rescues him before life is exHeury 1*. Merrill, 182; John W. Swett, 31.
yard. The motto of modern medical science is
tinct. Just as Loftus is about to marry Eileen
Some of the Democrats bolted the nomina“Preseme and tfeyxdate, not destroy” and no
(who has been induced to marry him through
tion of McAleney and voted for John W. Swett,
the urgent entreaties of her father, who lias
remedy in our day is so entirely in harmony
lost his property through reverses) the soldiers
the present incumbent.
with this philanthropic logic as Dr. Walker’s
come in
and arrest hint for plotting with MuThe Board of Aldermen will stand 6 RepubliVegetable Vinegar Bitters. In this powchian against the life of Patrick, Maehian Inncans
and 1 Democrat, and iu the Common
ing sufficiently recovered to turn State’s evi- erful, yet harmless restorative, dyspepsia, bilCouncil the Democrats will have hut 2 out of
dence. The play ends with virtue triumphant,
ious complaints, and all diseases of the stomPatrick marrying Eilion and Bryan Bridget.
the 21 fiiembers.
ach,
liver, bowels and nerves, encounter an ir- j
Ail is lovely and the curtain falls with everyrcsi stable antidote.
mar4-4w
Brief J at linns.
body happy that ought to bo.
The Trantcript for the current week contains
Messrs. Furbish and Wilson announce that a
This is the season of the year when the
two original Btories of untLsual merit:
“Help- first-rate company will support Mr. and Mrs. Blood needs
purifying. Doctor Gould’s Domful Sue,” by Anna Liuwood, and “The Boy
Florence and the reserved seats will he for sale
Horo” by Anna Boynton. There is no better
at the theatre at ten o’clock this morning.
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.
literary paper than the Transcript, and its disThe Loss of Bake Maby C. Fox.w-Capt.
feb28-3m3tw
Boss of the bark Maty C. Fox, of this port, reStealing upon you like a thief, time tries
very able, especially of late.
ports that in the blinding snow-storm Saturday to rob you of your hair. Baffle him.
Tbe town election in Deering on Monday
Fortify
night, the bark gave a heavy lurch, shifting her the roots aud nourish the fibres with Phaturned entirely on the choice of one man, the
of
threw'
the
vessel
on
her
cargo
coal, which
lon's Chemical Hair Invigoratoil
Then
two tickots being precisely alike with the exbeam ends, the sea sweeping the decks and
they cannot decay or perish, but must flourish
Androw Hawes
ception of one Selectman.
breaking the boats. The crew worked all night and improve. There is nothing in the world to
was elected over Solomon Stuart.
trying to turn the coal, but we unable to right | compare with it for invigorating and cleansing
Subscribers to the Odd Fellows’ Assemblies
her.
the hair. Sold by all Druggists.
marT-eodlw
are reminded that the next in the course will
At daylight on the 3rd all hands ware at the
bo given at Congress Hall to-night.
At
8
cut
a.
the
mainmast
Old Prejudices ark dying out.—New facts
m.,
pumps.
away
PoAland will furnish a considerable amount and righted the ship; got the shipbefore the \ are
killing them. The idea that invalids weakAt 3.30 p. m., off
wind and headed for land.
of lumber for Mr. Gilmore’s great Coliseum at
ened by disease can be relieved by prostrating
NaustU steamer Norwich came alongside ami
Boston.
took us in tow. Some of the crew was shipped
them with destructive drugs, is no longer enterWe fail to see any cthcrial mildness" in the
by the steamer. As the steamer started ahead
tained except by monomaiacs. Ever since the
the bark nearly capsized, was half fnll of water introduction
present spring.
of Dr. Walker's Vinegar Bitand unmanageable.
A heavy sea parted the
Webber
has
a
at
Hale’s
new
Wesley
painting
ters it has been obvious that their regulating
hawser five times, but finally succeeded in getentitled “Kowing to the Ship.” It represents
ting on the shoals, one mile from Pollock Kip
and invigorating properties are all-sufflcient for
a
light ship, where site struck bottom and came the cure of chronic
group of youug people rowing through a
indigestion, rheumatism,
to an anchor.
At
2
on
the
p.m.,
Monday,
dense fog, with the ghost-like spars and rigging
steamer sent more men aboard to work the
constipation, diarrhoea, nervous affections, and
of the shipping glooming through the mist
malarious fevers, and they are now the standpumps, and at 3 o'clock got the bark under way
If you don't want to see your name in a quesin tow for
Vineyard harbor. At 7.30 o’clock ard remedy for these complaints in every
was
the
steamer
that
the
hark
was
signalled
tionable place on Saturday pay your taxes at
section of the Union.
feb5th-4wt
sinking.
Capt. Hines of the steamer sent a
once.
boat which took off the crew, and at the same
From observations under the Microscope of
Some of the pigeons who make their resting
time tried to get the hark in shoal water, but
the blood of patients using Fellows Complace on the front of City Hall were frozen to the hawser parted, and at 7.45 tho bark sunk in
4 1-2 fathoms.
pound
Syrup of Hypopiiopuites, taken
death on Tuesday night
from time to time, positive proof has been obPersonal.—The friends of Mr. Sageant I’.
An Irishman was found on the Park yestertained of the steady removal of diseased and
Coe will be glad to know that he has again esday with both ears frozen.
dead particles of the substitution of vitalized
tablished himself in business, having purchased
The report that Joseph W. Dyer had sold his
the interest of Mr. George Waterhouse in the
diseases, so necessary to the construction of
house on the corner of High and Pleasant streets
mar2d-dcd&wlt
firm of C. W. Gilkey & Co., corner of Congress
is denied.
healthy muscle.
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evening, to consider and
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in session last
the annual re-

and Preble streets.

Mr. Coe has had long exVitalize tiie Hair.—Why does the hair beperience as a druggist and is justly regarded as ! come harsh and dry—why docs it fall out—why
of
one
the most intelligent and reliable pro- !
does it become gray? Simply because the life
scription apothecaries in Portland. His asso- i has gone out of it. The fibers draw susteciation with Mr. Gilkey,himself a gentleman of ;
nance from the scalp as the grass
draws alihigh repute, will bo highly advantageous to the I ment from the
soil, and when the supply of nucustomers of the long-established store.
triment is cut off in either case the product
The several cattle and weol markets for some
withers and dies, At the first symptom of deunknown reason, have not been received the
cay, therefore, the unfed and half-fed roots of
week.
present
the hair should be refreshed and reinforced

port of the Board.
The meeting at the Board of Trade rooms
this morning will be interesting and important,
and should not he forgotten by our business
men.

The Democrats of Wards 1 and 2 experienced yesterday the coldest snap of the season.
The train from Bangor was delayed about
two hours yesterday afternoon on account of
We understand that no freight
the snow.
trains were sent out on the European & North
*
American road for the same reason.

■

A friend has done into rhyme a {food story I with Lyon’s Kathairon, the only preparation
often told of one of the early worthies of our j which will nourish the filameuts, and
keep
city, and permits us to share the laugh with them in a
vigorous condition after they have
our readers:
i—.
.1..,c
Widgery, shrewd and famous for a wit
Judge
ural stimulant
That like a razor kecu or caustic bit.
As loug-us the Katliarion is
Whilom In Falmouth old or Portland new
with a proper degree of friction
Walked through tho streets dust-laid with morning | faithfully used,
dew.
morning aud evening, so long will it be imposFrom King street, so called once, up to Exchange.
i
sible for the hair to whiten or fall out from the
Noting with grave eve what was new or strange.
There on the roadside Mocking half the wav,
mar4-eodlw&wlt
scalp.
.._

Two boys, named Gillespie and Foss, were
arrested tor stealing a lot ot hies and otner articles of hurdware from the store of Haines &
Smith on Middle street.
They sold a part of
The Marshal recovered the property.
The managers of Mechanics’ Assemblies will
give a benefit to Mr. Cole, of the Portland
Hand, next Wednesday evening, and it is hoped
that nil who have attended these assemblies
will interest themselves to have as large a numthe files.

'I',..

Judge,

oBy

are

tem is
a

the way, were
gressions and

Those

nominate Mr.

as

COLOATSt & 1'0,'h Cashmere Bouquet Soap has

delightful perfume, aud
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery aud Toilet
a

ooullning the factory to
adopted,
few classes of goods,ami making a specthat of

the remains of the lowest orders of
animal life found in the stones of the Egyptian
desert, he proceeded to a consideration of the

exhibiting

lnfuBoriie, sponges, &c.; next to the brandies
recognized as sea-flowers, polyps and jelly
fishes, which are varying forms of the same
life. Mollusks and the structure of shells form'
division of the lecture. Some eleied the
gant preparations of shells made by Mr. C. B.
Puller of this city, and Edwin Bicknell of Salom, were introduced to illustrate the latter
topic. A few of the lower or degraded forms
next

is in
arti-

mr4-cod3m

You can get those Steel Knives Silver Plated
nicely at Atwoods, also Tea Setts, Castors,
Spoons, Forks ffco.,replated in the best maimer.
Particular attention given to Gold Plating
watch eases &c. Remember the piueo, A. H.
Atwood's Lancaster Hall.
fobUSI-deowtf

the work people mako large weekly wages.
I have been in many shoe factories, large
and small, hut not within t4e 1 .st five years,
and 1 was to-day surprised to notice the additions that have" been made to the ingenious
machinery employed, so that now,almost every
part of the work done on line shoes as well as
outlie cheaper kinds,is performed by machines,
and iu almost a moment of time.
These factories do l.ot buy in gross, the lea tiler which they use. This is done iu tho great manufacturing centres tike Lynn, Haverhill, &c.
There, the leather is cut up by machinery, and
arranged into classes, for the different kinds of
goods, and the manufacturers all over the country, order from the cutters, the particular description of stock
required for their own
“make.” In this way, the cost is much less,
for all waste is avoided. All purts of the rougli
leather are useful in the various processes of
manufacture, eitherin one kind of boot or shoe or
another, and eaclt factor? orders the poor arid
cheap cuts, the better cuts, or the best, according to the kind, style aud quality of the goods
that are made. In this way all the leather is
utilized—and the great waste of former times

explanations, which, by
interspersed with humorous difrequent sparkles of wit. First

novel hut very

cles.

turned out completed,from the rough material,
at a small cost of Inlxir on each xliue, thougli

and listen to the lecturer’s

skeptical

of the virtues of SmolanDEit’s Btrcirc for the positive cure of kidney,
ldadder and glandular diseases, mental ami
physical debility, diabetes, gravel, lack of nervous energy, female compluints and maladies
of the urino-genital organs, Incontinence nnd
retention of urine,have to administer but a few
doses of this valuable vegetable medieluo and
their doubts will vanish.
mar5-eodlw

of goods was attempted.
It was quite wonderful to notice the rapidity
and precision with which tho several processes
are executed, and how speedily the goods are

instructive

clear and

Back, Chest or Stomach, Sores, Ulcers, Burns,
or Scalds, with
gratifying success. For sale
\V. W. Whittle & Co.,
by all Druggists.
Agents, Wholesale Druggists, Portland, Me.
tu-thits

very
iality of them. Iu thnt way greater expertuess
is attained in the processus, and better work is
done, than would bo tho case, if a great variety

Rkv. Mb. Bollks' Lkcturb.—The Microscopo and Animal Life was the subject of Rev.
Mr. Holies' lecture last evening, and although
the weather was exceedingly cold there was
audience present to witness the
a large

beautiful pictures

ican Dispensatory, page 15.
The Hemlock
Oiutment or Salve has been used in cases of
Khcumatism, Croup, l'ain or Soreness of the

in Union street, and was greatly surwell as delighted at their extent and
their success and their prospects.
At one of
these I was shown a largo pile of orders for
February only, for tlmir goods from tho West,
ns far as St. 1. mis—running through tilts cities
aud towns of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and
Michigan. And this establishment is of recent
origin, hut it is full aud in successful operation,
ljwas pleased to sea that the Massachusetts sys-

prised

successor.

quite

J'raneerijit.

satisfaction to the profession. As reference to
his Salve, the proprietor refers to the “United
States Dispensatory,” page Ml, and the Amer-

ments

Mr. Ckas. E. Jose bore testimony to the valuo
of Mr.Wells’s labors and their regret at parting
The resignawith him at this stage of affairs.
tion was accepted and Messrs. Dana and Jose

appointed

Hebrew chaixieters 1 see upou them."

succeeded, with the assistance of eminent physicians and chemists, and is now prepared to
put it on the market, which lie holies will give

which we have many at present, unoccupied.
Tills branch of industry must have abundant
light, as well as the manufacture of clothing
and newspapers, but there Is no difficulty In arranging for that.
To-day, 1 visited some of tho shoe establish-

still going on with manufacturers from abroad.
The Secretary then formally tendered his resignation,as business engagements require his removal to New York.
Mr. Dana, the chairman of the Board and

Wells’s

all thoso

The Hbee Itluiiufin-lure.
1 was in error, the ot'i d' (lay, in saying that
the shoe manufacture ooultl ha well accommodated iu any large and roomy chambers, of

The project of Increasing
out of the State.
mnuufu-'tures in this city had attracted a good
deal of atteutiou abroad, and he was dally receiving letters from all parts of the country asking for information. He also stated that quite
a number of young men in the olty had expressed a desire to co-operate with practical men
from uhroadjin the establishment of mnuufactur

committee to

sturdy

—

Hoauu of Manufacture.—A
meeting
of the Hoard of Manufactures was held at their
The Secretary,
rooms yesterday afternoon
Walter Wells, Esq., reported that the memorial of the Board to the City Government and
circular authorized by the Board, had been
published, and the latter generally circulated

a

Kennedy’s Hemlock Ointment, applied in
form of salvo or plaster. For many years the
proprietor has lalmred to obtain from the native hemlock tree, the oil, pitch and resin in
such manner that it may he utilised,
He has

!

them—

flatted them out.

were

I„.

As near the group heAtoppod his
trudge.
"These stones?" one of the money-lending tribe
Said, risking rashly a most ttbrry Jibe:
"The very stones nre, the learned world supposes,
On whlcli ot old was writ tho law of Moses,"
Scarce walling Tor the chuckle follow ing to subside,
With unmoved countenance the Judge replied :
‘‘A'o l should think"—ami o’er he seemed to con

his own residence two or threo years ago.
Jack Gloves, the oldest colored man in town,
Tee weight of his
came out to vote yesterday.
HM years was too much for the Democrats. It

Negotiations

1.......I

On which there stood a* If to hold the pass,
Three well known townsmen of tho Shylock class.
"What stones ars these?" approaching asked the

ber present as possible.
We understand that St. John Smith, esq.,
has purchased the beautiful gothic cottage on
Spring street, built by Col. James P. Miller, for

lug enterprises in Portland.

1,.,.,,1,. 1...

...

In the truest and deepest sense Duponco's
P!Us are the Balm ot Gilead to those delicate
ailments to which the gentler sex are liable.
mar2-eodlw&wlt
All those in want of

hot or

a

cold bath,

should remember that Smith. No, 100 Exchange
street, is always 'ready to attend to the wants
of his customers.
Anothek lot of those delicious oysters at
Timmons & Hawes, Market Square. Send up
your can u-duv a»d get them while they are
fresh.
_

TELEGRAPHIC

ITEMS.

Gen. lteuj. C. Howard, ex-Congressmau, author of the report of the North Eastern boundary question, and many years reporter of the
U. S. Supreme Court, died in Baltimore Wedm-suay morning.

BY TELEGRAPH
HtlVK.
RUN OVER

ON THE

TRACK.

Bancor, March Ik—Rufus Kilgore of Oldtown, was run over while walking on the track,
by a train on the European and North American Railroad last night.
His right leg was
broken and he was otherwise severely injured.
THE COLD

SPELL.

Eastport, March 6.—We had yesterday the
most severe snow storm of the season. In ten
hours’ time the mercury dropped 4!i°.
Last
night was the coldest night of the winter, the
mercury being 15° below. No mails have been
received as the roads are all blocked up.
Brunswick, March (k—At St o’clock last night
the mercury stood at 18° below zero.
Rockland, March 6.—The weather for the

past twenty-four hours has been of unusual severity. Last night was the coldest of the season, and at an early hour this morning the temperature was 14° below.
Bath, March 6.—The weather for the past
two or three days has
been excessively severe
Yesterday the mercury iu this city stood
at 8° below zero at noon, 80° during the night
and 10° this morning. It is at zero at 6 p. m.
XI.I Id CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

the New York Custom House was on Manhat
tan Island.
Whenever the Democratic part;
discovered corruptions it rose up and overthrew
them, whereas the Republican party only vote*
to confirm corruptions in its own midst
Th<
Democratic party struck down robbers whil
the Hcpubllcans erected statues to them.
A*
to the question of the colored race, he instance*
as a proof that the Democrats entertained
n< 1
prejudices on account of color, the fact that hi:
colleague, Mr. Wood, had walked into the hal
to-day, arm-iu-arm with a colored man. (On;
of the Jayanese embassy.) (Laughter.)
The discussion was continued by Messrs. Kid
ridge, Butler of Mass., Garrett, Townsend oi
Pa., Beck, Coburn, Bingham aud Garfield.
Mr. Dawes of Mass., offered an amendment
for the payment of laborers, workmen and me*
ebonies in the government employ at the rate
of a full day’s wages for 8 hours work.
After a long discussion on the labor question
Mr. Farnsworth moved a proviso to Mr Dawe.*amendment that laboring men in the United
States who work ten hours per day shall uot be
taxed to make up the deficiency for those who
only worked eight hours. (Laughter.)
M*. Dawes amendment as thus amended was

rejected.

Mr. Butler of Mass., renewed Mr. Dawes
proposition in a different form, appropriating
$450,000 for the purriose. This was also rejected—41 to 81.
The committee rose and returned the bill to
the House, and without
voting on it the House

adjourned.

WASHINOTON.

date of the State audgtheir form is determined
by statutes.
Mr. Nye from tho Naval Committee, reported
the prize money dee to captors of the rebel ram
Albemarle.
Mr. Logan called up the bill to authorize the
appointment of certain officers to the Quartermaster Department.
It was amended so to apply also to the Inspector General’s Department
and was passed.
The Senate resumed the consideration of the
legislative appropriation bill.
The amendment to increase the salary of the
supervising architect of the Treasury, to $5000
was lost.
Mr. Pomeroy moved an amendment to give
the Land Office forty additional clerks of
class. Adopted.
Mr. Sawyer, from the Committee on Eilucat:on and Labor, reported an amendment increasing the appropriation for the bureau of
education from $a>,500 to $36,950.
Mr. Carpenter asked him to state under what
head of federal jurisdiction this bureau of education came.
M r. Sawyer would do so if the Senator would
tell him under what head the Agricultural
bureau came.
Mr Carpenter said he could, still lie thought
that neither bureaus had any warrant whatever
under the constitution.
We are sensibly travelling, saiil he, towards the concentration of
in
the federal government and it would
power
be well to stop and look around us and ask what
authority we have to establish a bureau of
Education. We have a beureau of Agriculture.
What more authority have we to establish
either of these bureaus than to establish a bureau of boots and shoes.
(Laughter.) a bureau
of silk goods or any other industry in the counThese
bureaus
of
try.
agriculture and education are in my judgment, an innovation and
usurpation of this government. I have never
knowingly voted for a bill which contained an
appropriation for either of these bureaus, and
knowingly I never will.
Mr. Sawyer (lid not propose to reply on the
constitution point, but urged the amendment
because it was necessary to enable the bureau
to work satisfactorily.
If the Senator objected
to the bureau as unconstitutional, the proper
course for him would be to move to strike out
the provision for it inserted by the House of

Representatives.
Mr. Carpenter

said that Mr. Sawyer’s argument seemed to be this:
If we are going to do
an unconstitutional thing let us do it handsome-

ly.

(Laughter.;

Mr. Thurman agreed with Mr. Carpenter on
this subject.
The central government was
gradually encroaching on the power of States.
The Department of Agriculture began as a mere
Bureau for the collection of statistics, but it
men

uc

t!

Drpimicuii

mm

lilt;

iip.u

iiuujr

would 1>« that the head of it would be made a
Cabinet officer. So too the Bureau of Education was growing into a Department of Public
Instruction and before long wo would have a
Minister of Public Instruction who would he a
member of the Cabinet, unless the people put
a
stop to this centralizing movement.
It
would never end till it had absorbed every power ef the Stab s and assumed the right to
regulate every industry in the country,
This federal education scheme hud another place. The
people of this country were already more heavily taxed by the States for educational purposes
than any other people iu the world, hut if the
federal government should levy a tax upou
them for the same purpose then they will lie
doubly and insupportablv taxed for education,
and further, if the federal government had
a constitutional right h> take charge of the subject it would lie unwise to do so because it
would place the whole education of the country on one uniform dead level, which would be
a great mistake.
Mr. Frellnghuysei) thought there was authority in the Constitution for establishing a
bureau of agriculture and found in the prevision of the Kill section that Congress shall have
power to levy taxes, ole., to promote the general welfare.
After some further discussion by Messrs. Cnr]>eliter, Edmunds and Frelinghuysen the amendment was rejected—yeas 17, nays 22.
Mr. FreUugliuysou offered an amendment increasing salaries iu the agricultural department,
lost—yeas 11, nays 25.
To the item appropriating $50,000 to enable
the President to carry out the civil service reform.
Mr.
Freliugliuysuii offered an amendment nutlmrizing the President to make some compensation to such members of the civil service
commission os otherwise were iu the service of
the United States. He said three memlieni of
the commission were also employees of departments ami this amendment wits designed to euahle them to receive pgy (of their mjtfa services
on the commission.
Mr. Sherman—That is the best commentary
on civil service reform wo huvo hud yet.
[Laugh-

ter, j

Mr. Cgrpjgter ffi*0 thought it a striking illustration of reform as it is being parried out,
and said that with an appropriation of $50,000
for tills purpose to be spent at the pleasure of
the President and with a precedent set for its expenditure by allowing ogot) of these three reformers to draw two salaries from the government for the same time the prospect was
very
good that the people would oe delighted with
civil service reform.
Mr.
Frelinghuysen said that these gentlemen
had to do throe or (oip- hours extra work’da>ly
while on the commission and argued that they
ought to 1h- paid.
The amendment was declarer! [out of order
and withdrawn.
Mr. Logan gayp notige that yyliou the hill got
out of the committee arid before the Senate he
would move to strike out the appropriation of
$50,000 and insert a prevision repealing the law
under which the civil service reform commission was created. Ho was as much in favor of
reforming
scrying qa qnyltudy, hut not
in this way. In fact, the reform as organized
was
a
now
humbug as was well illustrated by
the appointment recently of oue of the civil
service commissioners fo qi|0{l|er office without
undergoing examination according to the rules
of the commission.
Mr. Sawyer, for Mr. Sumner, who was absent, offered an amendment appropriating
$5000 to enable the Coginiittee 0f Education to
prepare an account of the common schools of
the United States in compliance with the request of the government of Japan.
Mr. Cole opposed this as unnecessary and
said therp wpre already in existence reports
which would give the Japanese all the information they could get from the
proposed publication. The amendment was rejected.
Other amendmonts were offered and rejected
and tlie bill tyas reported to the Senate, which
at 4.40 P. M, \yei|t iljfo execqtivc session aud
soon after adjourned.
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Presentation of the Japanese Embassy

t»en. Babcock's Testimony.

Secretary

Boutwell

on

the

Sale of Ami.

__• 1

snown,—me parasites mat
attach to dried fruits, and annoy mankind by
their too close familiarity, and attach themselves to the domestic animals; and at the same
time the methods by which insects live and the
first stage* of this species of life were explain•■d. After this some of the microscopic views
of parts in the structnro of the higher animals
were presented—human and reptile blood, fish
boofH, and the structure and
lire were

j

j

'gqyerjmjeijt,

against

‘government.

j

Iing

1

wtyicli

j

Pitfslmrg,

stffjjocts,

FATAL

York, CJorless of R. I., Smith of Md., Wood o
\ a.. Orr of S. C.t ami Stevens of N. J., wen
appointed an executive committee.

ACCIDENT.

Boston, March 6.—Dr. John Sullivan, a well
| known physician of Chelsea, frMhirod his

spine by a

fall last

evening,

ami lies in

a

aiized and critical condition.
DEATH OF A

NAVY OFFICER.

GEN.

BANKS, SPKAKKR

BLAINE

AND PRINCE IWAKURA.

Washington, March G.—Long before 11
clock this morning the galleries of the House,
with the exception of the southeast, the diplomatic and reporters’ galleries, were densely
crowded. Hundreds were unable to gain admittance. Tho cast gallery, kuown as the
Ladies’ Gallery, was reserved for the families
of the President, Vice President, members of
the Cabinet, Senators, members of the House
and the Diplomatic Corps
exclusively. Several
of the latter were present with ladies. At 11
o’clock the embassy appeared, Prince Iwakura
leaning on the arm ut Geu. Banks, aud the rest
o

Tn._ __a

.i_i.

....

..x

tlie Speaker's chair, aud amidst breathless silence the ceremony of presentation took place.
Gen. Hanks, as chairman of the committee,
made the opening rewards, as follows:
-Mr. Sneaker—The Committee of the House
assigned to that duty, in accordance with its
instructions, has now the honor to present to
you and the House, His Excellency Prince Iwakura (here Prince Iwakura bowed) and their
excellencies of the embassy, the auibassador-inchief and the associate ambassadors of the government of Japan, with their attaches.
[Here
the embassy all bowed.]
Blaine
as
follows:
responded
Speaker
Your Excellency—On behalf of the House of
Representatives 1 welcome your Imperial Embassy to this hall. The reception which is extended to you so unanimously aud so cordially
by tlie members of this body is significant o'f
the interest which our whole people feel iu the
rapidly developing relations beiween tlie Japanese empire aud the American republic.
The
course of migration for the human race has for
many centuries been steadily westward, a
course always marked by conquest and too often
by rapine. Reaching the boundaries of our
continent we encountered a returning tide from
your country, setting eastward, not seeking the
trophies of war, but the more shinning trophies
of peace, aiu^ these two currents of population
appropriately meet and mingles on the shores
of the Pacific sea. It will be my pleasure to
present to your excellencies personally, the
representatives of the people, and to assure you
for them, as well as for myself, that during
your stay at our capital you will at all times be
welcome to the privileges and courtesies of this
floor.
Prince Iwakura responded iu Japanese,
which Gen. Banks translated as follows:
Mr. Speaker and the honorable members of
the House of Representatives of the United
States of America—On behalf of the ambassadors of Japan, our sovereign, and the people
whom we represent, we tender you our sincere
thanks and warmest friendship. We fully appreciate this distinguished honor which places
us face to face in the presence of that mighty
power which unites the great Amerieau Republic. Governments are strong when built upon
the hearts of an enlightened people. We come
for enlightenment, and we gladly find it here.
Journeying eastward from the Empire of Sunrise toward the smirising, we daily behold a
new sunrise beyond the one we before enjoyed.
New knowledge rises daily before us, and when
a completed journey shall have passed iu review an enciioled globe, we shall gather our
treasure of knowledge, remembering that however we hnve advanced' toward tlie sources of
light, each onward wove lias revealed to us a
further stop beyond. The government of Japan
already appreciates the value of an enlightened
policy toward itself and all nations; but our
united assurances on our return will confirm to
the people at large the friendliness of feeling so
frequently expressed heretofore, and now so
generally exhibited to this embassy. In the
future an extended commerce will unite our national interests in a thousand forms, as drops
of water will commingle, flowing from our several rivers to that common ocean that divides
our countries.
Let us express tlie hope that
our national friendship may be as difficult to
did drops

composing our coimnou Pacific Ocean.
[Applause. ]
The embassy
SKCRKTABY

were

tlieu introduced all round.

BOUTWELL

ON

Tin; SALK

OK

ARMS,
Secretary Boutwell appeared before the
House Committee on Expenditures in the War
Department aud testified as to the amounts received iu the Treasury for the fiscal pear ending June 30, 1871, from the sales of arms and
ordnance stores. He gave the amount as 88,380,003. The difference between that sum aud the
amount returned by the chief of ordnanee as
having received those sales, 80,360,073, which
he accounts for
by explaining that the balance
was not carriod into the Treasury during tho
lost fiscal year, but pail] ill since then even ill
excess of the sum returned, but It wimld be
necessary to analyze the various accounts carefully to trace up the figures and to separate tho
sums paid in oil account of sales iu the last fiscal year from those paid ou account of subse-

quent sales,
(IKS.

BABCOCK

ON THK NRW YORK
ORPK.K BUSINESS,

GKNKKAL

Gen. Babcock was examined before the Ni*w
York t'usloni House Investigating Committee
to-day. He swore lie had uo interest whatever
in the Loot & Stocking's general order business.
He hwl never received money from it in any
way or shape, nor was there any arrangement
to receive auy benefit from Custom House offiHe ulso swore lie was detailed from tho
cers.
Engineers Corps us Secretary to the President
and lias charge of the public buildings aud
grounds qipl is engineer of the Pofopiuo aqueduct and receives no pay whatever except as
Major of Engineers.
Gen. Babcock was interrogated concerning
his relation with .Mr. Lindsay, whom he lias
known since listf. Lindsay had boon civil to
himself HU(1 others oq llio staff and Uo had
thought if an occasion arose to reciprocate his
kindness; lie could not positively say he saw
him from 1864 to I860; did not remember of
writing any communication to Lindsuy except
iu returning his thiuks for having sent him
some trout;
Lindsuy bad never been at his
house or private rooms; $il qot remember seeing him at the Executive Mansion but once.
Mr. Bayard asked Gen. Babcock to look at
the letter handed him. (4en. Babcock said that
it was written by him; but he did not recollect
that ho had done so until 1]« just remembered
the fact. He yeqj the letter, which is us follows;
Executive Mansion, Washington, D. C. j
Sept. 21, 1863. j
My Dear Lindaaj/:—Your letter reached me
to-day. It is just gs I expected. J sent it simply to show you how people presume upon oth1 received the enclosed.
ers by tho same mail.
I do not intend to answer such an assumption
or if at all in a short civil note.
You ueed have no fears of their imposing
upon us. I shall be pleaseu io do whatever I
can for your friends, when I know what you
want, to reciprocate for your kindness to me. I
am alone in my glory.
Gel. Porter will be back
to-morrow.
Remember me to Messrs. Is’et,
Parker qml tho gentlemen in your house. Hoping to hear from you when I can be of any serYours truly,
vice, I am,
O. E. Babcock.
Mr. Bayard asked Mr. Babcock whether he
did not know qt the tiiqe he
that letter that Lindsay held the confidential position
W VUI11. VIUI

HAYMAKERS!

Foreign Kx porta.

This justlv celebrated Cantata giving a description
of an old-fashioned Hay-Field—with scener\, new
and characteristic dresses, with action; all 'set to
pleasing and appropriate music, representing In fhll
everything that happens in haying season will be
brought out iu

oatmeal.

NKW YORK.

Wew York Mtock and money market.
New Yoke. March 6-Morning.—Gold 1104. Moan

ICE EMBARGO.

THE

New York, March 6.—The ice embargo in
South and Hamilton ferries to Brooklyn continues. One of the boats remains wedged in
I the ice near Brooklyn, since 10 o’clock yester| day morning. The frigate Canandaigua had
her copper sheath worn off by the ice in the
stream.
The arriving ocean steamers are unI able to get into their piers.
AT

SKA.

|

U_

In tho

Markets.

i

Cincinnati, March 6.—Pork nominal at 12 50 @
12 75. Lard nominal at 8| ft 9c.
Bulk meats quiet
and weak: shoulders at 4}e; sides 6} ft 6}c; clc^r rib
sides 6J. Bacon nominal ;shouklers at 6}c; sides 0} ft
7}c. Livo Hogs quiet and unchanged.
Whiskey
at 85c.
Hogs received during the season 673,000 head; cut
dy
656,000; average not weight, 231}; yield of
lard per hog, 41} lbs; average price per
4 45};
extreme prices for the seasou, 4 00 ft 4 80.
Chicago, March 6.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat in fair demand; No 2 Spring at 1 22}. Corn in
fair demand; No 2 Mixed 37}c.
Oats weak and a
shade easier; No 2 at 30} ft 31c. Rye inactive; No 2
at 71. Barley quiet and weak at 53} for No 2 Spring.
Provisions stronger. Pork active at 11 80. Lard firm
at 8 62} ft 8 65. Hams In pickle 7} ft 9}c; green hams
6} ft 8c. Bulk meats—shoulders 44c; skies 5|c; clear
rib skies 5} ft 6c; clear skies G}c: dressed Hogs quiet
and steadyat 4 90 ft 5 10. High Wines at 85 ft 85tc.—
Live Hogs firm at 4 00 ft 4 75.

packers,

VAST

veyed

to

Newgate.

Queen Victoria has presented her groom, John
Brown, with a gold medal and granted hliu an
annuity of iilM ill recognition of Ills promptness
in arresting O’Connor last week, when nc assaulted Her Majesty.
DOMINION OE CANADA.
SNOW BLOCKADE.

TWO

Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 63,000
coni, 21,000 bnsli oats, 2,000 bush rye, 6,000 bush
barley, 10,000 hog*.
Shipments—4,(RK) bbls flour,2,000 bush wheat ,18,000
bush corn, 5,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 4,000
bush barley, 6,000 hogs.

TROUBLE AT

WAND,

Paris, March tk—An Uproarous

took
place Wednesday iu the Freuch Assembly iu
an
consequence of
inquiry being made as to the
cause of the resignation of Quertier, Minister of
Finance. Another ministerial crisis is expected as a conflict between the assembly and
government is qt baud.
scene

Toledo,

ONLY !

March 6.—Flour and Wheat dull and

DELEHANTY^ft

lt.»il

Winter 11* s.l

WIm Georgia Dean Spaulding,
The Greatest Harpist in the World!
18 Takaud Pcrfonacn, Brau Baal Sc
Orchestra. Kccrythiag Mew aad Orig
iaal.
FKEK

lation.

Prof.

un-

day.

1. Tongues In trees, books in running brooks, serin stones, and good in every thing.—Shakspeare
2. Progress and growth.
On the 17th, his subject will be, Tho true Revelation
and Salvation, or what shall we do to be saved.
Admission 15 cents.
iuch7-: t
mons

Mr. A. H. GEE
will commence hi* third ami last term for the season
lor Young Ladies, Masters and Misses, at hit Academy, at Corner of Biown and Ccmgrtu St*., on

(UTUBDAY, Feb. 19tb,

at 9 1-9 e’cleck
the afternoon, and continue every Wednesday and
Saturday afternoon.
The popular “New York Glide Walt*" will be
taught by Mr. and Mr*. Gee.
Fqr particular* apply at Hall. Assemblies every
Monday evening. Private lesson* each day from 9 to
12 and from 2 to 5, except Fridays.
fehtitf
in

Vln.ir

AUCTION SALES.

ltl@ll|d;

do Orleans 11 fd; sales
ill 7000 were for export and specu-

Assignee’*

Mu rill s Sttlo.
Cumukui.and, ss:
ou a writ, und will be sold at Pablic
Auction, by consent of parties, on Friday,
March 8th, at 2 o’clock p. m., at the Auction loom of
F, O. Bailey A Co., 18 Exchange st.. in Portlaud, aud
County aforesaid, the following described persoual
property, to wit: Tin oil Cun*, Lamp*, Goblets,
Burner* and Chimney*.
AT. ADAMS, Deputy Shvritf.
Dated at Portland, March 4. 1872.
F. O. BAILKY Ir CO., Aactleieen.

ATTACHED

period last year.
The shlpiucutH from Lyon for the week have been
agaiust 6885 case* for the same week last

8202 casco,
year.

Haverhill last week

cases, as

were

4224

printed.]

There is no pare ptihle change to note tn tho
market, and nearly all
description* of goods for
women'* wear, as well a* fancy boots and shoes for
men's use. are selling readily and at a moderate profit, hut the high cost of heavy leather exerts a depressing influence on Boot and Brogan manufactur-

mchCtd

Affmiiiibtrator'* Sale
of ( hoitT
GrofrrliMi at Auction.
license from the Hon. J. A.
to
PURSUANT
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for
the
of

ers, and thoro Is very little snap or heart to this
branch of the buslneas. Tho export demand for
leather has relieved tho market to that extent that
there 1* no prospect of lower price*, and unless there
l* a corresponding advance In Boot* and Brogans the
manufacturer* will hardly get a new dollar for an ol l
one. to say nothing about a profit. In all of those towns
where tho manufacture of woman's goals l* a specialty business continues active and full employment Is

a

County

F. O. BAILEl At
March G-dtd

sell

ou

9| *Vlerk,

nl

mar-

Administrator.
C’O.. AsnUaren.

HOYT, WHEELER

A.

BRADLEY,

AUCTIONEERS,
»•.
Will

FKUKHAl. MTKKKT, BOMTUV
commence

tbo Auction bu.lnees In
hold

Fareigu
■ary,

ltegular

Boetou,

nml

Sale, of

... D.MMlir Dry U..ii, .Willi,
Fancy Goad., Ha.irry, Siam,
lint, and Capa,

every Tuesday and Friday during tbo

vaar.

Also, every Tburaday, sale of D.au and Shoe.,
adapted to the New England Trade, including a large
ajaortment of Saw York City .Undo Goads.
The attention of dealer. I. railed to the above
aalo., which will bo peremptory for caeh.
Boaton, March let, 1172.
mrioodlm

[Saks* at Auction,]
Eastern Kail road......
Boston and Maine Ualh'oad...
New Hampshire State Sixes, 1874
Maine State Sixes 1883.
Eastern Railroad Sixes 1874
Franklin Company, Lewiston.

R. K. HUNT.
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
lkJO 310 Congress SC, will sell every evening a large
J.Y aseortment of Staple and Fancy Uooda.
Hood, will be Hokl during the day In lot. to <ul!

Daily Prvss Niack List.
For the week ending March 6, 1872.
W.
E. Wood, Broker, 67 Exchange St.
Corrected by
Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Descriptions.
Pertlau«l

purchaser. at wbolenale price*. Cash advaaced on all
not limited.

...1104

duHcriptlon of good.. Cocaignmeiil.
dtf
February 11, HUM.

Government 6'*, 1881.,,,.115 ....115
Government 5*26's, 1662.Ill-111
Government 5-20'b, 1864,.,.Ill-111
Government 5-20’s, 1865,...112 _112
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,.llQL ..110
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867...U?l_111
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,,.lllf. .112

Brussels, March fi.—The Chamber of Representatives have decided, B3 yea* to 33 uavs, to
maintain the accredited minister at tlie Vatican,
ITALY.

lib,

Thi* Stock consist* of the choicest good* the
ket affords.
R. W. ROBINSON.

Bastai filock dblst.
[Sale* at the Broker's Board, March 6.]
Union pacific RR Sixes.
Michigan Central Railroad
Popperell Manufacturing Co.

Gold,....110

I

At the store No. 7 Plum Street, recently
occupied hy
R. li. Robinson, dec on* off, the stock of choice
Groceries, Teas, Tobaccoe*. Cigar*, Sauces, Old
Wine*, &c. Also the Store Furniture.

tJlourealrr Flak Market.
the wet ending Wednesday, March 6.
George's Codfish—Receipt* quite liberal, some fifty
vessel* having Arrived from first trips
Stock smaller
than last year at thl* time, as tho fleet 1* smaller Bid
a week or ten day* later In
tho season. None In
market order tor ten day* to come. We notice sales
lu salt fur future delivery at 86 js>r qtl.
Bank codfish—Receipts and sales confined to small
lot*. Market steady at $6 |* ntl. far first quality.
Mackerel—We notice sales or about 100 bhl* Bay's
at 12 50, and 10 30 for l'a aud 2's. Shores hold at $16
@11, and $17 ««, U for 1'* aud 2'** according to also
and quality of lot*.
Fresh Halibut-We quote at 9 @ Sc |> B far white
and gruv,
Smoked Halibut—12c
tfc.
Oil—at 60c |> gal.

ROME.

Cumberland, 1 shall

Tkandaf, dlnrrb

furulshod.

Madrid, March IB.—The appointment of Admiral Polo do Uarnate to the Einbqssqdorship
at Washington has been decide cl upon.
BELGIUM.

.1

ON

for the satne

instead of 6224

Slock

Saturday, March 9th, at 12 M, at Met-chant*'
Exchange, I shall sail 1ft share* F. C. Sugar ltoH. P. DEANE, Assignee.
finery Stock.
F. O. BAILEY A Co., Auotkmeera.
mi ltd

against 37,313 for the same week last year.
The total shipments from this market since January 1st have Insert 247,313 cases, against 217,070 cases

[The shipments from

Kale.

Krdnery

Aacdea.

^

prise 4196
last year.

City Sugar

f.reM

Boot anil Shoe iflarket.
Boston, March 5.—The shipment* of Boot* and
Shoes from this market to place* outside of New
England for the pant week comprise 38,963 cases,

Ml* AIN.

X C I XT Gr !

1)

Boston

EMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED STATES.

DJENTON.

This distinguished sclentest and rtgbrmer will Jecture in the Army Sc Nmry l uion Hall, corner
of Brown and
Congress st., on the 10th and 17th Inst,
at 3 and 7 P. M. Subjects of lecture* for next Sun-

Lon don, March 0—1.30 P. M.—Consols 92J for money
and accouut.
American Securities—17. S. 5-20’s 1862, 921; do 1868
old, 93J; do 1867, 92|; U.
10-40's, 88J.

cases

EXHIBITION

Kacli Evening before the Entertainment of the beautiful CALCIUM I.ICmHT with BBAM
BAMU 8KHBMADB.
For full particulars see day bills.
Tickets Air sale at Box Office, Music Hall, on and
I
j after Saturday, March!. Prices as usual.
mcM lw
W. E. STANLEY, Ag*t.

LlVKBPOO— March 6—IP. M.—Cotton closed easier;

20,000 bales, of w..

Ringers!

XKCLUDINO

Oat* 2* LOd.

Middling uplau

HENOLER'h

Swiss Bell

Paris, March 6—Bourse flat. Routes 56t 52c.
Frankfort, March 6—United States 5-20’s 1862,
95} ft 96.
Liverpool, March 6—11 A. M.—Gotton strong;
Middling Uplands ll}ftll|d; do Orleans Ilf; sales
20,000 bales.
Liverpool. March G—1.30 P. M.—Cotton firm;
sales 20.000 bales, of which 7000 bales wore for export
and speculation.
Breadstuff's heavy;
California
1 Im Oil li)

Spaulding’s

Full Company In conjunction with
»PAIT,DI>«'N Cansplcic Tnift *f

European Market*.
London, March 6—11.30 A. M.—Consols 92} for
and
account.
money
American securities—U. S. 5-20 1862, 92}; do 1865,
old, 93|; do 1867, 92}; U. S. 10-40’s 88|.
London. March 6 -1.33 P. M.—Consols 92} ft 93 for
money and account.

Wheat

&

Two Entertainments Under One Management !

March 6.—Cotton firm; Middling up21}c.
Mobile, March 6.—Cotton quiet and steady; Middling uplands at 22c.
New Or lean 8, March 5.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands 22 jc.

@26*6<1.

Tuesday Eventugs,

MAMMOTH CONSOLIDATION!

uplands 22c.
Savannah,

M. Sauton, editor of the Corsaire, fought a
duel to-day with M. Rogat of the Pays.
The
latter was twice wounded,

TO

OGE,

Delebanty, Heugler

lands

A DUEL.

MINISSKR

drama,

_

changed.. Corn a shade lower; high Mixed at 46; low
Oats dull and unchanged.
Charleston, March 6.-Cotton firm; Middling

LOST AT SKA.

SIGNIFICANT Sl'KKCU OK lllSMAKCK.

n new

»AMH 11th wad 1'Alh.

do 45c.

March 6.—A heavy snow storm
from the southeast obstructs the roads and delays the trains.

The upper house of the diet liaM under consideration the school inspection hill, lhirlng
the debate to-day Prince Bismarck made a sigliiflcnnt speech. He expressed his fear of the
Catholic clergy and insisted in the clause
providing for the introduction of the Herman language in Polish schools, He assured the Cole
conservative member* of the diet that the governmontdid not intend to break with their party
hut it would not submit to pressure.
TRANCE.

riuraicu,

NIGHTS

and

cental,’

bush

Halifax,

Two of the crew of the brig Albert, named
Win. Sliertland and John Sheffield were lost on
the voyugo from 1 Virto Kioo.
Two seaiueu of
the Steamer India made a
against
eompluiut
the third officer who put them iu irous and suid
they joined the ship but refused to sign articles.

ti.

latest dramatic Nov«Hv,Falconer

Monday

Tho shipments from Haverhill for the week comcases, against 2962 cases for the same week

LUCKY JOHN BROWN,

mi

it.

MUSIC HALL, PORTLAND

Tallow 47s 6J.

THE FALSE SIR KOflER TICHBORNE,

popular artists

Y.,
Opera Hoase,
pronounced the
Greatest Theatrical Hu qf the Season.
New and beautiful effects, music, Ac. A Tory
large
and ]K>worful Dramatic Company will
support “The
Florences." Reserved seats can bo obtained, eom,1 mencing Thursday, March 7th, at the ollice of Music
Hall. Prices os usual.
mrftdGt

buyers
quiet;

w.-

OF

and
nr

£IL£M

fi

METEOROLOGICAL.

The claimant to the Tichborne estates did not
as first
supposed leave Loudou immediately upon his decision to withdraw his cause.
Shortly
after the issue of -.the warrant for his
arrestJ he
was taken Into
custody by the lmlloe and con-

gifted

iff_

Or, “Dark’s the Hour Before the Dawn.’’
As
Theatre, Doston, and
produced at the Globe
Grand
N.
and

13 25 ft 13 50; old do 13 25 ft 13 37.
Lard
at 9 ft 9}c. Buttor stohdy. Whiskey steady at
90c.
Rice quiet at 8 ft 9c. Sugar dull; Muscovado
8 ft 9}c; lolluing Sf ft 9c. Cofi'ee nominally; Rio
19}
21}c. Molasses steady; New Orleans 48 ft 62c. Naval
tores—Spirits Turpentine firmer at 84c. Rosin in
favor at 4 30 ft 4 05 for strained.
Petroleum
crude 13} ft 13}c; refined 22} ft 23*v Tallow is
dull at 8} ft 9}c.
Wool quiet and firmly held; domestic fleece 80
ft 85c; pulled 74 ft 88c.
Freights to Llverj>ool dull: Cotton per steam kl.
Wheat do 5d.

AN INDIGNANT ROBUBR.

ARREST

and Satnrday,

entitled

heavy

San bRANClsco, March 7.—The
stage between Milton and San Andrereas was
stopped
yesterday by a highwayman and the treasurebox was given him when the
stage was driven
on.
1 boil discovering that the box was
empty
he fired seven shots at the
stage without effect.

city.

C

new mess

CALIFORNIA.

was brought to a sudden and most
unexpected
termination this forenoeu.
Upon the opening
of tlie the counsel for the claimant to the Tichborne estate anueunced that their client had decided, in view of the action of the jury, Monday, iu saying they had heard sufficient evidence whereon to base a verdict, to withdraw
the cause before the court.
After tliis announcement of the counsel foi
the plaintiff the counsel fbr the defence asked
t*’e Lord Chief Justice Bovilie to issue a warrant for the arrest of the claimant on
charge of
perjury ami to iix his hail at ;X),000 pounds.
The petition was granted and a bench warrant
issued for his arrest
The claimant was not
present at the session of the court this forenoon and it Is hollered he has
fled from the

Only—Friday

ini.
1

I

March 6.—The storm of
the most severe for fifteen years.
The winds attained a velocity of 78 miles an
hour. The tide rose very high, sweeping off
much lumber piled up for shipment.
At Norfolk business was suspended by the
storm and the high tide set fire to and destroyed two large lime kilns: also two more at
Portsmouth, \ a. None of the river or bay
steamers ventured out during the storm.

CASK.

NOVELTY.

STARTLING
Two Nights

70} ft 711c, closing at 7! for prime. Oats unebanged; sales 26.000 bush; Ohio at 54 (ft 56c; Western 52} ft 55c. Beef quiet. Pork nominally
lower;

Monroe,

HIS

H A L L!

Wosteru

was

TIIE CLAIMANT ABANDONS

T.45

Managers.Furbish Jfc Wilton.

Those

New York, March 6—Evening.—Cotton
|c lower;
sales 3425 bales; Middling uplands22}c. Flour dull;
State 6 00 ft 7 50: round hoop Ohio 6 73ft 7 65; Western 5 00 ft 7 85; Southern 7QOft9 ;o. Wheat uornl-

AT NORFOLK.

London, March 0.—The celebrated Tichborne
case which has been on trial in this
city so long

at

_

!

do.....!! 90S
82*
’,.

FIGHTING EDITORS.

commence

March Nib au4 Vth

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.102}
Union Pacific
Union Pacific land grants..
Union Pacific luconie bonds.•
fcg

Richmond. March 6.—Alexander Mosely, editor of tho Whig, and James
Southall, editor
of the Enquirer, havo been arrested to
prevent
an auticipatod
hostile meeting.
Both were
placed under $1000 qouds to keep the peace.

The Tichborne Case.

MUSIC

994
944
33*
go

Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred.. 78f
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 97J
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

VIRGINIA.

GREAT BRITAIN.

701

^

Pniil

Domestic

FOREIGN.

Doors opon at 6.30; concert to

j precisely.

of

Reading.
Michigan Central.

prominent

The barometer will continue rising Thursday
over the Middle aud New
England States, with
clear and pleasant weather, except over northern New York and northern New
England,with
north-westerly winds aud a condiminishing
tinued rise iu the temperature. Pleasant weather from the south Atlantic coast
to the Ohio
valley,and thence northward to the upper lakes,
with easterly winds aud increased cloudiness.
The pressure over and west of the upper Mississippi will diminish during to-night und ou
Thursday, witn increased cloudiness aud possibly threatening weather, easterly winds aud
rising temperature. Southerly winds will continue over the the western Gulf States.
Dangerous winds are not anticipated for the Gulf
and Atlantic coasts.

1

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
Illinois Central.
Cleveland A Pittsburg...
Chicago & Nor Hi Western.
Chicago A Northwestern prefcrred.
Chicago A Rock Island.

March R—Thomas Scott (colored) lias obtained a verdict of $3700 againsts four
citizens of Crab Orchard Springs for
hanging him several times to a tree a year ago
to induce hint to confess that he committed
ariwu, which he persisteutly denied, and was
finally released.

GKKKLBY, OrgonUi.

Tickets, with Reserved Seat 50c; Admission 35c.
For sale at Hawes Jfc Cragin’s Musk Store, Wednvs£sb27td
day, Feb. 28, at 9 o'clock.

;

Harlem.1071

Louisville,

THE

AXNIK K.

AND A CHORUS OF FORTY-FIVE VOICES.
New Songs Introduced each evening by Miss Flora
E. Grant, Mrs. E. M. PiUsbury, Mr. Chas. E. Chase.

Harlem preferred.125

St

M‘

Farmer'. Uauahttr

M. Todd.) Mrs. PilUburv.
William. (Farmer’s Assistant,).Mr. W. G. Davey
John, (Farmer’s Assistant).Mr. T. W. Stan wood
Sninkins. (a young man from the city, unused to rural affairs,).Mr. Chas. K. Chase
j €. K HAWKM, Pianist.

!!!!’!!
ooitpon..!!!..*!!!'

KENTUCKY.

HODOLJNS.

■

.!.Ill

The following were the closing quotations
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph (Jo.
Pacific Muii.
N. Y. Central aud Hudson River consolidated_
N. Y. Ceutral and Hudson River consolidated sci>
Erie...
Erie preferred.

MR. CHAS. £.

Anna.Miss Annie J Aver
Kate. (The Dairy Maid,).(Formerly Miss fell*
“
3

United States5-20’s 1S62.HI

LAW-M-4KRK4

SYNOI’SIS OF WEATHER RETORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

Chandler.

United States 5-20’s 1864.
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 112
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.110
United States 5-20’s 1867.
United State* 5-20’s 1888.'''
112,
United States 10-io’s.,
107
Currency C’s.
114

WnAT IT COSTS TO HANG A NEGRO.

Fortress

CONDUCTOR.

PERSONATIONS;

lio'l;

A statement was made in the
Assembly hy
two speakers that some members from the
rural
districts were selling votes ou a hill for $10
per
head. No action was taken.

Saturday

MARCH Oib, Tib Bad Sib.

I

New Yoke,March6— Kvenina.—Money steady at*
<0 7 per ceut.
Gold steady at 110}
loans at
3 a 5 per cent.
Clearances $26,000,000.
Governments 4 a, le higher and strong. Statu bonds quiet
aud firm.
Stocks moderately active. The Treasury paid $624,000 maiuly fbr redemption of bonds.
The following were the
closing quotations of Government securities:
United States couoou 6’s, 1631. ..115

to possess all the power now vested in the Coart
of Special Sessions; also a hill
abolishing capital punishment and
making the punishment
for murder imprisonment for lift*.

S TO It SI

Wedu’y, Thursday & Friday

j

Albany, March fi.—Bills wore introduced in
the Cenatc authorizing Comptroller Green to
grant a franchise for a railroad through 23rd
street, New York, on payment of $150,000;
abolishing the present police justice of New
\ork, aud providing for tne appointment by the
Supreme (-ourt of ten police justices, who are

HALL,

PORTLAND,

Georgia

The steamship Albemarle which arrived
here to-day from Richmond,
reports at 1 p. m.,
vesterday, she picked up a small boat off Cape
May, containing the crew’, captain aud wife of
scooner Harry Conrad of New Haven, from
Baltimore for New York, with coal. All wero
badly frozen.
The Harry Conrad was run into and sunk on
the night of March 4th, at 8 p. m.,byan unknown schooner, and lies in about seven fathoms of water in the track of vessels hound in
and out of Delaware.

THE

CITY

at 6 per cout. Sterling Exchange 109’ ^ 110$. Stocks
strong. Southern State Stock* dull.
The following arc the forenoon quotation* of South
eru securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new. 661
Virginia 6's, new. 36
Missouri 6’s. 94j
Louisiana 6’s. old.. 56
Louisiana 6’s, new. 50
Alabama 5’s..m.. 60
7’s.*.. 64
North Carolina 6*a, new.
lhi
South CaroHuu 6's, new... 30

I

ACCIDENTS

entertainments.

|

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

pnr-

Commander W. H. Dans, U. S. N., died at
the U. S. General Hospital
yesterday. He belonged in Ohio,and entered the navy May 1830.

CHEAP
SPKRCHR3 OP

.1
The safe of the treasury of Amherst, Mass.,
UVV«VIM*J
was blown open but only §30 stolen.
Mr. Babcock replied that he did not know
Some of the rooms in these Union Street FacThe Artillery Association of the Army of
that Lindsay held that position but supposed so.
tories, resounded with the noise of sewing-mathe Potomac met at Providence yesterday and
chines driven by steam, almost like the weavHe was further asked whether he knew of any
ing-room of a Cotton Factory; audit was in- organized by the choice of Gen. Barry, Presiproposition from Leet vo -Lindsay relative to
the
number
to
see
of
dent.
nicely
teresting
speculation in Sail Domingo or on'the Tybee.
large
HOUSE.
dressed young girls, sitting at these machines,
Babcock replied that he bad no knowledge of
chairman
of
the
Democratic
Mr, Sinclair,
After the reception ceremonies several memoand executing beautiful work, with the greatthe fact to which the correspondency referred.
State Committee of New Hampshire, brands
In other rooms, men
rials
were
read.
est ease and rapidity.
He repeated that he knew no plans by which
the statement that lie has issuml instructions to
The hill granting half of Goat Island in the
were standing at other and different machines;
Democratic selectmen to keep Republican
speculations were to go into operation. He was
some were sewing the soles upon the shoes, and
not aware that any more tliauihe first payment
ttHe
names off the lists, as false and malicious.
'r’trrv
*.*--rt
shoerailroad cam© *»p.
of $100,000 had been made by the government
doing it better and in less time than a
offers 81000 reward for any proof that he has
scales,. feathers,
maker of the old time could fix the last upoji
the
Mr.
of
about
to San Domingo.
Sargent
This was provided for in the
done so. He accuses the Republicans of simiCal., explained
his knee with the strap over it, ready to begin.
Pacific railroad and the Steamship Companies,
office of bones.
The $100,000 was on
treaty ho negotiated.
lar frauds in I8t>s.
Others were putting heels upon the shoes perthat
an
existed
account
of
by
the
lease
of Samana Bay.
admitting
arrangement
The noxt lecture, which it is promised will
at
did not speak
Voorhees
Congisesniau
aH
in
moon
them
the
"one
which
tlie
lease
latter would not take a
A further provision was $50,000 in afins and
fectly and trimming
lie the most brilliant of the course, will he an
Nashua, as announced, last night, on account
tion, in less time than a workman in the old of the illness of his wife.
freight fppn| China uujggs it
sc,l? <*•>»* by ammunitions of wav', the receipt of'which was
•The Polariscope and the Spectroscope as aptime could drive one peg, And so by a perfect
rail. He (daiineu that ties was duo to the
included in the treaty. The payment was made
Walter Raff of Albany, N. V., was killed grasping
division of labor, every part of the work was
propensities of tfie Panama railroad in Nov. 1869, after the signing of the treaty. It
plied to the Microscope.
hurried on with the greatest rapidity; and exe- Wednesday, and severely injured by the cap- which by its exactions sits at the wnfst of the was made to the Dominican
government, The
the
Tub Haymakers.—Notwithstanding
Isthmus throttling commerce.
cuted witli precision ami excellence.
] sizing of an ice boat.
money was paid through tho American governSome readers may he interested in the stateMr. Strong opposed tlie bill, referring to the
Tlio establishment recently commenced, at
ment agent, Mr.
cold weather of last evening City Hall was
Perry.
ment that the Marquis of Bute in to be married
first sent work out into tlio country to lie
The chairman euquired whether the witness
report of the army engineers to prove that no
well filled by a highly satisfactory audience, on
where it was done by bans! 1 hut now
of the Island ,-ould be safely parted
April 10th—at least the London news agent
knew of any one who had received money on
executed,
portion
the occasion of the bringing out of the opera of
with by the government, and stated that this
these workmen have (seen induced to m°ve in to i tljiuks so.
account of the lease.
m
was an additional
to the company1 tlje
the Haymakers. Owing to the long and careGen. Babcock replied that lie did not.
The Gjaud Dulpe Alexis attended a bull tight
town, and are located here permanently,
On
subsidy
projectors of which poclcefed Ovef $40,000,000 being fU),thei: tntetroggtfid, hfi kqcw of no
large numbers. All these people do piece work yesterday at' Hayaua.
ful preparation all the parts were remarkably
of
shoes
small,
from
bonds
the
and
eacli
on
being
of
lainls
the price
enormous grouts
American citizen who was interested’ in rail
pair
The Northern Pacific Railroad was opened
well sustained, and an unusual promptitude
but by the aid of the steam engine and machinreads in Squ Domingo, huf Mr. Sullivan ingiven by the
Mr. Kellogg of ftonn supported the bi|i.
characterised the performance. W itbout wish- ery, the number turned out, weekly, is very for business to Red River Wednesday,
formed
Urn that ha (Suluvnu) had an interest
Tile
U.
S.
Marshal
of
Alabama
has
handsome
is
a
After long discussion the hill went over.
sum,
in tho railroad frem Samana
applied
Bay to Monte
ing to be invidious, we can hardly fail to notice large, and the week's wageslive in
for
to
assist
in
the
arrest
of
inThe
houses,
troops
House
took
to
parties
workmen
the
good
up
deficiency appropria- Oristo.
onabling the
the correct singing of Misses Chandler and
dicted for committing Ivu-Klux outrages.
tion bill.
and in the most comfortable maimer.
He believed that Sullivan represented othei
Ayers, Mrs. Pillshury and Messrs. Thomas,
Now—this manufacture is jyell and thoroughThe Attorney General lias directed the Dis_Mr. Wood of N. Y., in referring to the Ku- parties. He knew of one American citizen
Davey and Stanwood, while the chorus was
ly established fliere pu a paying and satjsfjicfo- trict Attorneys of several States to commence Klux discussion of yesterday, expressed disap- who had entered into the banking business in
manufacbranch
no
and
qf
other
probation of the speech of Mr. Dawes, who in- San Domingo, bur understood he failed. He
Other
The costumes were
ry basis. There is
prosecutions against ex-Congressmen
every way satisfactory.
ture that will build lip a city in population and
officials ‘for receiving' njohey fop prosecuting stead of confining Ipmseli to figures of arlth- did not know of anybody' bo be benefitted by
On the
characteristic and th» acting good.
wealtli faster than this, on an outlay and at a
the laud grants in the event of annexation. Hi
clsiinis
the
j luetic, indulged in figures of speech on politicalland 'partisan
risk so small. It would he easy to extend this
whole we can confidently say that for a first
iutfcndtfd to have knewf of a gentleman who had a suin ajing conThe Senate Wednesday vonfirmed a large
their
effect
on
the
trade
small
either
The
at
hazard,
Presidential election.'
tract obtained' prtvfouii’ tfc his kiie'wlddge of th<
indefinitely, very
number of appointments, that of L, M. Keene, j
presentation of the opera, it met with a do by starting
new establishments, or by putting
proposed ahnexatlon.' He' colild not say tha)
E. Jf. Utahan, to be SdT^ieuten- j attention (if tlie people w as hot to'be' attracted
Another perform
and
to
be
1st,
• ideally favorable reception.
to
tlie olisqlefg is Vie' qf tpc colored face. The
more capital into those already in operation;
Sullivan had not held an official position
ants of the Revenue service, both of Maine, begs hi
i
doubtlcsi
when
this
Democratic
be
the
the
and
for
the
evening,
the latter would,
once will be given
present,
patty ii)teudpU to put forward
may hqve l|ccn mppldyeij hy (he f^ecrefary oi
among the number.
of
wiser
would
he
the
n{
issue
Our
because
less,
departincreased.
way,
expenses
reforming porriiptjoiis
every
people
the interest will he
The Senate committee on the sale of arms orand the great—tpe npcessary thing, is to have a
ment of the government,
Hr- Gasseriy interrogated Gen, Baboock a)
They intended to
should not neglect ail entertainment so worth;
ganized Wednesday. The committee will make denounce ami bring home and prove that front some length
skillful, practical bya'l, that /(«s been tried.
in regard to San Domingo, and ir
a thorough investigation.
the
An
in
of
Presidential
of
humbles
mansion
the
down
to
a
musical
additional
iu
the course of his replies ho said there mlgh
this manufacture,
point view._
capital
federal
one hundred thousand dollars,
add
the
scull
for
the
was
of
whole
concern
double
rcaking
official,
have
bee*
The
n;m<,
wouju
championship
large purchases of land in 1869 anc
with corruption. That was the issue ~vhich
Aiimy AND Navy Union.—Mr.T.G. Patter
than one thousand to our population,
1 America between Coulter and Cavitt and tilt
1870, but not to his knowlrdge.
lectur
will
he
one
and
hundred
would require
and fifty dwullin^the Army
brought before the people at the next
Gen Babcock presentedftlie following letter
Navy
Penn., May
■on, chairman of
pigceg£
election.
houses at least, and a weekly wage of about
o f
which was read:
committee, presented the annual report
dollars.
N. L).
thousand
IJW04
Dunuhlitun
>Jt.
eight
repUgij. 'fil(jl
potty,
Exbcctiyii: Mansion, j
Mich-, to till
their doings at the meeting of that associatioi
j At a specialofelection In Detroit,and
he said, pad no tmeasinfss
in icspcj’t to ftfhat
one Senathe vacancies
Washington, D. O., July, 1870.
j
Representatives
DeUOOIUTU. t-ni> If—A Republican in Ward
was said to be the issue.
l|e hod but one theoTuesday evening, showing that the pecuniar;
the Republicans elected their candidates.
am
Sir,—J
in
receipt of letters apply
tor,
the past winter ha
one, agreed to pair oft with a Democrat yesry and one principle in regard to it and that mg for a recommendation to you fo
:suesce«s of the e'oum
Gov. Warmouth of Louisiana, will supporl
was to hold every public
functionary to strict a plaoe in tho New York Custom llouso.terday. The Democrat voted and met tbe fty 1 phe Cincinnati nominee for President.
exceeded the estimates. Oh**, £, Soinerby wa
accountability, lie thought it remarkable that I do not wish to embarrass you or the workinj
•finises Vice President, vice Henry' if, fjjrtei
publican about 4 o’clock down town, and ftskm
is
rethe
has
Row
the
an
who
cry against
very ill,
corruption of the Republi- of that office in any way. I have therefor
Vicc-^dniijr.U ..
can
resigned. The following gentlemen were elect
hipj if he had voted. The Republican told htu covering daily,'
party came constantly from the represen- given no such letters nor shall I do so. I wisl
The naval court of investigation asked by
tatives of Manhatten Island, and intimated
Not I
ed as the committee for ttue coming season: F
he had not. jffcs democrat said he had.
you all success and know that if you are to b
that if roust fie on the miiipiple of the pick- responsible for
(Apt. Preble, who commanded'the blockade of
G. Patterson, A. I. Hodsdou, Y J. Little, J
ap
tljat gregt office }QU must
withstanding such tricks as iiffifi. we have tri {| Mobile at the time that the rebel steamer Flor
;
the
s
pocket raising
ery of "stop thief."
poiSt ydur'own assistants, a
A. Perry, Geo. E.
Mr. ltrooks suggested an explanation of the
Brown, Wm. JC. Siruinons
umphantly elected Joseph S. York by a hand ,| ids, escaped, has been postponed on account ol
I am yiottrs very truly,
tlife illness of vice-Admiral Rowan.
" ARD One.
fact which so much surprised Mr. Dawes, thal
1
mnl A. K. Paul.
some majority in
O. E. Babcock.

ot insect

HIA88A€H(J8ETTN.

THE LEGISLATURE.

to the House*
SENATE.
Washington, March tk—Mr. Morrill of Vermont, had a document read signed by Giles A.
Smith, which is being sent to all the leading
railroad men in the country, urging them to
unite in demanding 50 per cent, advalorum for
It shows that
carrying mails on their road.
Vanderbilt, Tom Scott and Jay Gould had
agreed to the plan.
Mr. Bayard gave notice that at an early day
he would move to take up the resolution asking
the
President what instructions have been
given to the District Attorney at New York iu
relation to the prosecution of persons who gave
Corresgratuities to custom house officials.
pondence he said Was already in the hands of
the Committee on Retrenchment but he wished
tlie resolution taken up so as also to give Mr.
Conkling and others an opportunity to discuss
it.
Mr. Conkling said lie had no desire to discuss
the resolution. He had no objection whatever
to its adoption.
His only desire was to show
that the instructions given to District Attorneys

[

WE OPEN THIS DAY

..

(•lU'Ammiknt 10—iA*u

I(i71

Ilia

Stato of Maine Bond*..101 —101*
9H
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,. 97|.

REAL CATHOLICISM.

VI llllllV.il.

March C.—At a meeting of the Italiau
for diffusion of the Bible,Pere Hyacinthe
society
said that while he could not become a member
of the society, he willingly gave his approval to
and concurrence iR its great work.

Portland City, aid ol It. R.^. 96
Batli City Bonds,.
90
Bangor City Bonds, 20 year*,.9!

....
....
....

97
91
92
94
60

3-3 Ten.raee Alpaca, at Uc.
H—1 rolercd Alpacas al tUr.
printed Cambrics at 13a.
M printed H Bellas at Ilk.

Oaa

...

Rome,

!

M

ran

Calais City Bonds,..-92
Cumberland National Bank,.... 40. 58
Mlriped Gm>4laM, at Me.
Canal Rational Bank,.100.1274—12*4
3-4 Pare Hekain (light ikadn) 33r.
First National Bank.100. 1274. ...1284
Pax Jlokain, extra taaliiy, Mr.
Casco National Bank*..100.... .127#.
Weather Report, Rqrr|| Q, 14 1*. Hf.
128* Menxleu
Merchants' National Bank,.... 75. 90
!
92
FellMklrta, 34 OO.
War Penaftmciit, Signal Service, IT. S. Army, DlNational Traders’ Bank,.100,,127
128
Kauai Tlx, 30e.
visiona of Telegrams and Reports for the benefit or
Second National Bank,.,100..115
.116
Commerce.
Tyro.u Beppe, i»3e.
Portland Company, »>»••»
63
400. 60
N.
B.
The above price* quoted are at leant two2
Portland Uas Company,. 50. 58
60
3
third* the preteut coet of Importation, therefore we
100
i Ocean Insurance Company,-100. 95
a
?
A St. Lawrence R. R.,.50-55
advi*« thoee ueoding to parcnane at the preteut low
Atlantic
Place
3,
A. & K. It. It. Bonds. 87
pr»e*.
89
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100., 32 ,53
of
Maine Central R. R. Bonds,
97
99
»
i
4
?
LeedsAF’rm’gtonR, U Bonds,100. 87
90
3
rr
WHITE GOODS,
observation.
5
Portland & i£en. R. R. Bonds.. 100.88
90
8
5
9
Portland & Ogdenaburg R.R. Bonds, gokl, 88
90
WHITE GOODS.
Portland & Rochester R. R. Bonds, 7’s...
93
93
:
Pi
Portland & Rochester R. R. Stock,,,,.
30
3«
As wo make specialities of these goods, we can ofPortland & Forest Av.
NW
Fair
Boston.29.88 -2
50
x jQtJ,...
fer superior Inducements to purchasers.
W
Clear
Charleston,S.C. .30.26 44
N
Fair
Cherenue.W. T.29.16 38
IHriedie
Disorders.
NE
Fair
Chicago.30.46 25
The paroxysmal maladies which are characterized
W
Cleveland. 30.39 17
Plejar
by heat and cold, prevail extohslvcly at this soasou,
!
and it is a eurioua fazt that
5)W
In many parts of tbe
Mt. Washington,29.17 Si
Cloudy
W
Montreal.20.77 -7
Clear
country where thejf
other disoases,
valent,
We can offer a very large assortment at low prices
jure
08
NE
New London... .29.91
Fair
as we bought before the
I ^ha$
rcseinbianco to fever and ague, or regreat advance in these goods.
New Orleans... 30.14 59
S
Clear
mittent fever, assume a j*riodle type. Thus, in
..30.12 21
W
New York
fdaai
Norfolk.30.12 30
NY2
many sections infested with ehills and feyer, liwumar.
OJJar
SB
Omaha.jjjUJ *4
Cloudy
tism, neuralgia, hysteria, <Uaw
flsc.., muncUme*
Black
at Old Prices.
29.10 IS
NW
Plttahwrg.
Fair
become intevx?,iUc^t, thuiaby indicating that
Portland.29.85 -1
NE
they
Clear
|
San Francisco .30.34 53
NW
have bpot* engendered by the same poisonous exholaClear
I
By observing the Bulletin in front of store you will
Savannah.30.26 45
Calm
Cldaf
1 lions which produce the first named disease,
see the new price made on new goods received daily.
Washington... 30,lg _*
Clear
all
these
gpric-m» t/apne—for inch thej
j Ift
Calm
WilinihgtopSt
Clear
:
Wdl w in the regular Intormlttents, the most
Barometer corrected for temperature and
elevgtfo^ hre-jwt
sale aqd reliable remedy that can be administered h
Hostetler's Stomach Bitters. Neither quinine not
Corner
and Brown Hts.
arsenic are needed. Both are in the
VBLHUBAPH ITK118
highest degree
Feb 27-eodti
TTSS
The Virginia Legislature has abolished com- \ dangerous, and are sure to leave sad trooes of theli
pulsory pilotage in James river.
action
In
poisonous
REMOVAL!
tVifcysteni, whether they arrest
There is a very doubtful rumor of the murthe
paroxysm* or w>t, In many Instances all th<
der of the chief of the Lowry gang in Kobeson ; 50 .called sj-.s-tfles
of the ''regular-’1 materia medic,
county, N. C., by his brother.
, utterly fail to "break up" Intermittent and remittent
But
the great vegetable Tonic .nevei
disorder*.
**riv,n8 4t
**ls. The spasm of the minute blood-vessels whirl
The French hark Ali* has boon lost at sea. ; causes the chill, is the result of
nervous weakness
Nine persons perished.
produced by the debilitating operation of an unHave Krui.vcd fr.m B.yd Bl«k I. tkelr
A Htohmond dispatch states that John W.
wholesome
atmosphere, and the tone and vigor gives
014 Mtaud,
Talley, collector of taxes, togetlicr with about | to the nervous
86000 Is missing.
system hy the Bitters, enablo It tc
No. 1 Exchange, cor. Fore Street,
thrcl\’; ?S VkQ disease. The wiser policy, however, te
A Salt Lake dispatch states that one train is
reported wrecked in a ditch at Kawhns, and I \o auticlpat.) attacks of thl* nature, by arousing all
Where
j
they will be happy to lerve the btudne.. public
the
eoiumoucelatent energies of the body at the
others are reported stuck m Uto stVo'i In the j
with
Black Hill region, Hell. Bheridhn is reported ment of the moist an,d «bfUy ss'ason, with this into bo on
thb blockaded trains.
FINE MERCANTILE JOB PRINTING
j comparable autaleio, By pursuing this course, inGen. Hawley of Conn, was elected I*resident
termittent.,. remittents, rheumatism, colic, bilious
of the National Centennial Commission WedAt litwnl r.ik Price.
and
pulmonary sffcc’,e)Ca may alness, dyspepsia
nesday. Messrs. Morrell of Pa., Pfuyn of New ; ways be prevented,
Feb 28—dlwU
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Alpacas

S$T

COYELL & YALPEY,

j
J

Congress

F. G. RICH &

CO.,

PRINTERS,

I
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BONDS.

THE PRESS.

indignant

mch4*

i

Machine
mr2d6t

Wauted

North’ll Pacific Bonds

SITUATION
mcli2*lw

Cumberland

GOOD

reliable

incnths old;
ANsixhonest,

$6,000,000

her

own

Apply

•»

*

bonds

were sold

In

Loudon,

and

experienced

AN

Coal—(Retail).

Am.

Call,-1
Llm.
Rockland c’sk 1 25 ft 1 30
Lumber.
Clear Pine,
! Nos. 1 & 2. 52 00 @ 58 00
I No. 3,. 42 00 ft 4T 00
No. 4,. 28 00 ft 32 00
I Shipping,.. 19 00 ft 22 00
Spruce,. 15 00 ft 17 00
Hemlock,— 13 00 ft 15 00
[Clapboards,
Spruce ex;
ft 33 00
I
do. No.l, 20 00 ft 20 00
Pine,.
ft 60 00

Shingles,
1

Cedar ex,... 4 25

ft

4 75

Cedar No.l, 2 75 ft 3 25
do. Shaved, 5 50 ft 6 30
Pine do.
6 50 ft 7 30

Laths,
! Spruce.

I

2 50

ft 2

75

Pine,.3 00 ft 3 50

Cumberland,. 9 50 @ 10 01
molasses.
Pictou,. 7 00 @ 7 75 Porto Rico,.. 38 ft

50
42
38
65

Chestnut,.... 7 50 @ 8 00 |Cienfuegos,.new39 ft
B. & W. Ash, 9 50 [a, 10W, Muscovado,new 36 ft
Co tier.
New Orleans, 60 ft
Java, #>,... 30 @ 32 ! Mustart,..
none
Nails.
Kio,. 24 @ 26
Cooperage.
Cask. 5 00 ft
IIlid. Shooks and Heads,
Naval Stores.
Mol. City,.. 2 40 @
Tar p bbl.,.. 5 50 ft 6 00
Sug. City,.. 1 90 @
Pitch,(C.Tar), 4 50 ft 4 75
j
Sug. C’try,. 1 25 @1 35 |W11. Pitch,... 5 75 ft 6 00
Country Rift Mol.
Rosin. 7 00 ft 12 00
Hh’d Sh’ks, 1 25 @ 1 35 Turpentine.gl 1 00 ft 1 05
Hh’d Headings,
Oakum.
Soft Pine,..
25 ®
American,
94ft 114
Hard Pine, 26 @ 27
Oil.
Hoops, (14ft), 26 00 @ 28 Ot Kerosene.
@324
R.OakStaves 40 00 @
Port.Ref. Petr
ft 27$
Copper.
Sperm,. 2 00 ft
:
38
Cop.Bolts.
@
Whale,..... 1 00 ft 1 10
Yr. M.Sheathing26 @
Bank,. 50 ft 58
Bronze do.
26 @
Shore,. 45 ft 55
Y. M. Bolts... 28 @
Porgie,. 50 ft 60
Cordage.
Linseed,. 88 ft
American,*>ib, I5fc& lGj Boilod clo.,... 93 ft
Russia. 16 (a) 17 Lain],.1 00 ft 1 10
Manila,. 20A@ 211 [Olive,.1 25 ft 1 75
Manila B'ltr’p 23A@ 24J Castor,.1 60 ft 1 90
Drugs uud Byes. Neatsfoot,.... 1 25 ft 1 50
Alcohol.<t*gal, 2 00 @2 10 Elaine,. 58 ft CO
Arrow Root,.
25 @ 55 ReiinedPorgie 60 ft 65
Bi-CarbSoda, 6 @ 8J
Paints.
Borax,. 35 @ 37 Port. Lead,.. 10 75 @
Camphor,- 80 @ 83 PureGr’d do 11 00 ft 11 50
Cream Tartar 40 @ 50 Pure Dry do 11 00 ft
Indigo,.1 25 @ 1 50 Am. Zinc- 12 00 ft 13 00
Rochelle Yell
Logwood ex.,. 11 @
4ft 5
M a ider,.
17 @ 18
Kng.Ven.1led 3 ft 3J
Naptha, I^gal 25 @ 30 Rea Lead,...
12
lift
Opium,. 7 00 @ 7 25 Litharge,—
11 ft
12
Rhubarb,.... 1 00 @ 1 50
Plaster.
4 @
5 Soft,
Sal Soda,.
ton,.
ft 3 25
SaltiHitro,- 13 @ 20 Hard,.
ft 3 0«
Sulphur,.
44@
5J Ground.in bis 8 00 ft 9 00
Vltrol,. 12 (g Pi] Calcined, brla 2 75 ft 3 10
Buck.
Produce.
No. 1,.
@ 48 [Beef Side, lb IQ ft 12
ft
*>0.0,.
I'J
Veal. 10 (a). 12
No. 10.
10 </
eg) no Mutton,.
12
—

ltavens,

8 oz.f.
10 oz.

Chickens,_
Turkeys,.
Eggs,
duz.,
Potatoes,Vbu

2f»

32J

Dyewoodn.
Barwood,—
3 @
Brazil Wood,.
5 @
Camwood,....
6@
Fustic,.
2|@
Logwood,
11,a)
Canute achy,
St. Domingo, 'Ate
.Peach Wood,
5l«.
RedWood....
3i@
Fish.

Cod, j»er qtl.,
L’ge Shore,
L’ge Bank,

5
4
3
3

25
50
50
50

7
7
3

Onions,.
Provision*.
Mess
El

@

5 50
@4 75

Beef,..

Ex

Plate,..

20
23
27
55
75

10 00

<i 12 00
14 50
13 00 C<5! 15 00
16 50 (a) 17 00

ig;

Mess,.. 13 00

Piute,.

2J
6
4

15 a
18 (a)
26 (a)
47 (a
2 30 (gi 2

Pork,

Backs,—

Clear,.
Mess.

18 00
17 00
15 50

Prime,....

(§19 00
(a) 18 00

tgj

§ none
li
§
7
6$ §

Hams,.
Bound Hogs

$1,500,000

Large

...

(<g

Currants,.
Dates, new,.

Figs,.

Prunes,.

Itaisins,

Bunch,

@
84«
13 @
12 @

box,

9J

20
15

Granulated,..

A,.
Extra C.
ci.
u

i2}@

States

firing tbe

Jq. nj

11 (o>
40 @

60

Eagle Sugar Refinery:
Layer,new,.2 75 @ 3 00
« none
i’.—
Muscatel,. 3 25 @ 3 50 I
(fljnono
Ii’—•.
Mus. Gro...
Val.new|>tb. 12 @
10 @ 10}
Lemons,.3 50 @ 4 00
Hav. Brown
Granges, #>Ih>x 3 50 @ 4 25
Nos. 12 & 16 10}«> ill
Clruiu.
Hav. White,
(@ none
Corn, Mixed,. 83 @ 84
Centrifugal, 10 (@ n
none
White,.
9
(a)
Kelining,...
9}
Yellow,. 83 @ 87
Uomarara,. 11}<@ 12}
Rye.1 10 @ 1 15
Tea*.
75
85
@
Barley,.
Stiuchong,.... 40 @ 55
Oats,. 57 @ GO Oolong. 55 (@ 70
Fine Feed,.. 3G 00 ®
Oolong, choice 75 (at 1 00
Short*. 33 00 @ 35 Ot
05 a} 85
Japan, choice l 00 a
(■uupowder.
Tin.
Blasting. 4 50 a 5 00
4 50 @ 5 00 Banca, cash,
Shipping,.
@ none
none

liny.
Pressed,|Hon31 00 @ 34
kooae,.30 00 @ 35
Straw,.18 00 @ 20

42 (a?
00
42 (@
00 Char. I. C.... 13 00 ftp
00 Char. I.X....15 50 a)

Common.
Refined.
Swedish.

41

Irou.

Norway,.

Ckst Steel,....
German Steel
Kng.Blls Steel

41^

4la
61«
7 <#
19
14 a
lfi «

Steel.,
Spring
sheet

8@

English, W.

54@

Galv,.

20 (a)
11 @

Kegs, V It).
Tierces, lb.

104®

Iron,

K. G.
Russia,.

7|@

liiiril.

Pail,.

Caddies,.

Straits, cash,.
English,.
Autimonv,...

22 @

Tobacco.
Fives and Tens,
03
Best Brands 05 ftp
Medium,.... 60 @
21
Common,... 55 @
15 Half lbs. best
20
brand*. 75
11 Nat 1 Leaf, lbs 55 (g

7]

6
7
14

NavJ lbs. 65
Vnrninh.

t

12

%

@

24

75
65
60
80
75
75

JJai»»r,.1 75
(@ 2 50
2.5 a 5 50
^,oac1.1;.2
Furniture
la®
Wool.

o\a

@

43
43

I« leece washed
10 i do. umvashd
11
13 i 1 eItH.1

KU.,,ed*.

@250

70 (3) 80
(to (a) 70
70 'd) 80
50 @3 00

to

new

State Street.

on

iront
o*i third
oc28if

PLEASANT

will

month

o

receive it.

_£)

~

sold, daring the past
year, to an extent uuequalled by those of
other
any
Corporation, and they hare now
taken their place among the solid and favorite secnrilies of the country.
Tide is because the Bonds are based upon tne
amplest security, being a FIRST AND ONLY
MORTGAGE ‘‘upon the railroad franchises, nd
all the lauds and property, and rights of property,

ijiiPTfts

iv.

$20,000
We

To

from

personal, now In possession by the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company, or which the said Compa-

$iOO

TJOUSE No. 36 Andersen street; nearly new,

all the

Eastern

or

on

Jyia.itt_K.

tlntf

or

Apply

States.

A

seven

ble rate.

octave

fe28eod3w

THE
miles

reasons-

THOMSON’S
WORLD-RENOWNED PATENT

Glove-Fitting

connected

it. Located at Morrill's Corner, Doering,
from Portland, near K. K. station, and terminus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R.
R; one
of the best locations iu the place. The lot contains
1} acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, wjth L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of laud alone. Inquire by mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq.. irforrill'B Corner.

buy

GLOVE FITTING.
No Corset has ever attained such a reputation, either
in this or any other country.
As now made in length and

Hotel Property for Sale.

An

The undersigned offers for sal. the “New
Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
aud prosperous city of Dover, N. II.
The
hotel is in good repair; well furnished; dc;
J_iightfiilly located, with fine shade trees and
attractive grounds, aud has excellent stabling.
Will be sold

\

1

with

Inquire of,

or

or

furniture.
A. TUCKER.

without

address,

jalOeodtf_Conductor on
IVM. 11.

B. & M. R. R.

fullness of bust.
IT CANNOT BE IaMPROVED.
Every Corset ie stamped with the name Thomson
and the trade mark, a Crown, Kept
by all firstclass dealers.
THOMSON, LANGDON Sc CO.,
Sole Owners of Patents,
feb6t4w
391 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
OFFICE OF

JERRTS,

Real Estate and Loan Agent

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

I-^—I

Ho a Men, Lois and farms for Sule.
He would refer parties abroad to th«
following
named gentlemen ot this
city: Hon. Geu. F. Simpler, Hou. A. W B. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Bod. Natbau Webb, Hon. John Lynch,

Portland. Nov 1 1870

CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROAD.

1

have

nearly 600 miles of ruuuhig road
let for the construction of 635 miles
more, to be finished before the close of 1872.

For Sale

For

THE

AOE1NT8!!!

and

health.
world-wide reputation of the author, and the
large sale of all his previous w’orks, cannot fail to secure an immense demand for his latest and best.
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher.
mch4t4w
3 School St., Boston.

on

The

FINISHED

of the richest portions of Illi-

connecting Chicago by tlie

way of

South.

are

all

shortest route

oissrating

cnTsf
His divinity"*established andrati6^allBnTrout«T!a,^e
most i»pulnr and rapidly selling religions work over
issued. For Circulars address U. S. Pub. Co?, N. Y.

exiiensos

"l‘l

Louis

MORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

those upon

We

finished and paying lines and for

do

~

ffi .£¥&&¥£££§
throughout

While railroad bonds may bo plenty,

the mile,

to

a sum

hositate to

not

unusually safe.

so

r-j

LL

small
^

seldom in the market.

are

They

are

recommend them

attended with

none

^
^

as

of the

payment of the interest, and tho final payment of
are as

certain

as

Bonds

run, and
annum,

any future financial

both

principal

on

the first of April and October,

and

interest being payable in gold in

For Sale

Full
or

a

small amount

remaining, less

uic irsuc.

particulars furnished

by mail,

York,”

a

on

application

or

To Lease!

*VrOriCE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the snbscrihiaH
ir .e,r
*>ee,iduly appointed and taken upon himself
tlio trust of Administrator of the estate of
IRA C. TOWNSEND, late of

In person

to

Frocport,
in the County of Cumberland,
and given
bonds uh the law directs, All deceased,
persons haying demands upou tliu estate of said
deceased, are required
1

Messrs. Swan & Barrett, Bankers,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

a,»d
persons
s,.uuo;
estate are called
upon to make

indebted to said
payment to

n

OR

TO

-Fmport.Fcbgy^0- TQ^NSEMm'r-

w. B. SHATTITCK A CO, Blinker*

POST OFFICE NOTICE.

AGENTS,
_G|jNEItALNawau

«V/TT«r*

..

Janl6d«fcw3m

Street, New York.

iH

obedience to

orders just received from the Dcat Washington, carriers have been
INnartment
forSPECIAL NOTICE! bidden
hereafter to push letters under
doors unless
instructions from the party addressed.”
At houses unprovided with letter-boxes, carriers
lar«*‘ «*>kion to his
T1f,frmUo'r'?TOmr-m
an® caskot
unable to obtain admission will therefore retain
and*
on written

manufactory,
after ’twenty Ave**’1'
rlence In the bnsim-ss, 1» fnHy ZllaS
manufacture

ters

good work as Is
lie Is >mw
prepared 1,,
and Caskets of all kinds, from I
very Is,at, of his own manufacture, ns
made in other States ami sent here to
Those In want of any of this kind will do
well to
call at Ills manufactory and examine before
purchasing elsewhere. Grave clothes constantly on hand.
All of the alsive will be sold at fair aud
honorable
prices, and everything connected with the laving out
removal, or burial oftlie dead, will Ik> promptly attended to by
JAMES M. CURRIER,
os

fun,iftf" "'^
hoebeane,!, 9°®!',!"
2,‘J
dealers^i^T

<ss-*arsie.
^fobafflw
1",Cr,^y

let-

until their next \isit, unless otherwise requested
by writing directed to the Postmaster.
C. W. GODDARD. P. M.
POST OFFICE, Portland, Me.
Feb. 27,1872,
febgfj

°.f eJl“!"
douTm^n '? °r

Connecticut,

The durability of this boiler is
greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the
heated surfaces,
intensely
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the following
facts, that while running this
bollerwith coal or wood the sparks are
neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable
advantage, never
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to
give us
®
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General
Agents,
Middle and Exchange Sts

Is

\\TANTED to
1000

take

orders for “Chambers’ En-

cyelap«dia”, being
to

a new

and revised Edi-

1872, with several thousand engravings.

jPaBjUytheBible,
most

contains upwards of
eminent artists; new
white paper, with numer-

Engravings, by

Type and printed on heavy
notes and references.
Worcester’s Dictionary,a new edition i>rei»ared
expressly for subscribers; printed on heavy toned pal*er ami well illustrated with Steel Engravings.
The Pictorial Monday
Readings, contains
choice articles on the leading subjects
of the Bible;
80 Chromo Engravings.
Educator: an Encyclopaedia
/I!*1®
of Elementary and Technical
Education; treats all
subjects; adapted to all classes.
ous

young

perfect

cure war-

consulted by

with the above
weak and emaciated as
men

one or
some ot

disease,
though they had

Middle-Aged Men,
of the age of
thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient canuot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often bi
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which iH the
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary orguns
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so hv writing, in a plain
manner, a description oi
their diseases, and the
appropriate remedies will be
nmn

bid-

forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be
returned if desired.
Address:
DB. J. B. HUGHES,
m Cumberland St„ Portland.
Jar Send a Stamp for Circular.

Eclectic Medical

need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms. No. 1
Preble Street, wbieli they will find
arranged for their
special accommodation.
H*’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtu# in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is
specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will flndi t invaluable in all cases of obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain, it is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the
health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR- HUGHES,
nll865d&w No. 172 Cumberland
Street, Portland,

Py-

by,a.(oIreAHing

w

Dr. R. J.

JOURDAIN,

PUOPRIETOH OF

Parisian

Gallery

of

THE

Anatomy, Boston,

edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a
chapter on venereal infection, and the means
of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to

HAS

just published

a new

Pectoral

Discuses of the Throat and Lungs,
as

Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,

THE FEW Compositions
which have Won the confidence of mankind and
[become household words
among not only one but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Persians no one ever secured ho
‘wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral. It
has been known to the public about forty years, by a
long coutiuned series of
marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes tho most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has
really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their
terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well
founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and
prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it bv you for
the protection it aftords in sudden
attacks, and bv ts
_

timely

use.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold by druggists all round the world.

decl8-d&wevery3awly

TA

ic

Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists aud Dealers in Medieiu
everywhere.

HALL’S
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

RENEWER.
Is the best article ever known to

*

matism,

or

cold?

pains

,hu e8ta,e of sald

deceased,

arc

required

SfiSSi SStoKtiito SfemS&r110
Falmoutii, Dec.5tli, 187“ENJ‘

Ral<1

ITS

GRAY

ORIGINAL

Are you afflicted with
of any kind? try one of

feb 29-3t

(if

MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
Q
4 ft Combination Tunnel. Button Hole Cutter. and other articles, Saco Novelty Co., Saco Me

7'V

fol>5t4w

A W(wk.
Best Cheap
«n» *
Machine in the world.
(•. S. HAYES. Great Falls. N. 11.

OK
£dft

Shuttle Sewin
Agents winter
dec7-4w

Thornton’.

Ivory

II i. thr l»r.I

l*enrl

Toothpowdrr.

DrnlriHrr known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

Proprietors.
2m

MRS. DINS MORE’S
COUGH AN1) CROUP BALSAM !
This is

truly

Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

the best

Caugh, Croup, Asthma find Col<l«.
Wo challenge tlio Medical faculty to produce anvJ
thing better.

TRY
dc23d&w

__

Ayer’s

w52

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR,
ADVANCING

years,

sickness, oare, disappointment, and hereifit^ry predisposition, all

turn the hair
grav;
either of them
disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
conaummato
skill has produced an

For Peaks’ Island.

decs

For

Peak’* Island Nlenmboni C'oiupnuy

CAPT.

A.

Steamship CA It
LOTTA will leave
Halt’s Whurl
every
SATURDAY
Phi.
fur
Halifax
direct
;at (
V.-5—7,—7, '“,akine cloie connections with the

Will leave ihe Wettkideot Portland
Pier, daily lot
Peak,’ lalauil at 8.15 A M. ami 3.15 p M.
Returning ,i leave Pe.k>> Inlniid 3 15 AM,
and 3.45 P M.
WPrivate parties* can be accommodated tv applyit g to the Captain on board.
Fare down and back .■< cente, children halt nr* oe.
Portland,.) une 23, 1811.
Ie23dtl.

\

Win<W’ Truro’
UlasgowamlPietou!^"'
er^Sl^V PV MDO,,“Ulun Wtarf- «•“*»
Cabiu passage with State

A.1,i.?!„tfUunerJ'“r"rmatluu
shp 13tf

dcod&eowd-weow-ly

ONE

BOOK
wanted

in

a

Porter,

5506.

Winter Arrangement.
On and after Monday, December, 18.
1871, passenger trains leave Portlaud
for Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine aud Eastern Railroads.
Also

aJ8

J<*» w'th the Steamer EM
and Annapolis, thence bv rail ...
Halifax and with the E & v a it, o
wHi.r.S1*0,Ii,u: "l"1 intermediate stations a.
KF*Preight recoived on days of salllniPunt
PRESS for
Windsor ami

Dtgby

Winter rates will be charged fur
freight after Do
dc20
DtSat

theif«TU®BS'AlfDt

Norfolk and Raltlmore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central
Wharf; Dost,,,,,
Tuesdays and Saturdays at 4r x

■for.Norfolk and
1

JAMES FISK.
A complete History of his life and exploits from a
Pedlar Bov to a King among Financiers. His triumphs and failures. How he lived und how he died
Illustrated. Price by mail, 50 cents. Terms liberal*
Address Wm. Flint & Co., Phila. Pa.
jan23t4w

“lOO CHOICE

SELECTIONS,

Wmlunn

Vadt^Penn

5fiaVti
Through

NO. 4.”

X

Passenger

leave Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunfw^a^'ltyi excepted) at *1.16 A. M. t6.15 A.
--M., §9.10 A. M., )3.30 P. M., 13.45 P.
trains

Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., 18.30 A.
M., tl2.15 P. M., 13.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at

5.20 P. M.

110.40 A.

Erjn>

I

as

any wine.

inc

few

Agents to sell the
WE*»lroto
S??ownt''l Improved BUCKEYE SEW...

MA,HlNE,at

u

through by either

F. CHASE,
Supt. P. S. & P. R. R.

"o91f

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Winter

Arrangement, Nor. 13,
Trains

-_,

leave P. S. & P. It. R. Sta-

{t!????(v??7??*ftion, Portland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
M., 3.301, 3.45*, P, M. Returning
—“-““*7.30, 18.30 A.M., *12.15, *3. P. M
Rochester,

For

Alton Bav, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. A P. R R
Junction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.301, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.301. 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Spriugfleld Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
raiu with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
EVFrcight trains between Portland and Boston

Trunk
SOB-

•

to

——

GREAT WEST.
Do not be deceived by “Old reliable office
or
‘best routes’* advertised by other
parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage checked
through and
Pullman Cars secured front Portland to Chicago
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland. Me.

FLOWERsf Eastern Agent,
Bangor, Me.
sept25dtf__
WM.

»“•!

b.e

after Monday, Oct. 30, 1*71,
run a**

tl8ts*

WE

UltOKE.K,

j

10*1,““'

NTOVE .....I CUKSTNVT
By I be cargo at he very lowest marke* orice deon l*0Ard at
place ol btnpoieut. and will pro.
cure vessel* t> tnn.nnoit
the fame

livered

Hard and WhitePine Timber

PhSdelphia

STETSON &

_

Hi

RR

7

v

■ W /

■ Bf

MB

\

I

|

M
W

‘he proprietor of Dr.
Catarrh Remedy for a

in,

ELIAS HOWE

of M

or

Ozena, which he can uot cure.
Sold by Druggists at 50 cts,

M

Sewing Machines

M
g

ANDBUTTEKICKS

fob28t-4w

Patterns of Garments

JURUBEBA!

It Is NOT A riiYsic—It is NOT
what is popularlv
culled a BITTERS, nor is it intended as
such. It is
A South American
plant that has been used for
many years by the medical faculty of those countries
with Wonderful efficacy as a powerful
alterative
and UN EQUALED PURIFIER OF THE
BLOOD and is S
Sure and Perfect Kemedy for all
diseases of the

(PL’DMM

!

J>U‘

hsTgThT H
WHY
SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out?
Renovate those you have with
lOITVKIV’N INODOKOIrM KID GLOVK

It wili make them equal to new with
J nnv
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine. scarcely
Sold by Druggists ami Dealers in
Faucv
Goods
oous.
^ J
Price 25 cents [>er bottle.
F. C. WELLS St

CO.,

-Fulton Street, Hew York.

want of Blood, hitermBtent or
Fevers, Inflammation of the
L'v®r> "!°P“y> Sluggish Circulation of
the

n h.

F. C. WELLS A CO.,
lttt Fulton Street, New York.

hooper ,C soys.
niimuicre, JU«|.

Iel<

.lly

._

SEE®,

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubrba
public aa a great Invlgnrator ami rem*dy for all impurities of the bloo.f, or for organic
weakness with their attendant evils. For the
<uc forelore
going complaints

|

jijku'beba

Is

and tone to all the

vital ferns,

SEE®!

2000 KK5i£Si!5sBft«

KENDALL At WHITNEY*

rwn*!.j Fen .a,. iw.

confidently recommended to
as a
household remedy, and should be every family
tody taken In all
derangements of the system. It gives health vitmr

!

i,dmtaS£!'£1d fc?!

,e,*dti i.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,
Vor CeB*h», (’elda and llonix

I

■CBM.

TABLETS present the Acid in comblnarjlHESE
A
tion with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT Uta LUNG I)|ii.
easo*.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION or the
THROAT are immediately relieved and stateiumtH
are constantly
being eent to the proprietor of rellet
In eases of Throat difficulties of years*
standing.

WICKES

iaatUa.

EC1ECTI

Don’t be deceived by worthless imitation*.
t;t,j
only W^i.i.s’b Carbolic Tahleth. prtee 25 cts m*ibox.
JOHN y. KELLOGG. IS Platt St., N.
Sole agent for the U. 8. Send (br Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Pile* 25 cents a Bos.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

C

V

OIL!
wherteC.I,,le,‘ ‘,'T. T'

"*

<>r*1,n»r>

fob26-3m

Portland, Me.

k«o«»e lamps,

wherever good Hght and
perfect aecnrtty from accl(lent are required. It Is
preyed carefully at the

HUDSON RIVER OIL
WORKS,
Awl cannot be equalled fer
Purity, Hrillinnry. and Kconoiny.
Furnished In

WIT POLISH.

aud prime bbls. l>y
« bahtiktt a CO.,
cans, eases,

For Oo.-.uty of Polish,
11 ness, Durability *
nmrAKK

l»f*’l

A|'U for Nrw Kngluud.
J.J. CIIKiVKKi
A gnu for Portlaml.
4w
MM

KuggUts'and
5<’
*™"»P

H

k.

ttant*,

I'HO]|PNO!UN
1*031 A DK
OPTI31K
mod daily, will make It *o. It Is
entirely a Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and siwkll
., .,,
vl for
Sold hv

WILDEB;

Middle 8t.. Up suits.

--

as India Sireri, B*»iou,

1>r,co 25

B 4

TWINES AND NETTING,
MJKVVAt TKXO

or

or a
Poverty
ltemfttent

«E ■«

llalr.

m

FISH I5RHiEJN I

LOner1lYt?„,E;’',aTn'etltHr0h“,p"c*lo>i.,flutestiiics, Urinary, Uterine,
Abdominal Organs

I1HJS

^

POPE,

of E

street
Offlce.10 State at.,Boston.

corner

Suge’s M
case

Jtod," Catarrh

gSdriSfe

former numerous customer*.
Being connected with no other business or concern
tie inteuds to devote himself
entirely to his trade, as
E. I). GAMMON,
‘bov«'.
dels
3m

whe“de"red

HOHH a

schemes, enter-

__J»»Mwi:y

TIC E
GAMMON AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
Undersigned has returned to his business, at
Painting, Glazing aud Paper Hanging, at his old
hand, Ho 3j Union Stheet, where he hopes to see
tils

the

WIU. SELL

mtka.dkk,

FISK.

of all his

cof-

by the Car^o !

i.linP,

How.tlk I-.1/*;

HAVE YOU SEEN
Broad’s
Patent Shawl

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic
top.
Silver plated, with cross and cud at
rap*. Acknowledged hy all who have seen them to bo the neatest
shawl strap ever Invented. Just the
thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Sliawl Straps of
all kinds.
Solo Manufacturer* of Broad's Patent*,
27J Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BttOAD A CO,
decl9-dtf

nivin

febl9f4w

Coal

I

AbscosKi-s. Tiimopu
uaunuice, Scrofula,
»ia, Ague and Fever, or
their Concomi-

Straps.

will*

it

<§ orlf,Zu^Vak<n&:.hSSS ££*

Wbsit and Dock, first,

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
tV"Sleeping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and tliat i>entoual) unless notice is giveu, and paid lor at the rate ot
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
0. J. BRYlKiES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26. 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

U’5' <i00,l,‘'

(which all tosKCHHi

NERVI^VZtSt

FORTUNES,

Cincinnati._

4^,pmAjMoutreal»

nourishing

this power

iv2Wt#
prises and assassination. Biographies of Vanderbilt,
JL
tip Com me re ia 1st.
K'
ani1 Financial magnate!
Prew,
Great FRAUDS of the TAMMANY
BING. BrllUant pen pictures In the LIGHTS
* SHADOWS of
J0SIE MANSFIELD the .inn. I
Ot band and sawed to
captivated and ruined her !
diu.ens.ons
victims. Life of KDWABD 8.
41 Aim PINK
II- I
Pl.ANK.
lustrated octavo of over 500 pages. 8TOKK8,
Send 81.08 for I
HARD
pink I I.OORINO AND
outfit, and secure territorv at once. Circulars free
STKP.
UNION PUBLISHING bo,
BOARDS, for sale by
Chica™ I
or
fct.'ioUw

TRAINS.

follows:
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train ^topping at all
stations) for Island
Poud, connecting with night mail trail for Quebec.
Moutroal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and
Lewiston, at ¥.15 A. M.
Quebec, Gorham and Bangor, at
°

witio"

use

REMEMBER that neglected colds bring early

AGENTS.

ARRAN GrEMKN'T.

JiuU?HubiiPrai"*
’wn-J

---febfi-4wt

COLDS AND COUGH.

feb5t$w

#400 per month by selling

full account

foi'y

Illustration'

Pages

JAMES

Chamberlin,

onolo^aJ,dI|^
IkjmSidritaalto
mUntW?" {'“•"lp0py ^■‘“to'a^nm‘"niy^t o?i

How they were Made;
or, the Struggles
Trktmphs of our Self-made Men,
by J. D.
McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeed in life, and at the same
time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the
press and
extra terms, address, GEORGE HAI
LEA.Y
Publisher, 3 School St., Boston.
feb5t4w
AGENTS WANTED. The onlv complete life of

Containing a

Atdli'1VO

or

AND
and

any other point iu the

hy C,>i!,ort

Soul
1 *hie'fsfciHation
JL
nig 400 ]*agc*8 by Herbert Hamilton B ACharm
How

AGENTS WANTED NOW.
$10* to $200 per month c leared in

GREAT

S,
»aui|.l«

VENT, Pub., aim, 0., and 58 Murray St.
also

e^Cuvth

D. D 675
and 75
and with our Acer England
(colored in townships
and U. S. and World Maiec, success is certain.
Apfor terms and territorv to D. L. GUERN-

#80

Works of absorbing in
u
pages Extracts
t
ts'

fr«.f

N. Y.
wautLNl for i'hicauo and the Great r..».
a,lJ
Editors tld*
llhstrated.
•MMiww
SOOOOaald
Address uk above, or .1
Mold,

“O

GCKJDSPEED,

WHITE CHIEF

Agents

canvassing for History of the Crr.l Fire* in
® aiesgo and I ho World. Has outsold ail
others
.-.I'Alv complete History Published. By ltev. E. J

novll-dtf

via llie

0. K.

to

f

THE

books extant.
8eAuinB
Agents wanted. 48

engravings, Circulars, <£<■.,

SMITH'S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
It contains over 250 fine
Scripture Illustrations and
1105 pages, and is the most
comprehensive and valuable History of the Bible ever
published. The labor
and learning of centuries are
gathered in this one
volume, to throw a strong clear light upon every
page of the inspired Word.
AGENTS WANTED.—Send for Circulars, and see
our terms, and a full
description ot the work. Address National Publish
ing Co., Pldla. Pa.
Ja.11t4w

WANTED,

Ilailtoay

OF

®c8t

Elii

ONE WHO HAS SEEN IT.

BEI.DEN
,
terest.

Pub., Concord, N. H.

CALIFORNIA,
Or

STATE PRISON
BY

EHJ“°,,ce
SEY,

$5.00 SAVED
hyipurchajing ticket*

Jlzrr___in

OF

LOOK”

at li.m

v‘'ys’“',le 18 connected with tb»
ri4.lt>

hT„.

HISTORY of the BIBLE.
AUTHOR

UANOiLL ANOIIEn’g

the

Gardiner Botel.the Maine Hotel
urbscotts, ar.dColumb.an Honse, Bath.
oi

■ I.I.l'HTRATK ■)

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston.

Grand

Late

BY \VM. SMITH, L. L. D.

18)1,

AT-

—

*•__Jn2ft_,4w

route.

sail.

KENDALL’S MILLS,
HY

Mo._jU2yt

ticketed

ball the rate ot

FAIRFIELD HOUSE,

Commission

lExpress.
I
SV The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arfflHIS IS NO HUMBUG t tie
o.
rives at and departs from the De;>ot of the Maine
with age, height, color of
eyes and hair, von will
Central Railroad.
receive by return mail a correet
of your future
picture
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
husband or wife, with name and date of
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
Address Y\ Fox, P. O. Drawer, No. 24 marriage.
Fultonvllle
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.

Passengers

«»e

more

liberal salary or on

A Horse anil \\ agon
given to Agents. Full Partieulars fumishod on ai^lication. Address W. A
HisOKHS.IN Jt Co., General
Agents, Cleveland, Ohio, and
bt. Louis,
4w

•Pullman sleeping enr express train.
1 Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

^

vessels!

at 3 p.m.

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or
Passage apply to
WlI. r.Nt v A.
SAMPSON,
10.3-lr
TO I,aa«
Wharf, B„loa.

EMPLOYMENT.
a

Boston,

Freight tot the West by the Penn. R. K ,Ud s,„.o
by connecting lines for.aisled tree ol
commission.

Jan23t4w

PROFITABLE

[■?“« Wharf,

sJ,g$nJr.ult;r?.!reet wh-•

medicines that
give strengtn and robustness to
body and mind, DODD’S NERVINE bears the palm.
Its sale Is large and its
popularitv long established.
Probably more families keep it on hand for every day
use as a stimulant and
corrective, than all other medicines now before the public. It is
pleasant to take

engage

Portsmouth for Portland 110.00 A.
M., 12.38 P. M., t5.30 P. M., *10.10 P. M.

Leave eftoh port evsij
Wedne»dty48atnri*T

Ot all

Commencing Honda;, N«»'r 13th, 18T1.

Agent.

Central’Aar/l fiw,o„.

33

p IfIL A Z> E L PHI
A
Line.
Steamship

New

Reliable Tonic.

A

ARRANGEMENT.

30

B O H T O JN

Agents.
Finely illustrated. Price low. Will outsell every thing
Send for Circulars.
Address Columbian Book Co..
Hartlord, Conn.
jan23t4w

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

*,4a

to

Junu2tf_

jan23t4w

A Splendid
fOOt.1 A.' AlOlie.
AIOIIP ” Book
for

"***“ /L°to^Washington^ ami

given
Sontli and West.
Mne Passenger
accommocationa.
J are inciuding Berth and
Meals io Norfolk 81°
time 48 hours; to Baltimore
815, time 63 hours
Norfolk, 46 hours. To Baltimore, U5 hours.
For further information
apply to
E- SAMPSON,

days.

A

*

rates

is now ready with its precious store of
good thing for
Public and Parlor Readings,
being a happy blending
of Eloquence, Humor,
Sentiment, Pathos* and Burlsaquc, Uniform in style with the preceeding iiunihave wou the Public heart, and the cry is
;
Limington, daily.
•MORE!
Cloth-bound, 75 cents; paper, 30 cents,
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
| or 4 copies for $1. Also “Excelsior Dialogues,” reEagle
and Limington, daily.
vised,
price $1 25.
|
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
Auk your bookseller for them, or send
Newheld, Parprice to P.
sonstleld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat- I Garrett & Co.. 702 Chestnut
st., Philadelphia, Pa.
urdays, returning alternate
AGENTS WANTED.—Those selling other books
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Parsonsheld,
can sell these by thousands.

daily.

Baltimore'.

Steamships;—

;-

Txiwrence.
Appold.”
“George
William Kennedy *
“MaClellan“ ('apt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington h.
•M)n ‘V
Steamer Latly of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from 'Norfolk to Peter,bura and
IUchMmd, by river or mil; and by the

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

*

o’clock, p. in.

..

|

^afcw&sjs’irair

■

clockT

84wf o

WEEK !

at Eastport with steamer
•Connecting
QUEEN for
St.
Andrews and Calais, ami with N. B& C Railnau
wav fur W oodutock and lloulton

THEA-NECTAR

PORTLAND & ROCHESTERRAILROAD.

ARRANGEMENT

Thursday”*

ID A PURE BLACK TEA
with the Green Tea Flavor.
Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale eveiywhere iu our “trademark” pound and half pound
sale
packages only. And for
wholesale only by the Great Atlantib and Pacific Tea Co., 8
Church st., New York P. O. Box
Send for Tliea Nectar Circular.
jan8-4wt

by

________

CO.

John, »igbr

..-^^^^^every Monday, at 5.13 *i, ln*’ *°
t■'*
East port and St John.
WiB to*'e St> ',ol‘n 4,1<1
Eastport ever

is the only work extant which satisfies this want. It
is beautiful and striking, combining an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album' with
a complete Family Ilintory.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN, 3
School Street, Boston, AIumm.
ja#-4wt

Casco,

The 8.45 A. M. train from No. Conway, arrives iu
season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. It. It.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portlaud, November 8,1871.
no9tf

WINTER

BILLIN’ IS

L.

jg g as*»»bte

3

M

Pictorial Family Register

U, SAbU,

Ht.

ond

TRIPJPER

AGENTS

tlie subscription
long
novelty
line which will sell at sight In every family. The
HAVE

Portlaud in

Condensed Milk Route !
the Sale (exclusively) of Lewhi’g
plain condene*
ed milk by tho quart to famille* in Bo.tou.
IjlOR

Largo dally sales, half cash, no night.or Sunday
work; a permanent business established ten years,
growing popular dally; supply over ono thousand
families, also (he Cunard English Steamers. Must he
sold soon, the owner being In ill health; might exchange for a small farm. Apply from 1 to 3 o'clock
P. M., to L. B. HOItTON, 28 West st., Boston, M
febX0d2w

Calais

WINTER

Lovell, daily.

ruin BAA

to

•»,,,,

Windsor an<l Halifax.

Browufleld for Denmark and Bridgton, daily.

A.l 11

aj

l.NTERNATIONALSTEAMSHir

8TAGF8.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton, daily.

naoinnu

Room.

JOHNPORTEOUS.Ag.nl.

Hunt port,

attached.

connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, aud with Portsmouth, Great
Falls aud Conway Railroad for Con wav.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Bostou &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

LINE.
favorite

OllVEH.

8.

to

FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
E. R., New York.

WEEKLY

EXPRESS,

A. M.
P. M.
7.40
3.15
8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with passenger car

for

Passage apply

or

Halifax, Nova Scotia

STEAMER

Portlaud,
Leave N. Conway,

4XP?’S

antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and meq. H|s HAIK
VIGOR sometimes rcproiluces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and gray hair its natural
color, with
the gloss and freshness of youth. Tho
comparatively
few hald and gray hoaiis, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered tho virtues of AY Kit’S
HAUt.VIGOlt for renewing the hair. The fresh nuil
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old
austere aud ugly, by gray hair, restore its
youthfui
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing lor
beautifying tho Hair, it
has no superior.
PREPARED BY
DR. J- C. AYER & CO., LOWELL,
MASS.,
Practical and Analytical
Chemists,
And sold all round the world.

Freight

,J;P- AMK’S, Ptef
May 9-dtf

Blood,

Vigor,

—

-l.

"-^follows:

Frycburg

AKBAHliKHKHT.

HENRY

IT!
3m

Hair

Wei la’

/T OOD STORE attached, thoroughly established,
VA
regular run of good paying business, such as
bread, cake and pastry, fills is one of the be«t
chances ever offered of the kind. Sold for no fault
TAYLOR * CO., 20 State St., Boston, Mass
~
_

For

-“=

WINTER

BY MAIL.

R. P. HALL & CO.
Nashua, N. II.
For salo by all druggists.
feblS eod&eowd
cow w w8

IN

Baking Business for Sole.

Jn2dly

Leave

At
At

Co.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINK

On aud after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further notice, trains will run as

daily.

if®

Ago,it.

Steamship

HEW

Wad. Mch 27.

COLOR.

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR
SENT FREE

Bailie

gfiffMSfluiitJl

ALTERATION

Makes the Hair smooth and glossy, and does not
the skin as others.

1,1869-<llf_LBIUJNOS,

May

R. R.

VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North Windham,
Raymond and Naples, daily.
At Baldwiu for Cornish, Kezar Falls and

ai rn

Freight

—

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and Moonehead
Lake, leavo Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
Calais and St. John, for $8.00; aud to Halifax for
$12.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
16tf
Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.

__

o’clocl,*

Steamers Dirig.. and Fraaeonla
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
Leave tialt'a Wharf,
j
Portland
City.
every MONDAY ai.d THUKS.
DAY, at 4 P. M„ and leave Pier 3d E. It., New York
PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3PM
The Dirigo and Franconia are lilted
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
up with lino
accommodations for plMsengers, making this the most
Boston or New York, &3<L CURRKNCY.
convenient and comfortable route fur travelers l*..
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.
tween
New
York
and Maine.
Drafts Issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1 |
Passage In State Room $.r>. Meals extra
anti upwards. For Freight and Cahiu passage apply
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal On«U p
at the Company’s Office, 88 State Street. For steerHalifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. SMiipm is
age passage, at 99 State Street, Boston.
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers •.!
JAMES ALEXANDER, Aaeut.
early as 4 P. M„ on the days they leave Portland

Portland 6:45 p. in.
No. T. Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
Bangor 7 p. m.. Watervile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswick 11:45, Bath 6 p. m..
at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare $5.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m.
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
Fare to Portland $5.00; to

OGDENNBURG

lS^CUBA,

o’clock,

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
13^ Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

Train* Due ut Portland.

&

Wed.,Mch

at 7
at 5

Passage Money, Including fare from Boston to N York.
Cabin, $80, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodation. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. II. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. in., Dexter 8:15,
9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
Skowhegan
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00, Readtield
11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath 5, Brunswick 5:25, Iiewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

stain

Rheu-

ranch! nr-aprend
Strengthening
Planters.
will
They
certainly cure.
Thev are are composed of choice emollient gums
spread on the finest kid, of three different sizes, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold by DrumriNt*
Price 15,20 and 30 cents each.
y. C, WEJ.LS & CO,,
192 Fulton Street, \

CHINA,

follows:

season as

Deck.V.V.V.V.y.V’
taken as usual.

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.
CALABRIA, Wed. Mch 6. ABYSSINIA,Wed Mch 2u

No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
traiu connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

PORTLAND

the

run

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
and India Wharf. Boston every
day,
P. M.. (Sundays excepterl.)
Cabin fare.

Cabin, $80 Gold. Steerage, $30 Currency

a. m.

—

will

BOSTON

PALMYRA, Sat.. Mar. 2. SAMARIA, Sat., Mar. 30.
SIBERIA, Sat., March 3. OLYMPUS. Sat., April 0. 1
PARTHIA. Sat, Mar. 16. SIBERIA, Sat., April 13. !
BATAVIA, Sat.Mar. 23, | PARTHIA. Sat., April2o (
lypasaengera embark at the Uunard Wharf, Eaat
Bouton.

m.

No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath
7:10 and Augusta 8:15 p. m.

HAIR

YOUTHFUL

*

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID
DO
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION^
Have
taken
yon

TO

an

References: Wm. Read, M. D., (late City PhvMclan); David Thaver, M. D.: John Skinner
n
C. F Folsom, M, D.; S, L, Dutton, M,
D,, Bo8toii!
Nathan hronoh, M, I)., Maiden
Mass.
Centre,
janl3 ood 3in
*

RESTORE

It will prevent the Hair from falling out.

the subscriber has
taken upon himself the
estate or

Administrator of the
EBEN MOODY, bite of Falmouth,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
AJ1 persons having de-

U-ust of

HAIR

SAM’L WALKER & CO.,
3 Tremont Row;

artmentH with
Board and Nursing, for Ladles about to be
eoullned
or who require
treatment, (except for contagious or
venereal diseases,) under the charge of their o wn
nhvsician, can be found by addressing Mrs. M. S IViRt
No. 4 Ferdinand st., Boston. All
communications
confidential.

10:30

BROn

DIRECT

No. 9. Ijeave Portland at 1:00 p. ru., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readtield 3:59, Kendall's Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincolu railroad for Damariscotta,
Rockland, &c.); Augusta4:00, Kendall's Mills 5:10,
Skowliegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. m., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Oldtown and AJattawamkcag.

eodly

uo28

dim_Boston, Mass.

PitVSTATiVC Comfortable

Angnsta

a.

The new ami sunerior sea-g«Ji g
steamers FOREST (’1TY, »» a
MONTREAL, haring been ftkd
up at a great expense with a lar^e
number of beautiful it teKooxu*

Queenstown, Cork Har.

Steamers appointed tc wail

Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Halifax.
No. lO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston yia Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
9 :U0, (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Rail- |
road for Damariscotta, Rockland, &c.) Arrives at
Bangor 7:30

astonishing

applicotion.

and loathsome disease has
brought
soul to a consumptive grave, by the
wasting away of
the lungs. Why will you suffer when vou can he
cured.
Office now open, Boom No. 4.
Dlt. SHEPARD,
United State. Hotel'.
Portland Me.

at

1

at

BOSTON.

ING FOR LIVERPOOL,

Train* From Portland.

W.

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its
curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or lemale, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel. Diabetes, Reddish Sediment iu Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous auu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Ineontinuence of Urine, ChronCatarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the

FOB

_

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
353 Commercial Street, Portland.

mals,
subjects.

anv case of Cacure.
That termany a poor

LINK

CIJNARD

♦Accommodation.
JFast Express.

with descriptions of the
of men, and all species or
Birds, AniFishes, Insects, etc., upwards of 300 colored

WILL give tlio above amount for
I tarrh
that I cannot permanatoly
rible

STEAMERS.

\IL HTKA.tlEHN

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

races

CATARRH

1

Pasesnger trains leave Portland for Banger, No.
6, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a. m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Waterville 5:00. Arrives

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who

Living World;

The
several

Unit
hereby given
tmd

NOTICE
been duly appointed

|

a

ACTIVE SALESMEN

Ubrlrv

A

We are selling them daily to the most careful in-

uiiMi uuc iui ui ui

and

we are

whom are as
the consumption, and by their friends are
supposed
U» have it. All such cases yield to the
proper and on
ly to correct course ot treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

Bonds.

■■Wire Works, eor
■■N. Y., or 346 W Uandoph st., Chicago.
Kbl7t4w

FIRST class Boarding House, containing
48 rooms, and furnished in the best maimer. It
is one of the host locations in Boston, situatod on
Roylston Place, near the Common and Public Garden. Price low and terms
easy. It must bo sold by
the 12th of the
present month. Enquire at Noll
BOV LSTON Pi.ACE, Boston, Mass.
mcli5-6i

New York.

vestors, and have but

ernment

at once Hudson River
Wnter st.. and Maiden Lane

wortli

bear interest at the rate of 7
i*er cent, per

payable

per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same
heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

■ «keat chance por aoents
■ l>o you want an agency, local or traveling,
with an opportunity to make $5 to
$20 a dav
BO selling our new strand White Wire Clothes
mm Lines’ They last forever;
free. Send
sample
lor circular. Address

of Information pertaining to its institutions and
Objects of
Interest. See that the book you got is
by Kev. J. F
Riclunond, 5 years a City Mlselonery. A work
haring and not a Sensation book, 200 Engravings
Agents sell 40 a day. E. B. TREAT, Pub. 805 Broadway, N. Y.
mcli4t4w

for $1,000 each, have forty years to

are

^with

While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50

febl7-d»w»_

mcli4t4w

AlTi^

event.
The

the U. S. A
six inch, is used bythoGoverument in the Patent Office,
Washington, D. C. Its simpttcity of construction and the
power it transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever Invented.
Pamphlet free. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.
use

r

uncertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

the principal,

The smoke and heated gases
pass first through the
tubes in the upper
compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass
through the tubes
in the third
compartment. Bv this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in congiadually decreasing temperatures of

100 DOLLA RS!

paid,

all its bonds.

means

water116^

_feb!9

AGENTS WANTED FOR

Cincinnati, Chicagoor St.

on

of two horizondiaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments.
By this ar^^ere “* luaintaincd three temperatures of

on

Evansville and Nashville with the entire

already earning, after

day passes but

a

Address,
Dr. Jouriluin's Consulting Office,
01 Hancock Street, Boston, Mass,
Junlkllyr

above is an engraving of a Steam Boiler eontaming 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle,
namely,that qf stopping the vertical

disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, Dyspepsia, <£rc. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4f3m

Its

Is

.r

any address for 25 cents.

A

Cure

mortgage debt Is *2,500,000, or about *1“,500 to the mile.
Although the road is but just ojicn-

ed, it

(rmiAro

Liberal Salaries or Commission paid to
good business men, with exclusive
territory. Catalogues sent

LINE,

with tho celebrated Block Coal fields of
Indiana, and

by

iife~bf

Still outsells any book in the market. It is
thoroughly established as the only reputable work on the delicate subjects of which its treats.
Nearly Ready ! A new book from the pen of DIO
LEWIS, America’s most popular lecturer and writer

RAILROAD,

nois,

The Physic al

WOMAN

aud Vincennes

How Hany Thousands Cau Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
»,1 uiTl
11
(1,.,
1.

snch

Gon

Portland

Impure

nAnt

RAILROAD.

(remaining

delft_Cor.

New House
SALE—On Lewisetreet, near Pine. Frescoed
and piped lor Sebago. Apply cn the
preiiisscs,
at 25 emery *t.
JAMES A. TENNEY,
aim 25

•r

JHK

one

JOSEPH BLANCHARD.

FOR

8WAK A BARRETT,
II. M. PAVSON,
IV. K. WOOD,

Running through

SALE!

well known Farm owned by Joseph Blanchard, in Cumberland, one mile from the Centre
would exchange for City Proi>erty. If not sold by
1st of April, will be to let.
Enquire on the premises.

marketable stocks and bonds will be received
prices in exchange for Northern Pacific
Seven-Thirties without expense to the investor.
For further particulars
concerning tide Bond, or
purchase of the same, apply to the undersigned.

A

a

Sale.
Dr. S. Fitch, No

FOB

All

Chicago, Danville

Portland,

_feb21d3w

at current

Bankers,

to

city of Auburn,

87 State st.,
or
the office on Congress
most desirable locations In the city
For particulars enquire of JOHN C. PROCTER

feb21tf

Mercury.

All who have committed an excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturcr years,
seek fob some antidote in season.
The Pains and Aclics, ami Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for
unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of
Beauty
and Complexion.

For

accomplished by
circulation,
tal

line residence of
for sale, with
THE
without
st. One of the

third.

27-T&T&S& wlw

To JLct*

offers
few
dei>ot, churches and schools his
spacious and convenient dwelling house, stable and
outbuildiugs, and grounds surrounding them of about
two acres of land consisting of a lawn,
shrubbery
and vegetablo garden, current and
gooseberry bushes,
apple, pear, plnm and cherry trees in full bearing.
Also adjoining the above are thirteen acres of
highly cultivated mowing, arable and pasture laud, on
which is a
young orchard of thrifty trees. Tlie whole
convenieutly divided and fenced. Said premises are
pleasantly situated on high ground overlooking the
city of Auburn ami Lewiston. The buildings with
lawm and garden would be exchanged for a house in
Portland or vicinity.
F. BRADFORD.
Auburn, March 2, 1872.
dtf

810,000.
The proceeds of all sales of land are
required to
be devoted by the Trustees of the bondholders
(Messrs. J. Cooke and J. Edgar Thompson) as a
Sinking Fund to the purchase and cancellation of
the first mortgage bonds.
EXCHANGING 5-DO’a. In view of the ability
and fixed policy of the Government to call in its
5-20’s and substitute a low-iutereBt
bond—8140,000,000 having been called in for
cancellation since September 1st—many holders of 5-20’s are
exchanging
them for Northern Pacifies, thus
adding to their
principal the present premium on Government
Ronds, and incraasinc their venriv
tin,..,.,,..

weapon, the

iJini

*«•

remove

or

Price, and are issued in the following denominations: Coupon bonds, 8100, 8500, and 81,000;
Registered bonds, 8100, 8500, 81,000, 85,000 and

one

or

subscriber about to
for sale
THE
to be let in the
minutes walk from

est Cash

IS

•'■••'•■•ft"

ous

whose

is one

are

WE WOULD RECOMMEND THE
NORTHERN PACIFIC SEVEN-THIRTY GOLD ROND AS ONR OF THE
best and safest securities
now offered to the public.
Ill tills security are combllned the
high credit of a
first-class Railroad Bund, with the solidity and safety of a Real Estate Mortgage on Land worth more
than twice the amount loaned.
These Bonds are payable in 1900—bear 7 3-10
per
cent, interest in gold, payable first of
July and January—are free of U. S. Tax—ore receivable at 10 i>er
cent, premium for the Company’s lands at the Low-

feb

1

WIK'W

ot the best pastures in Town:
T*fiaLS!53uJ«Sit has a go«<i barn, small house and
wood-shed, with
a well of good water.
This farm is situated in the
Town ofDeering. 4 miles from the City of Portland,
one mile from Abbott’s Comer and within a few rods
of J. W. Jones’ Com Factory. For further information, enquire of NATHANIEL HAWKES, near
Morrill’s Comer.
feb27dlw&wtf

completed to the eastern boundary of
Dakota, the Red River of the North, a distance of
256 miles. On the Pacific coast, 65 miles are under
construction, the greater part of which is completed
including purchased lines, the Northern Pacific Com

regularly-educated

a

^-L-yq Ayer’sCherry

noltf

Farm for Sale.
40 acres of good land divided into
mowing and pasturing, the pasture
is well watered, with a brook runThe road is

THOMSON’S

GENUINE PATENT

__febl3dtf

know

ou t for general use should
have
established by well-tested experience in

physician,
preparatory studies lit him for all the duties ito must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-allB, purporting to be the best in the world
which are not only useless, but always
Injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet Incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients arc made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice*
for it is a point
conceded by the best syphilgenerally
ographers, that the study and management of these
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment
and ours. The inexperienced general
practitioner,
Having neither opportunity nor time to make liiinsrlt acquainted with their pathology,
commonly
pursues one
system of treatment, in most cases making
an indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and danger-

Corset.

If you want the most satis,
factory, best fitting and the
cheapest Corset for its real
value, you have ever worn,

21

officially reported, the gross earnings of the present Pacific Railroad (Union and
Central) for 18T1, the
second year of through business (December
earnings
estimated) reach Seventeen Millions and a Quarter,
Of this 65 per cent, is from Local
Business, and, it is
stated, fully 55 per cent, or nearly Nine and a Half
Millions, are net over operating expenses.

in Suit*

mar9dtl
a

For Sale.
Portland Nursery, and Buildings
with

As

or

Hiese offices sre the most desirable in tke city, being pleasantly situated and heated by steam.
Also, Ivsk room and desks furnished it desired.

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

Feb 28-eod3w

FLUENT BLOCK,

QPRICES I

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent ami thinking person must
remedies handed

™*ny

LET,

TO

cess.

or

to Let,
Also Ladv Boarders
Center and Free st. No
jun30tf

_

Either Single

For Rent.
Piano, in good order, at

W. LUCKS

Merchants National Bank.

corner

SALE.

For Sale.
good second-hand Safe.

A

Enquire of

block ot Brick Stores

without board.
WITH
wanted. Apply

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs oi disease from the system, and making a
®
perfect and permanent cure
He would call the attention of the afflicted
to the
aud well-earned reputation!
&ct'''“g-^tanding
furnishing suffleient assurance of his skill and sue-

Hardly

Furnished Room

AN

VALUE OF LAND GRANTS).
The average price at which twenty-sixland
grant
railroads have thus fitr sold their lands is *7.04 per
acre—the highest average of any grant
being * 13.98,
and the .lowest *3.07. "With few exceptions the average selling price has increased from year to year.
The lands ot the Northern PacIflcRoad are admitted
by all who have «fen them, to be better and more
saleable than those of most other grants; but. sold at
the general average of *7,04 per
acre, they will yield
more than*161.000per mile of road—more than three
times the possible cost of construction and
equipment ; at the lowest average of
any grant (3.07)’
they will produce more than *70.000 per mile, which
Is *20.000 per mile more than the
company are allowed to issue bonds.
TRAFFIC ON PACIFIC RAII.RO ADR.

nearly

the

jy!8tl

the

self‘abuse.

or the terrible vice of
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cuke ix all Oases, whether of lou»

youth—treated scientifically

To be Let,
whole
part of
THEPortland
Pier.
at,

Impure connection

that
their efficacy
the hands of

STEAMERS.

__—-.Arrangement of Train*.
Commencing Feb. 19,

Rooms, £»F^p1872-

ranted.

Let.

or

FOB

TDK

equal traffic on the Northern Pacific Road will
pay a dividend of more than 91 per cent, on its total
C08t. With iU great and
unquestioned advantages in
distance, grades, climate and tributary fertile counthe
Northern Pacific is assured of a vast and
try,
profitable business from the outset, with a large increase for the future.
These facts regarding Pacific Kailroad
earnings,
and the market value of Kailroad Lands, as shown
by actual sales to settlors, show the unquestioned
security of Northern Pacific Railroad Bonds. J

desired,

Medical

CENTRAL

MAINE

FOUND AT HIS

No. 172 Cumberland
Street,
lie cau be consulted
privately, aud witli
WHERE
tbe utmost confidence
the
by
afflicted, at all
hourB daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are
Bultmng under the
affliction of private diseases, whether
arising from

more

BLE House oi ten rooms.
C O. BAKER, 37 Wilmot street.
ADES1RA

miiu

con-

Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.
To

excellent farm of about 94 acres, six miles
from this city, and one from a railroad station;
good house and out-buildings. Will be sold at a bargain if applied for soon.
fe28eod3w

Fruits, Vegetables

Middle

jileut? 01 water.
jy28t<

fep24tt

hereafter acquire.” The Land Grant of the
Northern Pacific Railroad will average over 23,000
acres to each mile of road.
This land is capable of
iu abundance

amount

tl

To Let.

Lu. s

Loan til

to

to any

aug23

«

^1

a

prepared lo loan money In

are

ny may

now

Let,

to let, containing? rooms, Sebago
TENEMENT
For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

class uiortgage* in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Peering;. Parties desirous of buildiug can also be accommodated with loans.
C5EO. R. PA VIM Sc CO.,
Real Estate Sc mortgage Brokers.

real and

pauy

Also
49 Frank-

TWO

B ULLETIR.
These Ronds hare

Contracts

floor with board.

floor.

to Let.
Front Rooms on tb* second floor without
board at 26 High st.octlpoodlf

ST.

|

second

water.

jTI

and cereals of the

on

Lodging Rooms

REAL ESTATE.
wcv.

producing

room

RAILROADS.

Have Confidence.

To Let
lin st.

owner

corner

ou favorable thorns.
sts,
These are first class houeea in every respect, conaimng 13 rooms, having all modern Improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOAN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
sep!6

marl*lw

12J

ll}a)
12}
11

NO r sold

one room

this office the

JERRIS, Real Estate Agent

Oct 1st, the two end houses
iFiu the previous
brick block of tour,
the
ol
Neal and Pine
will be reuted

Found
By applying at

the corner of Con13 good rooms

on

First-* lass Houses to Let.

feb3

was

Liverpool,duty

Sliore No. 1,. 10 00 @ 18 00
No. 2. 10 50 @ 12 00 Liv. in
bond,.l 50 'ai 2 00
Largo No. 3 7 00 @ 8 00 tlr'nd butter, 25 §
Modium,... G 50 ^ 7 50 Sprucuse,-none §
Clam Bait,... 6 00 @ 7 00
Flour.
Ex St’m ItefM
(a)
9
Superfine,.... G 00 @ 6 50 Family,.
8
r@
7 00 a 7 50 No. 1,.
Spring X,.
7
g)
xx,... 7 75 @8 50 Chem. Olive,.
@ 10
Mich. Wintui’, 8 50 @9 00 Crane’s,.
a
13
**
xx 8 75 @ 9 25 Soda.
u
13
Illinois x,- 7 75 @ 8 25
Hplm.
xx.9 00 @10 00 Cassia, pure,. 47 <® 50
St. Louis x,.. 9 50 @ 10 00 Cloves,.
21 a) 25
xx, 10 50 @ 11 50 (linger,.
20 w
Fruil.
1 70
Mace,.1 85
Almonds—Jordan $> It).
a) 1 25
20
Nutmegs,-1
Sufi Shell,.. 20 @ 22
Pepper,. 28 (@ 30
Shelled. 40 @ 55
Mturcli.
Pea Nuts,.... 2 25 (a 323
9 @ 11}
Pearl,.
Citron,. 50 @
N11 gar.
10

Found.
House, a small bundle. Apply

LADY’S Gold Watch
found in this City, beA tween
Green and Casco st., in January, 1868.

11

Small,.
@4 00
Kire.
Pollock,.
@4 50 lUce, V lb...
7*@ 10
none
Haddock,Mnlrrn ns.
Hake. 2 00 @2 25 Saleratus, t>lb, 7 (ii)
9i
Herring,
Mli
Shore, V hhl 3 00 @ 4 50 Turk's Is. l>
Settled,|>bx 18 @ 23
hhd.(8bu»),. 3 00 @ 3 50
No. 1,.
15 @ 20 St. Martin,..
none
Mackerel, fe* bbl.,
3 00 @ 3 50
Bonaire,
Bay No. 1, 12 50 @ 14 00 Cadiz,duty |sl 2 50 (oj 3 25
Bay No. 2, 10 00 @ 12 00 Cadiz,in bond 1 75 § 2 25
3. 7 00 a 8 00

to
WM. H.
March 4-dlw*

mch5eod*3t

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Pbkss to March 6.

ft
ft
ft
ft

located

Apply

gas, &c.

A

the Franco-l’russian war a great
deal of fumvas poked at the-New Jersey editor
in
read
the cable despatches that "Bazawho
ine lias moved twenty kilometres out of
Metz.” He thereupon sat down and wrote
an editorial, in which he said he was delighted to hear that all the kilometres had been removed, and that the innocent people of Metz
were no longer endangered by
the presence
of those devilish engines of war—sleeping upon a volcano, as it were.
And then he went
on to describe some experiments made with
kilometres in the Crimea, in which one of
them exploded and blew a frigate out of the
water.
Another editor clipped irom an exchange
an obituary poem, which he sent to the composing room with some introductory remarks.
He said:—“We publish below a very
touching
production from the pen of Miss M-.
It
was written by her at the death-bed of her
sainted mother, and it overflows with those
expressions of filial alfection which are the
natural outgrowth of pure untutored genius
that has developed beneath the sheltering influences of a mother’s love. The reader will
observe how each line glows with ardent affection and tenderest regret.”
Somehow in attaching this introduction to
the poem, the editor turned up the wrong
side of the clipping, and the consequence was
the editor’s lines led the reader gently into an
article upon “Hog Cholera in Tennessee. It
was rumored that the relatives of Miss Mw ere seen prowling about the office the next
oay, armed with shotguns, but this has not
been traced to any reliable authority.

28
29
29
40
1 20

Boarding: House
Lease; pleasantly
ami Franklin sts; contains
TOgress

Wanted.

fcSold In tbe United
January.

Gat. Inquire of
basement; Sebago
GLUTS, Engineer, Post Office.
fe22-lw

nice parlors, and pure Sebago wator.
Call on L. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial street.
Nov 24-dtf

fe24*6t tf

dc30dtf

of

room

MThe

nurse for a child
nurse the child at

Cook at No. 74

corner

Nice Rent for 9900.
lower rent of house 87 Franklin street
containing eight pleasant rooms, with suit ol

SMALL rent, within 5 minutes walk of the P.
& K. Dej»ot, about 4 rooms for $2 per week. G.
I. C., C. R. Chisholm & Bros,. 371 Commercial st.

large.
During

@

D F.

Wanted.

over

stairs

Tenement,
A Boyd & Oxfordupsts; four
and wash
in the
Water and

wet

at once at 69 Green st.

NEAR
Of these

woman as

the person to
home; liberal[pay given.

the White
at this Office.

Even more deplorable is the injury done to
the journalist who complimented a certain
candidate with the observation that he was
“a noble old burgher, proudly loving his native Stale.” Imagine the indignation of the
candidate and the horror of the editor, when
the paper the next day contained the assertion tqat the said burgher was “a nobby old
burglar, prowling around in a naked state.”
But the printers do not make all the mistakes. We remember the laughter and comment provoked by the statement of a provincial reporter, who called the attention of the
constable to the fact that
on Sunday last
some twenty or thirty men collected in the
hollow back of Mr. McGinnis, and engaged
in fighting during the whole morning.” Mr.
McGinnis’ back must haye been uncommonly

27
28
28
38
00

To be Let

Wanted.

ucar such a uuss lur a wiie.

Light,.
Mid. Weight
r
I Heavy,.
I Slaughter,..

BRICK

rooms

Rooms; board reasonable.
No 11 MYRTLE ST,
_ftfb6tf_

had made it “Mr. Smith could

{

|1

Lei 1

Store, No. 149 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas
Water aud all modern conveniences. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
146 Commercial Btreet.
janlOtf
PLEASANT

Boarders Wanted.

tor, who, while writing a sympathetic paragraph, observed that "Mr. Smith could hardly bear the loss of his wife,” only to find that

Ashes.
Pearl, V lb,... 11 @ 11
9 @ 10
Pot.
Bcuua.
Poa. 3 25 @ 3 50
Blue Pod. 2 75 @3 00
Yellsw Eyes., 3 50 @ 3 73
Box Mhooks.
Piuo,. GO @ 65
Bread.
Pilot Sup_ 9 00 @
Pilot ex.lOOlb 7 00 <g
Ship,. 5 50 @ 6 50
Crackers,00 35 @ 40
Butter.
Family,$*lb,.. 25 @ 30
Store,.. 15 @ 25
Caudles.
Mould, *>ib,.. 12f@ 13
Si*erm,. 35 @ 37]
Cement.
** bbl.,..2 43 @2 50
C heese.
Vermont, |>lb 13 @ 14
17 @ 18
Factory,
14 @ 15
N. Y. Dairy,..

WITH

board,

rooms

grave with our steers.”
The poets suffer most deeply.
Nothing
could be worse, for instance, than the misery
of the bard who asserted in his copy that he
“kissed her under the silent stars,” only to
find that the compositor compelled him to
“kick her under the cellar stairs.” A certain
Jenkins was the victim of an aggravated assault, because when, in his report of a wedding, he declared that “the bride was accompanied to the altar by eight bridesmaids;”
the types made it that “the bride was
to
the
altar
accompanied
by tight
bridesmaids.”
These
things are peculiarly unpleasant when they occur in remarks upon death, as in the case of the edi-

10
8

board suitable for gentleman and wife or
two gentlemen. Also a few table boarders acI commodated, at 52 Free Street.
jn4-tf

69 GREEN ST.

or transient boarders accommodarooms and board.
Two connected
furnished or unfurnished, at 119
feblTtf
Street, corner of Franklin*

Private

Room To Let.

Apply

nurse.

ted with good
PERMANENT
with

that “we will hallow her grave with our
tears.” He was pursued next morning by
Emily’s exasperated brother, because the
printers insisted that “we will harrow her

Lead.
Apples.
Cooking,.2 00 @ 3 00 {Sheet &, Pii»e,
94@
Eat lug,. 3 50 @ 6 00 ,1’ig.
7$ft
Leather.
Dried, western 9 @ 11 !
do
eastern 10 @ 13 New York,

Immediately.

wet

as

Free st.

Boarders Wauted.

Muncy, who sought to soothe the wounded
feelings of a bereaved family by publishing in
the local paper a poetical tribute to the deceased daughter, Emily, in which he declared

iiaruiy

WEBB,

A. E.

CAN BE

Inquire

JONES,
1 Galt Block.

fobjdtf_

Wanted.

when he saw in his statement that the establishment contained “sixty faded widow's!”
And then there was the poet, in

printer

lw

girl.

rooms;

a

To

er

the

PLEASANT Up-Stairs Tenement ;f(iur
A
Sebago water; rent teu dollars month.
of
H. A.

Table Boarders Wanted.

store-keep-

than the

active, reliable man, a situation, where lie
honest living. Address H„ Press

an

EEW talile hoarders at 1® PEAltL STREET.
A pleasant front cliamberand
adjoining room,
suitable for a gentlemen and
wife, to let with board.
A few ladies and gentlemen can also be accoinmodated with good board and rooms.
feblOtf

sunrise.” This was corrected in the proof;
hut the reporter who declared of a certain
new store that it had “sixty fancy windows,”
was even more

DR. J. B. HUGHES

4

before

pills

To be Let

can earn an

The writer, who had cautioned his readers against “casting their
pearls before swine,” was amazed and grieved
to perceive that the compositor had warned
their

Wauled.

BY

Bulletin.

public against “carting

MEDICAL.

Office.

the most astonishing blunders was committed
some years ago in an editorial in the Phila-

the

TO LEI,

THE POPULAR LOAN.

Laughable Blunders of Writers aud
Typo*.
The amusement afforded by ludicrous typographical errors, will be inexhaustible while
printers are fallible aud editors write with
abominable indifference to legibility. One of

delphia

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.
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